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Interdisciplinary Ripples across
the Indian Ocean
KRISH SEETAH AND RICHARD B. ALLEN

TH E IN DIA N O C EA N, L A RG EL Y ignored by historians and social sci-

entists until the 1980s,1 has become the focus of increasing interest to
academics from disciplines as varied as anthropology, political science,
and sociology. These scholars have been attracted by the social and cultural diversity of an oceanic world that encompasses southern and eastern Africa, the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Indian subcontinent, the
Malay Peninsula, the Indonesian archipelago, and Australia (map 1.1).
Evidence of this scholarly interest includes the organization of a growing
number of international conferences on this oceanic world since 1979.2
The launching of journals dedicated to Indian Ocean studies in 1982,
1993, and, most recently, 2015;3 the establishment of an Indian Ocean
World Centre at McGill University in Montréal in 2004; and vigorous
discussion among historians about how the Indian Ocean world should
be conceptualized further attest to this expanding scholarly interest.4
Of greater practical significance is the publication of ever-increasing
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numbers of articles, monographs, and edited collections that explore
social, economic, cultural, and political life in this oceanic basin and
seek to situate the Indian Ocean in the broader context of world history.5
Frequently missing from this burgeoning discourse, however, are
contributions by archaeologists, and historical archaeologists in particular,6 as well as conscious attempts to study this region’s past from
an interdisciplinary perspective. A recent special edition of the journal
Slavery and Abolition demonstrates that some historians are increasingly aware of the potential insights that the study of material culture in
archaeological contexts can provide,7 an awareness matched by a growing appreciation among some archaeologists of the value of “text-aided”
archaeology.8 Despite such developments, concerted efforts to cultivate
interdisciplinary approaches to individual research projects and, ultimately, to academic disciplines remain tangential at best.
This book seeks to begin the process of creating a more explicitly
interdisciplinary approach to Indian Ocean studies by drawing on the
expertise of the archaeologists, historians, artists, and anthropologists
who participated in the workshop Connecting Continents: Case Studies from the Indian Ocean World held at Stanford University in March
2014. In addition to encouraging scholars to adopt interdisciplinary
approaches to studying this region’s peoples, cultures, and history, the
workshop sought to establish a research agenda for a part of the world
that is just beginning to be a subject of serious historical archaeological
interest. In so doing, the workshop’s participants set out to transcend
the kind of disciplinary and subdisciplinary particularism that all too
often plagues research agendas and programs, especially in parts of the
world that have hitherto attracted limited scholarly interest.9
CONCEPTUALIZING CONNECTIONs

Such an undertaking requires an awareness of the problems that can
easily complicate attempts, especially interdisciplinary ones, to reconstruct and analyze the complexities of the human experience in
the Indian Ocean in greater detail. Historians of slavery, for example,
have long appreciated the evidentiary and conceptual difficulties that
hamper attempts to reconstruct slave trading in this oceanic basin.
These problems include a paucity of archival sources, the pervasive
Atlantic-centrism in modern slavery and African diaspora studies, and
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MAP 1.1.

The Indian Ocean, with locations discussed in the volume.

a penchant for geographical, chronological, and topical compartmentalization that often inhibits attempts to study human interaction from
a comparative or panregional perspective.10 Archaeologists working in
the Indian Ocean face similar problems, the most salient of which is the
extent to which Atlantic-inspired models influence research in the Mare
Indicum.11 While archaeologists working in the Indian Ocean obviously
need to be aware of such conceptual frameworks, we must remember
that the Indian Ocean and Atlantic worlds differed from one another in
significant ways. Such differences are readily apparent whenever historians discuss the various free and forced labor trades and systems that
have been major features of life in both of these oceanic worlds.12 Archaeologists need to be equally aware of such differences as they seek to
understand the nature, dynamics, and impact of population movements
within and between vast and diverse geographic regions.
A particularly serious problem facing Indian Ocean archaeologists
is the general lack of research on this part of the globe. Except for the
Swahili Coast and South Africa, few sites in the Indian Ocean basin
have been subject to the kind of careful excavation and analysis that
can shed substantive new light on social, economic, and cultural connections within and across this region.13 A dearth of artifacts, artifact
catalogues, and other basic forms of data has, in turn, precluded development of the kinds of typologies upon which archaeological analysis
of material culture often rests. Other problems include nonexistent or
poorly calibrated dating profiles for the region as a whole, particularly
for historical but also for prehistorical periods, and minimal mapping
of the crossregional movement of goods.14
Reconstructing the social, economic, cultural, and political connections that have existed for hundreds of years between the disparate
regions and peoples of this oceanic basin invariably entails addressing
multiple conceptual issues, perhaps foremost of which is, What do archaeologists understand by the notion of an Indian Ocean “world”?
There can be little doubt that many historians readily subscribe to the
notion, first popularized by Fernand Braudel’s classic work on the Mediterranean in the age of Philip II,15 that oceanic basins can be viewed as
integrated “worlds” whose constituent parts are linked together in various ways, be they ecological, cultural, economic, or political. This concept’s popularity reflects the belief that because such worlds are distinct
zones of biological, cultural, and economic interaction and integration,
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they allow large-scale historical processes to be seen in sharper relief.16
However, as recent discussions among historians about the nature of the
Atlantic “world” attest, defining oceanic worlds largely in geographical
terms can also impede a deeper understanding of the ways in which different regions have interacted with one another through time.17 Recent
studies of the Dutch East India Company’s multinational labor force,
the politics and ideology of the early British East India Company state,
the geography of color lines in Madras and New York, identity and authority in eighteenth-century British frontier areas, British transoceanic
humanitarian and moral reform programs, and European slave trading
in the Indian Ocean indicate that these concerns are equally relevant
to the Indian Ocean.18 Archaeologists should also be concerned about
this concept’s limitations, especially since one of their discipline’s major
strengths lies in its emphasis on studying interaction through time and
across space.
Other problems reflect the differences between what historians and
archaeologists do and how they do it (i.e., the scale of research, types of
data collected, and questions asked and addressed). Historical research
is usually heavily dependent on written documents, although other
sources, such as oral tradition, may also help in reconstructing the past.
The extent to which historians are able to practice their craft invariably
depends on not just the quantity, but also the quality, of the sources at
their disposal. On occasion, the richness of the archival record allows
the life histories of obscure individuals to be reconstructed in considerable detail.19 In other instances, however, even the most astute reading
of the archival record does not allow us to reconstruct various aspects
of the human experience at the macro-regional, much less local, level.
HIs TORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

The utility of the term “historical archaeology” in Indian Ocean studies
was a subject of considerable discussion during the Stanford workshop.
This is a topic that, beginning with the important work of Kent Lightfoot, has been much debated in archaeology, particularly when juxtaposed with prehistory, and continues to be a subject of discussion.20 For
the wider Indian Ocean, archaeological research has tended to focus
on evolutionary archaeology or prehistoric civilizations. Limited opportunities for historical archaeology in this oceanic basin can easily
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be traced to inadequate funding for archaeological research, a problem
compounded by the region’s vastness and the complexity of patterns of
interaction within it. Such an explanation is ultimately not particularly
convincing, however, especially when we remember that an equally vast,
diverse, and complex Atlantic world has long been a subject of extensive
historical archaeological research. Such an explanation becomes even
less satisfactory in light of what we now know about the Indian Ocean’s
importance in global history and the history of globalization.
The development of historical archaeology as a discipline has
strong connections to the Atlantic. In the United Kingdom and European Union, archaeologists have adopted chronological markers, such as
“postmedieval,” and thematic framing, such as industrial archaeology.
A useful point of departure is Charles Orser’s description of the subject
as “text aided archaeology that uses a combination of archaeology and
historical methods, sources, and perspectives to study the recent past.”21
However, for the Indian Ocean, as with many parts of Europe, Africa,
and China, we must wrestle with the much deeper antiquity of the written word and the implications this has for defining historical archaeology in these settings.
As the workshop’s participants appreciated, the issue of periodization is central to defining what may or may not constitute “historical”
archaeology in the Indian Ocean. The limited and often problematic
nature of the textual sources at our disposal and the absence of the
kind of commonly agreed upon chronological markers found in the Atlantic world make it difficult to apply Orser’s definition to the Indian
Ocean world. As the archaeological record demonstrates, there is deeper
diachronic continuity between cultures throughout much of the Indian
Ocean world than is found in the Atlantic.22 The question often facing the historical archaeologist working in the Indian Ocean is not just,
When does archaeology become historical, but also, Where does it do
so? Even in cases such as Mauritius, where the point in time at which
archaeology becomes historical is seemingly straightforward (i.e., when
Europeans colonized this previously uninhabited island), the question
of when Mauritian history begins can be problematic. That the island
was subject to two periods of Dutch settlement and subsequent abandonment (1638–58 and 1664–1710) before being permanently colonized
by the French in 1721 raises the question of which of these dates marks
the “real” beginning of the Mauritian historical experience and, hence,
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of Mauritian historical archaeology. The point in time at which historical archaeology begins, or should begin, in other parts of this oceanic
world is even more difficult to ascertain. Doing so requires us to confront a number of ethical as well as methodological questions: Is it appropriate to apply periodization schemes grounded in European history
to reconstructing the past of peoples who were established in locales
long before Europeans arrived on the scene?23 Is such a practice consistent with the growing recognition of the need for and importance of
community-oriented archaeology and concerns about how archaeological practice is undertaken in local settings?24 The difficulties of addressing such questions are underscored by research that demonstrates that
“European” involvement with parts of the northwestern Indian Ocean
long predated the event commonly used as a major, if not the major,
historical marker in Indian Ocean history: Vasco da Gama’s arrival at
Calicut in 1498 and the subsequent establishment of the Portuguese Estado da Índia between 1500 and 1515.25
These problems could, of course, be addressed by simply rejecting the idea that we should define historical archaeology in the Indian
Ocean in terms of periodization (i.e., specific dates or series of dates),
and relying instead on chronological models that emphasize periodicity
(i.e., the regular recurrence of patterns of trade, movements of peoples
and ideas, etc.). Doing so would emphasize the relative relationship between broader patterns of change in material culture, rather than dates.
Similar questions and issues have concerned historians and archaeologists exploring various aspects of Africa’s past.26
To emphasize periodicity over periodization invariably raises questions about what Orser argues is historical archaeology’s “special ability
to address issues with which we continue to wrestle today: multiculturalism, changing gender roles, internationalism, racism, class development and maintenance, and mass consumption and consumerism.”27
His point that there is, or should be, a singular connection between the
modern world and historical archaeology is particularly well taken when
we discuss historical archaeology in the Indian Ocean. It highlights the
need to move beyond stale debates about nomenclature and develop new
skills and approaches to investigate complex cultural phenomena in this
oceanic basin.28
To avoid the conceptual and other problems that can easily arise
from relying on Eurocentric terms such as “postmedieval,” “colonial,”
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“later-historic,” or “industrial,”29 we choose to appropriate the term
“modern world” from Charles Orser’s work.30 To define Indian Ocean
historical archaeology in such an admittedly imprecise way can, of
course, be unsettling, if not problematic. Doing so, however, allows us to
avoid many of the pitfalls that can result from viewing multifaceted developments through the prism of simplistic or deterministic chronological frameworks.31 This term also provides the conceptual context that
encourages a fuller understanding of the complex patterns of human
interaction through time that are hallmarks of Indian Ocean history.
HIsTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

A major goal of the Stanford workshop was to explore the ways in which
we can develop collaborative approaches between archaeology and history to reconstruct and better understand the complex and nuanced patterns of human interaction within, and ultimately beyond, the Indian
Ocean’s confines. Doing so will undoubtedly require archaeologists and
historians to put aside stereotypical images of what the other does or
does not do.32 While the role that historical sources can play in defining
the parameters of archaeological research are well known and understood, the extent to which archaeology can help to shape historical research agendas or deepen historians’ understanding of social, cultural,
and economic developments has received much less attention, especially
in the Indian Ocean.33 The question before us, then, is to consider specific contributions that archaeological research can bring to this interdisciplinary dialogue. The following topics, while far from exhaustive,
are particularly relevant to discussions about integrating archaeology
and history in the Indian Ocean world.
Contextualizing Complex Contact: Later-Historic Diasporas

One of the Indian Ocean’s distinguishing features is the movement of
substantial populations of African, Arab, Indian, Southeast Asian, and
East Asian origin within and beyond this basin, especially since the
seventeenth century.34 These migrations, often driven by the constant
demand for “free” and “unfree” labor in various parts of this oceanic
world, led to the creation of plural societies distinguished not only by
their demographic complexity, but also by their cultural diversity and
hybridity. The story of the later-historic Indian Ocean is, in essence,
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inseparable from that of the diasporas that scattered hundreds of thousands of slaves, convicts, indentured laborers, merchants, and other free
immigrants throughout this oceanic world. Their presence not only altered the demographic structure of local populations in relatively short
periods of time, but also transformed local and/or regional social, economic, cultural, religious, and political life in ways that continue to resonate in our own day and age.
Archaeology is particularly well suited to probe the dynamics and
consequences of these migrations.35 More specifically, archaeology
holds out the promise of being able to reveal detailed information about
diasporic populations’ origins, characteristics, health, and so on, that
rarely, if ever, surfaces in the archival record. While there is a general
paucity of genetic research detailing the characteristics of populations
for this region, genetic research on Siddis (the descendants of East African slaves), sailors, and other migrants who reached India over the
centuries36 illustrates that DNA and other molecular studies promise to
do far more than merely corroborate the archival record.37 Although we
still need to be aware of their limitations, genetic data bring a degree
of scientific robustness, accuracy, and objectivity to the study of population movement that written sources can never provide. Studies using
mitochondrial DNA, for example, have already demonstrated their ability to dramatically enhance our understanding of how regional populations interacted with one another, while Y-chromosome datasets have
revealed differences between male and female migration patterns. These
methods, particularly when combined with isotopic research, yield multiple lines of evidence about where people originated, information that
can, in turn, be integrated with ecological and social data to better understand why people participated in these diasporas. The potential of
next-generation sequencing (NGS)—genomic-level study—promises to
enhance our ability to correlate population movements with other important variables, such as disease.38
As both historical and archaeological research have demonstrated,
islands such as Mauritius, Réunion, Rodrigues, and the Seychelles can
serve as important microcosms for understanding wider regional developments.39 The islands’ small size, together with the absence of human
populations before the seventeenth century in the case of Mauritius and
Réunion and the eighteenth century in the case of Rodrigues and the
Seychelles, affords archaeologists an opportunity to control for spatial,
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chronological, environmental, and biological variables. Doing so is central to developing a fuller understanding of the context and dynamics
of colonization and demographic change over time in islands that were
important nodes in wider economic and political networks. Such studies
can only benefit both archaeologists as well as historians.
The Material Record of Sociocultural Life

Reconstructing a people’s culture invariably depends on a willingness
to come to terms with the diversity of human interaction, when that
interaction occurred, and the various factors that can serve as catalysts
for sociocultural change. There can be little doubt that later-historic archaeological studies in the Indian Ocean need to explore the nature and
dynamics of sociocultural life in this region far more vigorously than
has hitherto been the case. The need for such undertakings is illustrated
by research on Middle Eastern and Indian merchants who established
themselves throughout the Indian Ocean basin. Recent studies have revealed that the socioeconomic and cultural life of these communities
was far more complex and nuanced than previously believed.40 Archival
sources often shed little, if any, light on important aspects of people’s
sociocultural life, unlike the material record, which has the capacity to
provide greater information about and insight into social and cultural
practices and to situate these practices in both time and space.
The need for such information and contextualization reflects the
fact that while facets of sociocultural life are often jealously guarded
and maintained, they can also undergo significant transformations
through time, especially in diasporic contexts. One of the most important of these is religion. The Indian Ocean is home to large populations
that adhere to major world religions—Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, and Islam—and we need to develop a much better archaeohistorical understanding of the role that these faiths played in people’s lives,
including the development of syncretic belief systems. In the case of
Hinduism, for example, beliefs and practices found in India were transformed during the nineteenth century as hundreds of thousands of indentured Indians migrated across the Indian Ocean to colonies such as
Mauritius, Natal, Kenya, Malaya, and Réunion. This act obliged these
men and women to reinterpret key aspects of their faith and religious
identity as they sought to negotiate how they could still be Hindu while
contravening one of their religion’s main doctrines: to never cross the
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Kali Pani, or “Black Water.” The Indian Ocean world is accordingly not
only the birthplace of Hinduism, but also the setting in which new ideas
and beliefs developed about what it means to be Hindu.41
If the Indian Ocean is a region characterized by the negotiation of
new forms of established religious beliefs, practices, and identities, it is
also an area that has witnessed significant syncretism between Christian
and African belief systems. Unlike in the Atlantic world,42 religious syncretism remains an understudied phenomenon in the Indian Ocean. The
practice known as Longanis in Mauritius offers a tantalizing example of
such activity in this region, all the more so because it incorporates Asian
as well as European components in the new ways in which traditional
African rites are practiced in this part of the world.43 This example of
how some modern Mauritians conceptualize death and spirituality
holds out the promise of correlating the results of ethnological fieldwork with materials that can be recovered from the archaeohistorical
record. 44
Important work on disease and migration by scholars such as John
Aberth and J. R. McNeill,45 together with what we know about slave,
convict, and indentured labor mortality rates in the Indian Ocean,46
points to the need for both archaeologists and historians to pay greater
attention to the sociodemographic dimensions and impact of disease in
this part of the globe. David Arnold’s assessment of this oceanic world
as a “disease basin,”47 coupled with research on Africa, Australia, India,
and Mauritius,48 highlights the ways in which epidemic disease could
influence, if not transform, social, economic, and political life both locally and regionally. The large-scale mapping of disease and related vectors currently being undertaken by the EUROSTAT project illustrates
the ways in which scientifically driven approaches can inform both archaeohistorical and historical studies of slavery and disease.49 The value
of such a project is underscored by the fact that historians frequently
have trouble discerning the exact nature of a disease that is described
in textual sources only as a “fever” or “plague,”50 a difficulty that can
limit our understanding of the politics of health and disease in general
(e.g., the establishment and operation of quarantine stations), and governmental responses to outbreaks of epidemic disease in particular. Archaeological research also holds out the promise of providing evidence
of and insight into the physiological impact of disease on individual
men, women, and children, and clues about how and to what extent
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disease influenced people’s lives. The archaeohistorical record also has
the potential to shed substantial light on other important health-related
topics, such as nutrition, including determining the accuracy of archival
and other reports about daily rations, diets, eating patterns, and so on,
and the ways nutrition influenced the lives of specific populations such
as women and children.51
Ecological Implications of Colonialism

Disease is an important segue to ecology and environment. The need to
explore ecological and environmental issues is underscored by assessments of the insights that can result from integrating social and environmental history,52 and the contributions of historians and archaeologists
who appreciate that socioeconomic life in the colonial plantation world
cannot be properly understood without considering environmental issues.53 The connections between climate, changes to landscapes as a result of anthropogenic activity, and the spread of disease are topics that
readily lend themselves to future collaborative research. This is especially
important for the Indian Ocean’s smaller islands, since such research
can be directly relevant to modern populations in an age of significant
human-driven climate change. Research from Kenya on the ecological
consequences of precolonial and colonial activity on local landscapes is
representative of the kinds of insights such research can reveal.54 More
specifically, the Kenyan study demonstrates that the ecological ramifications of human activity, such as the introduction of livestock, often have
far-reaching implications. Cattle not only increase nitrogen in lagoon
systems through surface runoff, but also create paths into forested areas
during foraging. This in turn allows other invasive species to penetrate
more deeply and rapidly into otherwise inaccessible habitat.55
Other ecologically related topics that invite careful archaeohistorical consideration include the relationship between environment and
technology. While maritime technology has been a major component
in discussions about how and why people were able to cross vast oceanic expanses to new lands,56 comparatively little attention has been devoted to environmental variables, such as wind patterns, currents, and
climatic change, that can have a marked impact on patterns of human
migration, settlement, and cultural interaction. While the importance
of the monsoons and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)57 have long been
acknowledged, recent work highlights the need to pay attention to
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climatic events farther afield, such as El Niño, which has been shown to
influence weather patterns in the Indian Ocean. While specific crops in
Indian Ocean prehistory have been a subject of significant interest,58 we
know much less about the ecological, economic, and social impact of
such crops in later periods or the introduction of new crops on particular areas.59 Once again, such information can be of direct and immediate relevance to modern populations attempting to come to terms with
transformative agricultural processes.60
Material Flow and Exchanges

No discussion of archaeology’s place in Indian Ocean studies can be
complete without briefly mentioning the discipline’s greatest potential
contribution to cross-disciplinary research: the study of material culture, including establishing objects’ provenance and appropriate typologies for these objects. As archaeologists appreciate, understanding
the ways in which material objects relate to one another through space
and time, or how and why such objects acquire sociocultural meaning
as well as economic value is central to establishing the context within
which the nature and dynamics of change can be discerned.61
The study of material culture in the Indian Ocean needs to reflect several facts: the region’s inherent complexity; that “streams of things” have
multiple levels of sociocultural and ecological meaning; and that such
streams have often been responsible for significant demographic change.
Approaching the region’s material cultures in this manner can allow us to
better appreciate that a wider range of actors and not just sociocultural
elites can be, and often are, instrumental in cultural transformations.62 The
same can be said about the nature and dynamics of trade. While commodities such as ivory, opium, rice, and spices have all been important objects
of exchange between various regions of the Indian Ocean and between the
Indian Ocean and the wider world,63 they did not have the global transformative impact that sugar had.64 Sugar’s evolution from luxury good to an
article of everyday consumption has, for example, had a resounding effect
on people’s lives that continues to the present day, particularly as we become
increasingly aware of sugar’s effect on our health. Recent archaeological
research is revealing the physiological repercussions of our love affair with
sugar in compelling detail.65 Such studies underscore the need for archaeologists to pay greater attention, as historians have done, to the multifaceted
ways in which sugar and labor were connected.66
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FACILITATING INTERDIsCIPLINARY
REsEARCH IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

These comments and observations leave a basic question unanswered:
How can we facilitate collaborative research between archaeologists and
historians that will permit a fuller understanding of interaction between
the disparate regions and diverse peoples of this vast oceanic basin?
Addressing this question successfully will require scholars to avoid the
propensity to draw boundaries, and instead emphasize interconnections
between people, things, and places not only within this oceanic world,
but also between this world and other parts of the globe such as the
Atlantic and Pacific.67 For archaeologists, doing so means, as Atholl
Anderson cogently observed during the Stanford workshop, examining
“the archaeologies of the Indian Ocean and the world.”
Central to any such endeavor is the need to reconceptualize how we
approach this oceanic world. Both archaeologists and historians would
do well, for example, to view the Indian Ocean not as a bounded geographical entity, but as “an ocean of sea- and landscapes” that connect
bodies of water and the peoples who live on them as well as far-flung
landmasses. Such a conceptual framework highlights the need for members of both disciplines to actively search out a multiplicity of source
materials—artifactual, molecular, and textual—and make perceptive
use of the information that these materials may reveal.
As those trained in multiple disciplines know only too well, to talk
about engaging in interdisciplinary study is one thing; to actually do
so is something else. How, then, can we facilitate the kind of fruitful
conversation between archaeologists and historians that a fuller understanding of the Indian Ocean requires? For historians, archaeology
provides an opportunity to expand beyond the interests that usually
dominate historical research and scholarship. Even a cursory review of
Indian Ocean historiography reveals an emphasis on studying slavery,
labor diasporas, commerce and trade, and religion, especially Islam. Archaeologists, on the other hand, often focus on reconstructing social
relationships, exploring the dynamics of cultural plurality, and assessing
the impact of environment on human activity. In so doing, they often
make extensive use of geographic/geospatial information systems (GIS)
that can easily incorporate historical data, thereby providing historians
with a way to study material culture in well-defined spatial contexts.
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While GIS has been used extensively to study terrestrial features such as
prehistoric and historic settlements and urban areas,68 its greatest potential may lie in its capacity to change how we look at and think about the
sea. As Jeffrey Bolster has observed, what remains untouched in Atlantic
world research is the ocean itself.69
If archaeology has the capacity to expose history to new perspectives and tools for recovering and reconstructing the past, we would be
remiss not to note that historians also have much to offer archaeologists
beyond supplying them with textual information that can be crucial
to framing the contours of archaeological research.70 In essence, good
history can compel the archaeologist to look beyond the immediacy
of the excavation trench and research lab to consider various ways in
which the physical evidence at our disposal can best be understood and
interpreted.
At a more practical level, how can we facilitate collaboration between archaeologists and historians working on the Indian Ocean to encourage the kind of conceptual and methodological cross-fertilization
that underpinned the Stanford workshop? One obvious way is for historians to draw consciously on archaeological research as they formulate research projects and interpret the results of their archival research.
Another is to write historians into archaeological project grants in the
same way that other specialists are, including integrating their expertise
from a project’s outset. There is compelling precedent for doing so. The
Resilience in East African Landscapes (REAL) and Ecology of Crusading projects are cases in point.71 Integrating historians into the Mauritian Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (MACH) project has also paid
substantial dividends, not only in terms of identifying and locating new
sites associated with slavery and indentured labor, but also in understanding the socioeconomic transitions that occurred on the island in
the wake of slave emancipation in 1835.72
EVER-INCREAsING CIRCLEs: INTERDIs CIPLINARY
RIPPLEs ACROss THE INDIAN OCEAN

The following chapters consider how interdisciplinary research can
deepen our understanding of the ways in which the disparate peoples
of the vast and diverse Indian Ocean world have been and continue
to be connected with each other. It should be noted that the authors’
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propensity to focus on the western Indian Ocean reflects the fact that
much of the research currently being conducted on the Indian Ocean
world focuses on its western rather than eastern reaches, an imbalance
that we hope archaeologists, historians, and other scholars will set out
to correct with all due dispatch.
The first five chapters consider theoretical and methodological approaches to the interdisciplinary study of Indian Ocean history. Atholl
Anderson, Aaron Camens, Geoffrey Clark, and Simon Haberle begin
this process by examining the complex settlement patterns that are a
hallmark of Indian Ocean prehistory from a panoceanic and comparative perspective that sets the stage for a better understanding of European activity and colonization in the Indian Ocean after 1500, including
the ways in which connections between the region’s island systems can
be evaluated. This introduction to prehistoric human migration in the
Mare Indicum is followed by Mark Horton, Alison Crowther, and Nicole Boivin’s chapter on the development of Swahili culture along the
East African coast, which investigates the ways in which integrating
different kinds of archaeological evidence can provide more nuanced
insights into processes of cultural development and protoglobalization.
The chapters by Edward A. Alpers and Richard B. Allen provide
insights into what interdisciplinary approaches to Indian Ocean history
can look like from a historian’s point of view. Alpers focuses on several
case studies, ranging from the early settlement of Madagascar to the
development of cultural identity in small colonial enclaves such as the
Mascarenes, to explore important questions about the dynamics and
consequences of human migration in the Indian Ocean world. Allen
considers the ways in which history and historical archaeology can work
in tandem to enhance our understanding of how and why hundreds of
thousands of free and forced laborers migrated throughout this oceanic
world, especially during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and
the socioeconomic ramifications of these migrations.
The role that indigenous brokers, actors, and populations and not
just Europeans played in shaping the contours of Indian Ocean history
is the subject of Paul Lane’s contribution. More specifically, Lane examines the complex transformations that were set in motion by the arrival
of the Portuguese along the East African coast during the sixteenth century, changes that, while completely new and different in some ways,
nevertheless need to be viewed in light of long-standing interactions
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between these East African coastal populations and the wider Indian
Ocean world.
Alistair Paterson’s chapter is the first of five case studies that focus
on specific parts of the Indian Ocean world. Patterson’s account of the
impact that pearling and the exploitation of pearl shell along the Western Australian coast had on the aboriginal and indentured laborers who
worked in these extractive industries provides an important historical
archaeological counterpoint to studies of pearling elsewhere in the Indian Ocean. Diana Heise and Martin Mhando in turn provide a novel
perspective on the relationship between anthropology and history in
their discussion about the production of two films that focus on the
creation and cultural meaning of material objects in modern Mauritius
and Zanzibar.
The last three chapters draw on research undertaken as part of the
MACH project. In the first of these case studies, Saša Čaval examines
the ways in which archaeology can assist in better understanding the
origins, nature, and dynamics of the syncretic Mauritian religio-cultural
belief system known as Longanis. Diego Calaon and Corinne Forest explore the role that historical heritage has played and continues to play
in the construction of modern Mauritian identity. In the final chapter,
Krish Seetah considers how historical, archaeological, genetic, and climate proxy research can influence contemporary concerns about and responses to climate change and epidemic diseases, and the ways in which
islands such as Mauritius can serve as exemplars for understanding
comparable developments elsewhere in the Indian Ocean world.
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Investigating Premodern Colonization
of the Indian Ocean
The Remote Islands Enigma
ATHOLL ANDERSON, AARON CAMENS,
GEOFFREY CLARK, AND SIMON HABERLE

IS L A N D C O L O NI Z A T I O N W O RL D W I D E BE GA N in the Indian Ocean

when groups of Homo erectus from Java reached Flores, and probably
Timor, nearly a million years ago. The first substantial sea crossing by
Homo sapiens was to Australia some fifty to sixty thousand years ago,
and long-distance offshore sailing began about 2000 BCE in the northern
Indian Ocean, earlier than in the Pacific or Atlantic.1 The Indian Ocean
has some claim, then, to being “by far the oldest of the seas of history.”2
But therein lies an enigma: By the early second millennium CE, nearly
all of the habitable islands in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans had been
colonized by indigenous seafarers, yet discovery and settlement of many
Indian Ocean islands does not seem to have occurred until after the arrival of European shipping, beginning around 1500 CE.3 An interocean
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comparison illustrates the difference. The habitable Indian Ocean is a
fifth the size of the habitable Pacific, but the occurrence of islands is
comparable: about eight and ten per 1,000,000 square kilometers (km2)
of ocean, respectively. However, while only 2.5 percent of islands in the
habitable Pacific were unoccupied by 1500 CE, the comparable figure
was 28 percent in the Indian Ocean.4
The particular issue here is why Indian Ocean precedence in maritime technology and offshore experience was not translated into premodern colonization of many of its islands. However, this question has
more general implications for understanding linkages between island
colonization patterns and histories of oceanic seafaring. Differences in
the extent or timing of island colonization suggest variance among impulsions and competencies in seafaring and migration activity. As these
tend to be affected most by voyaging distance, it is usually among the
remote islands, those more than 250 km offshore,5 that remoteness and
isolation define the former limits of oceanic colonization, which is indeed the case here.6
Among the remote islands of the Indian Ocean, the Maldives were
inhabited by 100 BCE, and the Comores and Madagascar by at least
900 CE, but what of the Chagos Islands, Seychelles, Mascarenes, the
Cocos-Keeling group, Christmas Island, and other isolated islands, such
as Cargados Carajos and Tromelin (near the Mascarenes), or Bassas da
India and Europa (Mozambique Channel)? European discoverers of uninhabited, remote islands deduced that an absence of people and a profusion of vulnerable birds and reptiles meant that no one had discovered
the lands previously, as John Jourdain wrote of the Seychelles in 1609:
“You cannot discerne that ever any people had bene there before us.”7
The commonsense merit of such reasoning has been supported often
enough by an absence of contrary evidence arising during subsequent
settlement of the remote islands, but the proposition does not allow
for the possibility that some premodern island colonizations might have
failed long before European discovery, leaving no obvious traces. As that
has happened elsewhere, the application of archaeological and similar
methods to defining former colonization episodes becomes necessary.
Archaeological research in the Indian Ocean islands has focused,
quite reasonably, on islands where premodern occupation has long
been evident, notably near-shore islands, such as Sri Lanka, Zanzibar,
Pemba, and Mafia, and to a small extent Socotra and the Laccadive,
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Andaman, and Nicobar groups.8 Apart from the Maldives, Comores,
and Madagascar, the remote islands attracted little historical interest
until recently, perhaps because their creolized populations did not fit
prevailing African or South Asian historical interests.9 An evidential
basis upon which to establish the spatiotemporal pattern of remote island colonization in the Indian Ocean has remained incomplete and the
remote islands, at least, continue to exemplify assertions that Indian
Ocean “seafaring and maritime activity has been almost disregarded”10
and that the “Indian Ocean remains much less known than its Atlantic
and Pacific counterparts.”11 Several intriguing questions remain unanswered. Why are Southeast Asian connections manifested in East Africa, including Madagascar and the Comores, but not in islands along
potential routeways of migration? How were the Seychelles apparently
missed, if there were first millennium BCE direct passages between East
Africa and India, not to mention later?12 Why were the Chagos Islands
uncolonized before the eighteenth century despite their relative proximity to the long-settled Maldives? These and other such questions about
remote islands in the maritime history of the Indian Ocean prompted
Crossing the Green Sea, a project of archaeological and paleoenvironmental fieldwork in 2009–11.
Crossing the Green Sea operated primarily in the Cocos-Keeling
Islands, Diego Garcia (Chagos Islands), the inner Seychelles Islands,
and southwest Madagascar. The results of earlier archaeological fieldwork on Christmas Island, analysis of archaeological material in the
Maldives, collection of tissue samples from commensal and domestic animals in Diego Garcia for investigation of genetic relationships,
and research on Indo-Pacific indigenous seafaring technologies and
practices were also involved.13 This multidisciplinary approach from
the perspectives of archaeology and natural history complements the
“new thalassology” developing in Indian Ocean historiography.14 With
sea-centered approaches organized around sea and ocean basins,15 the
two-thousand-year-old beginnings of an Afro-Asian “world system,”16
aspects of “deep structure,” such as the monsoons, and cultural “commonalities” in sailing technology and trade languages,17 the new thalassology rejects a view of oceans and seascapes as broadly isotropic in
their dimensions and neutral in character to human intervention, seeing
them rather as volatile and varied in time and space and thereby influential agents in histories of “the creation, destruction and re-creation of
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communities as a result of the movement, across and around the [Indian
Ocean] basin, of people, commodities, cultural practices and ideas.”18
Our approach to oceanic research is explicitly comparative, taking
the view that interoceanic analysis adds to an understanding of the history of each.19 That is especially so for the Indian and Pacific oceans,
where the remote islands were colonized at least in part by people of
the same Southeast Asian source, Austronesian language family, and
canoe-based maritime technology who, in addition, had comparable
subsistence economies and experienced similar patterns of late Holocene climatic variability through the connections of El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and IOD to the same Indo-Pacific warm pool
(IPWP).20 The extent of similarity thus prompted us in 2009 to propose
three preliminary hypotheses from our Pacific experience to account for
the Indian Ocean enigma of comparatively lengthy seafaring experience
but an unusually low rate of remote island colonization.
The first was that the high frequency of colonization absence might
be more apparent than real. Archaeological fieldwork in the remote
islands had focused largely on Madagascar and to a lesser extent the
Comores and Maldives. Was it possible that fieldwork in other remote
islands, employing a range of techniques, could discover evidence of
premodern colonization that had not survived up to 1500 CE? As investigation in the Pacific has uncovered twenty-eight remote islands that
were uninhabited at European arrival but concealed archaeological remains of prehistoric colonizations, the proposition seemed plausible.
A second hypothesis was that the physiography of remote Indian
Ocean islands might have predisposed many of them to rejection by
potential colonists. Leaving aside Madagascar, remote Indian Ocean islands average only one-third the size of remote Pacific islands (excluding
New Zealand), and relatively more of the former are low coral islands
that have limited resources and are prone to natural disasters. Still, the
high islands of the Seychelles and Mascarenes, with their diverse and
abundant resources, were eminently habitable. Moreover, as habitability depends also upon external interaction, the remote Indian Ocean
islands had a general advantage of lying only 700 km distant from continental shores, on average, versus 3,300 km for remote Pacific islands.
Thirdly, we thought that the remote islands enigma might reflect
one conspicuous difference in the circumstances of seafaring between
the oceans: Long-distance sailing for trade was relatively uncommon
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in the Pacific, reflecting the similarity of commodities between many
islands and the virtual absence of contact with Asian commerce, although there were several oceanic networks in which ritual, social, and
commodity exchanges were formally enacted.21 Long-distance seafaring
in the Pacific was primarily about migration. Overpopulation, resource
pressure, and endemic interlineage competition are causes, specified in
oral tradition, that often resulted in maritime exile, with duress imposing few limitations upon time, distance, or the privations that might be
accepted in searching for new land.22 In the Indian Ocean, conversely,
seafaring is understood as primarily about mercantile marine networks
developed by Mesopotamian, Harappan, Roman, Arab, Dravidian,
Southeast Asian, and Chinese seafarers, to mention only some of the
continental interests involved. The trade networks extending around the
northern Indian Ocean from East Africa to the Straits of Melaka created
some multicultural communities in coastal ports and towns, notably in
Swahili East Africa.23 The Pacific, then, was an ocean for colonization in
which some trade followed, while the Indian was an ocean for trade in
which some migration followed,24 and the difference between them had
profound consequences for habitation of remote islands.
In this chapter, we review evidence of initial colonization in the
remote Indian Ocean islands, focusing on Madagascar, then consider
aspects of paleobiology and seafaring in the matter of transoceanic migration, and conclude with some thoughts on what the deep history of
the remote islands suggests about the premodern construction of the
Indian Ocean.
INITIAL COLONIZATION OF REMOTE
INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS

This review moves counterclockwise from the Mascarenes, ending with
a more detailed discussion of Madagascar, which is, by consensus, the
key to understanding how, when, and to what extent the remote islands
were colonized before the modern era and involved in the greater Indian
Ocean interaction sphere.
The Mascarenes comprise Réunion, Mauritius, and Rodrigues Islands, first recorded by the Portugese in 1510, 1516, and 1528, respectively. All are large high islands that had abundant and varied fauna and
flora at European arrival. The first explorations were by the Dutch from
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1598 to 1612 and neither indigenous inhabitants nor any signs of them
were reported. Rats, mice, and other small terrestrial mammals were
absent and, of course, the birds, flightless or not, were famously tame.25
However, pre-European extinctions of reptiles on Mauritius indicate an
earlier arrival of rats,26 and radiocarbon dates of 590 ± 27 before present (BP) years (calibrated to 1369–1413 CE) were obtained from both
a black rat Rattus aff. rattus mandible collected from the Mare aux
Songes, and from a rat-predated extinct terrestrial snail, Tropidophora
carinata.27 This evidence suggests at least one landing on Mauritius.
However, that landing is not recorded in pollen analysis, showing that
the natural vegetation experienced no anthropogenic perturbation, at
least in the uplands, until after the beginning of permanent settlement
in 1638,28 and an archaeological project has encountered no sign of premodern habitation.29 It can be assumed, for the moment at least, that
there was no attempt at colonization.
The Cocos-Keeling Islands, all atolls, were seen by William Keeling
in 1609, visited from about 1750, and first inhabited in 1825.30 Sedimentary coring and survey by GPR (ground-penetrating radar) on North
Keeling Island in 2010 located no signs of premodern cultural stratigraphy or remains.31 Christmas Island, a substantial high island, heavily
wooded, lies 340 km south of Java and was first recorded in 1643. William Dampier landed in 1688, but neither his visit nor any subsequent
observations suggested human colonization until settlement began in
1888.32 Our excavations in 2002, in cave and sinkhole sites and on the
beach ridge at Flying Fish Cove, found no cultural material older than
the nineteenth century. We recovered remains of the native shrew (Crocidura attenuata) and rats (Rattus macleari, R. nativitatis), and radiocarbon dates on native rat bone were up to 2,200 years old. It is assumed
that these long-established terrestrial mammals reached the island by
natural rafting from Indonesia. Conversely, recent research on bones of
Rattus rattus that we recovered from the same sites has shown them
to be of an Indian lineage and dated to the fourteenth century.33 These
rat bones are more plausibly evidence of human contact than natural
rafting.
In the Maldives, a Buddhist culture of Sri Lankan origin existed
from about the fourth century CE and Islamic settlement from the
twelfth century, both investigated archaeologically.34 There is mention
of the Maldives by Ptolemy (c. 130 CE) and Roman coinage dating
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to 90 BCE, while Hindi traditions suggest initial occupation around
500 BCE. Many historical accounts emphasize the collection of cowries (Cypraea moneta) used widely as currency in the ancient Indian
Ocean and Middle East.35 Cowry currency was in existence by 700 BCE
in China, although whether it included cowries from the Maldives is
unknown.36 In any event, there is reason to think that occupation of
the Maldives began more than two thousand years ago. There are slight
hints of a Southeast Asian influence in the sequence, but very little to
pin it down temporally or by source.37
There is a 500 km gap from the Maldives to the Chagos islands
(5–7 degrees south), discovered by Portugese seafarers between 1500 and
1550.38 The Chagos group has the highest rainfall of remote islands in
the Indian Ocean and it supported dense forest, huge colonies of nesting
seabirds, and abundant sea and lagoon fisheries. Diego Garcia was used
as a leper colony in the 1780s and colonized permanently from 1793 by
Mauritian-French plantation owners and an African–South Asian Creole population that came to be known as Ilois. The island is 25 km long
and an almost continuous atoll in which the land is 0.5–2.2 km wide and
readily habitable by oceanic colonists. Archaeological research on historical ceramics, abundantly distributed around former plantation sites
on Diego Garcia, shows that they are mostly of British manufacture (the
French having ceded control in 1810), but also of Chinese manufacture
in the mid-nineteenth century.39 Nothing of possible premodern source
has been reported. Our archaeological coring and test pits throughout
the island located no evidence of premodern remains, such as worked
shell or bone, stone, or metal artifacts. Charcoal and marine shell are
extremely scarce below the modern soil. What we found was collected
and radiocarbon-dated: of thirteen dates, all eight on charcoal samples
plus one on marine shell were effectively modern. Two calibrated dates
on shell from East Point test pits gave age ranges at two sigma of 900–
1100 CE, and two others, 350–1200 BCE. There was no stratigraphy in
the excavated coral sand and nothing to suggest that any of the shell was
culturally deposited.40
A core through wetland near the modern military base disclosed a
1,300-year-long sequence of pollen, charcoal, and isotopic data. This
shows that the first occurrence of fire, coincident with greater abundance of herbaceous plants and ferns and an opening up of the forest, is
evident by 1210–80 CE. Local disturbance continues until 1400–45 CE,
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when forest again becomes dominant and undisturbed until 1650–1810 CE.
Given that high rainfall effectively precluded natural fires on Diego Garcia,
the most likely explanation for the premodern period of fire and vegetation change is that there was either a colonization lasting a century
or so, which is unlikely given the general absence of premodern archaeological remains, or multiple visits to the island. Until there has been
further research on the area around the wetland, it is not possible to say
anything more, except that as paleoecological coring did not disclose
any other such record on Diego Garcia, a serially used campsite seems
more likely than continuous occupation.
The Seychelles Islands include granitic high islands and numerous
coral islands, both atolls and raised coral islands, such as Aldabra. The
Seychelles may have been the “Zarin” islands noted in Arabic records
dating 1460–1530,41 but they were probably uninhabited when Vasco
da Gama sailed by in 1502, and certainly so when settlement began in
1770.42 Common speculation about pre-European discovery43 has not
yielded anything except tantalizing remarks about remains of a stone
construction on Frigate Island and, on Curieuse Island, possible “forts
and supposed…boat channels.”44 Some interest has centered on graves
at Anse Lascar on Silhouette Island, which are reputedly ancient Arab
burials, but the grave sites, marked out on the ground surface with stone
and originally with vases set up as well, were probably from the late
nineteenth century when Indian workers (“Lascars”) were brought to
Silhouette to work in the coconut plantations. A sample of human bone
from one grave was radiocarbon-dated to 1650–1950 CE (OxA-3885).
Rock markings on Therese Island, which have also encouraged ideas of
Arabic or pirate occupation, are of natural formation.45
Our archaeological and paleoecological coring, plus test pits in
caves and rockshelters, extended across three of the four main granite
islands in the inner Seychelles: Mahé, Praslin, and La Digue. We found
and excavated one coastal shell midden on La Digue. It contained some
glass, European pottery, and pig bone with shell and charcoal down to
60 centimeters (cm) depth. A radiocarbon sample from the base of the
midden assayed at 1520–1800 CE. No material remains indicative of
premodern occupation were found in any cave or rockshelter sites, with
one possible exception. Test excavations in the largest coastal rockshelter on Praslin found several small pieces of charcoal in a compact brown
grit, possibly a former soil horizon, at 40–65 cm depth. These dated to
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85–235 CE, but without any cultural remains in association they are
just as likely to have been charcoal blown into the shelter from natural
forest fires, as the Seychelles are located in a relatively dry region of
the Indian Ocean. That conclusion is supported in the pollen diagrams
from our wetland coring. At Petit Police, on the southern tip of Mahé
Island, there is a continuous charcoal trace from the base of the core,
dated from five thousand years ago up to the present (the current ground
surface at the time of core extraction). However, charcoal abundance
begins to rise strongly only at about 1500 CE, with grass and coconut
pollen indicating more open coastal vegetation after about 1635 CE.
These various data suggest that there was no human habitation in the
high islands of the Seychelles until the modern era. More fieldwork is
needed to test that conclusion, and whether it is relevant to distant coral
islands in the Seychelles, such as Aldabra.
The initial colonization period in the Comores Islands, the Dembeni phase, began in the period 750–850 CE, as indicated by imported
glazed ceramics from the Persian Gulf and East Asia.46 These probably
came via East Africa where they also occur. Locally made ceramics have
incised ladder motifs, typical of East Africa, in the westerly islands, but
shell-dentate impressions in the easterly islands. The latter might suggest a connection with Madagascar47 and possibly with Southeast Asian
traditions, although not necessarily directly. The greater frequency of
shell-impressed pottery in the islands than on mainland East Africa,
which has been held to imply initial migration to the former,48 might reflect only greater access to alternative ceramic choices in the latter. The
Dembeni phase people cultivated rice in particular, and also millet, legumes, coconut, and bamboo. They husbanded goats and had some cattle and pigs.49 The relative frequency of exotic goods in Dembeni sites
indicates fairly frequent access to coastal East Africa or Madagascar.
Madagascar

Investigations in Madagascan archaeology and historical linguistics50
indicate that human occupation extended back to about the mid-first
millennium CE. Rockshelter sites of local foraging and open sites with
evidence of swiddening date to the sixth to eighth centuries CE on the
northeast coast and have evidence of iron working, shell-impressed pottery, and the manufacture of vessels from chlorite schist. Some radiocarbon date ranges in these sites extend back to the third century CE
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but there are uncertainties in their interpretation.51 By the tenth century,
substantial settlements existed on the northeast coast, including the
town of Mahilaka. It had locally made and imported ceramics that are
very similar to those in the Comores, metal working, rice, goats, cattle,
and imported glass beads. It probably exported rock crystal, chlorite
schist vessels, natural products, and possibly slaves.52 In southern Madagascar, the earliest ceramics are of locally made Andaro style dating
to about 900 CE and Triangular Incised Ware (TIW), common on the
southern Swahili Coast 600–1000 CE.53
The consensus formed on these data, that Madagascan archaeological remains extended back to the mid- or late first millennium CE, was
challenged recently by evidence purporting to show that a rockshelter
in northernmost Madagascar, which had been thought to date to the
fourth to sixth century CE and was regarded as the oldest habitation site
in Madagascar, had actually been occupied by at least 2000 BCE.54 This
site, Lakaton’i Anja, and another in the north, Ambohiposa, are the
first in Madagascar to disclose an industry of small flaked chert tools.
In Lakaton’i Anja, flakes of coarse chert are found in all levels, but some
of fine chert occur only near the base of the site. Ceramics in the upper
layers date to the eleventh to fourteenth centuries CE and the lower
layers were radiocarbon-dated on charcoal to the tenth to thirteenth
centuries CE. However, optically simulated luminescence (OSL) dating
of sediment deposition showed that the lowest layers were deposited
4,400 years ago, the middle layers 2,700 years ago, and the upper layers
about 900 years ago. These dates were adopted as the site chronology.
The preference accorded OSL over radiocarbon dating in this case
is, we think, mistaken. OSL uses samples from manifestly intact stratigraphy to date the natural sequence of sedimentation. It only dates
cultural material within layers if those have not been disturbed. At
Lakaton’i Anja, they had been disturbed by bioturbation, the result of
large-diameter termite burrows extending from the upper to the lower
layers. Movement of material through the burrows has inverted some
radiocarbon dates on charcoal relative to their expected order of greater
age with depth, and very likely it also allowed chert flakes from upper
and middle layers to be redeposited in lower layers.55 It is much more
probable, then, that the age of cultural material throughout Lakaton’i
Anja is in the range of the seventh to thirteenth centuries CE, as it is
in the cognate site at Ambohiposa. On that assumption, the earliest
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archaeology in Madagascar does not date earlier than the mid-first millennium CE. Furthermore, given that almost none of the charcoal samples used in radiocarbon dating in Madagascar have been identified to
taxa, the extent of the “old wood” problem is unknown and the dates
overall are quite probably one hundred to three hundred years too old.56
This has not mattered as much as it might because other data have
been interpreted as evidence that human occupation and anthropogenic biological change in Madagascar had begun much earlier than
suggested by the archaeological chronologies. From evidence of forest
firing and vegetation change, and from radiocarbon-dated bones of
extinct animals bearing damage interpreted as cutmarks from butchery, the presence of people in Madagascar has been proposed as beginning 1,500–2,000 years ago,57 2,000–2,500 years ago,58 or more than
4,000 years ago.59 The substantial literature on this matter cannot be
considered adequately here, and in any case there is an undeniable possibility that a landmass the size of Madagascar might have been the
setting for unconnected colonizations at different times and from unrelated sources. The scope of research is still too narrow to rule that out.
Nevertheless, the region from which most of the data and the main hypotheses arguing for human habitation much earlier than the mid–first
millennium CE come is southwest Madagascar, and our research there
is coming to a more conservative conclusion about the age of initial
colonization.
We cored lakes and swamps to obtain paleoenvironmental sequences and excavated in three sites—Ambolisatra, Itampolo, and
Taolambiby—containing remains that have been central to hypotheses
about initial human contact with Madagascan megafauna (these being
giant species of lemur and tortoise, the huge elephant birds, large species of tenrec and the carnivorous Fossa, dwarf hippopotamus, and the
Nile crocodile). Although sometimes described as archaeological sites,60
it is only at Taolambiby that there is relatively slight evidence of human
occupation in the upper level of the site. Rather, these are primarily subfossil sites (i.e., places where the bones of animals that died naturally
have been accumulated comparatively recently, in these instances in former lakes or ponds). All three sites, however, have produced megafaunal
bones radiocarbon-dated to two thousand years ago or older that show
purported butchery damage. We reexamined collections of Madagascan megafaunal bone in the University of Madagascar’s Museum of Art
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and Archaeology (Antananarivo), the Oxford University Museum of
Natural History, and the National Museum of Natural History (Paris),
in order to determine the nature and rates of potential cultural damage
on megafaunal bone.
Some specimens collected more than one hundred years ago from
the three sites exhibit scratches, scores, or puncture marks that have
been interpreted as butchery damage. Our reexamination, including
by electron microscopy, indicates that all of the scratches and scores
are more plausibly attributed to taphonomic conditions, notably trampling of bones in gritty sediments.61 This was the case at Taolambiby
in particular: bones in lacustrine sediments replete with coarse-grained
quartzite rock and sand eroding from lake-edge scarps were trampled
prehistorically by the dominant species, hippopotamus, and have been
trampled since by cattle crossing the site to an adjacent waterhole. Crocodiles and other carnivores produced puncture marks and breakage, and
some breakage and other damage has clearly occurred since the bones
were collected.
The argument that megafaunal processing occurred at all rests
more plausibly on perilously few cases62 of megafaunal bones that have
undoubted cutmarks: slices, gashes, and chop marks that appear to have
been made by metal tools. We agree with this assessment of the cause,
but not with the implications of age that have been drawn from it. Our
new data provide significant evidence. Excavations in the three sites produced a total of 2,756 bones or bone pieces, of both extant and extinct
taxa, the largest such collection from Madagascar (the main extinct
taxa in order are hippopotamus, crocodile, giant tortoise, giant lemurs;
the former two probably overrepresented by their habitual attachment
to water). We found no cutmarks on newly recovered bones from Itampolo or Ambolisatra, and at the latter our excavations showed that
the bones were in association (i.e., in the position of a natural death
assemblage). There is thus a question about whether the megafaunal
bone damage was perimortem, as has been assumed.63 Examination of
bone from Taolambiby showed that on the extant taxa, mostly of the
sifaka lemur, Propithecus verreauxi, undoubted cutmarks occurred at a
rate of 16.5 percent of the estimated minimum number of individuals
(MNI). For the extinct megafauna, the cutmark rate for the total MNI
is only 0.06 percent, or one specimen. During our excavations at Taolambiby we noticed that occasional inadvertent damage by field-workers
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using the sharp, crescentic-edged Madagascan spades to clean trench
faces produced planar cuts on subfossil bone shafts and clean slices
across epiphyses if the bone was still bedded tightly in damp, dense silt.
This damage is identical to that on examples of cut-marked megafaunal
bones in museum collections, suggesting that perhaps it also occurred
during the collection process.
Consequently, while we agree that there is evidence of cultural modification on a very small number of bones from extinct megafauna in
museum collections, it is impossible to show that it was perimortem or
to rule out modern damage.64 The radiocarbon age of bones alone is,
thus, an unreliable guide to the age of the cultural damage they might
have sustained. Reliable dates are restricted to bones recovered in controlled excavations, where the existence or absence of prior damage
can be verified. At Taolambiby, there is only one clear cutmark of apparent ancient origin on a megafaunal bone from a newly excavated
sedimentary context. It is a hippopotamus bone radiocarbon-dated to
690–880 CE. By our criteria, this is the oldest acceptable cutmarked
megafaunal bone from Madagascar.65
Irrespective of conclusions about the age of the damaged bones, it
is important to understand that there is remarkably little material evidence of killing, butchery, or consumption of Madagascan megafauna.
Substantial bone breakage, bone burning, and association of bone with
butchery tools, charcoal, middens, and other signs of human occupation, which are the common attributes of megafaunal processing in
Eurasia, the Americas, and New Zealand, have not been found in Madagascar. Flaked stone tools are scarce, probably because iron tools were
available by the first millennium BCE in Southeast Asia and East Africa,
potential source regions of Madagascan colonists, but the absence of
butchery sites and the scarcity of other cultural evidence of interaction
with megafauna is odd considering the abundance of megafaunal bone
and elephant bird eggshell preserved in the sediments of southwest
Madagascar. This raises questions about extinction, when and how in
particular.
In regard to the chronology of extinction, the most detailed data
set is from our research at Taolambiby, where a curve of charcoal abundance can be matched against radiocarbon dates on bone. The charcoal shows several spikes between 500 BCE and 950 CE and a rapid and
continuing increase in abundance from 1100 CE onward. The 950 CE
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charcoal spike corresponds with eighteen of nineteen radiocarbon dates
from our excavations, including the youngest ages for all the megafauna
that produced radiocarbon dates: hippopotamus, crocodile, and two
giant lemurs (Pachylemur, Archaeolemur).66 We interpret these data as
indicating that Taolambiby ceased to accumulate megafauna at about
1000 CE as the human population became more abundant, and probably
permanently resident, in the vicinity. Among the last megafauna were
the bones of small, extant fauna showing clear cutmarks. At Itampolo
and Ambolisatra, our radiocarbon dates on megafaunal bone also terminate at 800–1000 CE, indicating that this was approximately the extinction period in southwest Madagascar for the megafaunal mammals.
Recent palynological evidence of vegetation change also suggests
that undoubted anthropogenic impacts may have been later than argued previously. Forest burning up to two thousand years ago is largely
confined to the arid southwest region, where natural firing would be
expected in any case, with wetter regions showing later rises in charcoal abundance around 1000–1200 CE. A recent summary of the current
Madagascan data points to substantial vegetation transitions and forest
burning as occurring 800–1200 CE.67 Initial analyses of our sedimentary
cores are showing similar results.
Whether megafaunal disappearance at about this time was the
product of “imperceptible overkill” reflecting the vulnerability of generally conservative life histories among megafaunal taxa during a period
of rapid human population growth,68 or due to the relentlessly deleterious effects of pronounced climatic dessication in Madagascar generally
from 750 to 1200 CE,69 or to some other cause or combination of causes,
there is little doubt but that the period around the end of the first millennium CE was the most critical.70 Some taxa continued in existence for
several hundred years later in some places, probably including elephant
birds in southwest Madagascar (radiocarbon dates on their eggshell extend up to about 1400 CE, even later),71 and crocodiles could always
migrate naturally from the Comores or East Africa.
Our current view is that Madagascan colonization probably began
around the eighth century CE, as in the Comores and very probably
through them, and that it involved rapid dispersal of coastal settlement
at low population density, especially along the west coast, which resulted in, or coincided with, the circumstances that caused substantial
megafaunal loss by around the end of the millennium.
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VOYAGING TO REMOTE EAST AFRICAN ISLANDS

Hypotheses about initial colonization of the remote East African islands have proposed either migration from mainland East Africa in the
first or second millennium BCE, especially to southwest Madagascar, or
late first millennium BCE transoceanic voyaging from Southeast Asia.72
As we have argued, migrations so early are not supported as strongly in
the archaeozoological and paleoecological data of Madagascar as once
seemed to be the case. Additional considerations in this matter are the
implications of paleobiological data,73 and of what is known about seafaring capabilities.
Paleoecological and Archaeozoological Data

Food plants transferred around or across the Indian Ocean from Southeast Asia to East Africa suggest that hybrid bananas were introduced
to Africa by about 500 BCE,74 but as hybridization could have occurred
in Southeast Asia or South Asia where there were wild bananas from
at least the early Holocene, the question of source remains open.75 Evidence of genetic similarity between Southeast Asian and African banana cultivars still leaves the “mode of dispersal from Asia to Africa…
uncertain; terrestrial and maritime routes have been proposed.”76 Yams
and taro, probably cultivated in Madagascar from early in the second
millennium CE at least, are of Southeast Asian origin, but when and
how they arrived is unknown archaeologically.77 Rice and coconut were
present by the late first millennium CE in coastal East Africa, the Comores, and Madagascar.
Archaeozoological data suggest, although questionably, that the
domestic pig, a possible Southeast Asian import, occurred in the sixth
to tenth centuries CE in Zanzibar and the Comores, but not until the
thirteenth century in Madagascar. Madagascan dogs have genetic ancestry which is almost entirely African, with minor and probably later
Southeast Asian infusion.78 The domestic chicken, found in the Comores and Madagascar by the ninth century CE, is descended from
Southeast Asian junglefowls, but by 3,500 years ago it was widely spread
from the west Pacific across Asia to North Africa. Haplogroups A and
D occur in Madagascar, the former being the most widespread of all
haplogroups globally and the latter having a South Asian origin but occurring prehistorically through Southeast Asia and the Pacific islands.79
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In Madagascar, chickens arrived as part of a group of African or South
Asian domestic species, including cattle and goats, which had existed already for several centuries in coastal East Africa. The black rat reached
northeast Africa from South Asia more than 2,000 years ago, and seems
to have spread, possibly along with chickens, into East Africa by about
the eighth century CE and to Madagascar soon afterward. Genetic data
suggest that Madagascan black rats have origins in South Asia and came
specifically from Arabian Peninsula populations. Independent colonization seems to have occurred at about the same time in Madagascar and
the Comores, with some back migration from the former to the latter.80
Mice also seem to have arrived from the Arabian Peninsula.81 Recent evidence indicates that black rats reached Mauritius and Christmas Island
a century or two before European discovery. Neither Southeast Asian
rats with immense oceanic dispersal ranges in prehistory, such as Rattus
exulans and R. tanezumi, nor the west Pacific R. praetor, seem to have
reached African coasts or islands.
Paleobiological Data

Human genetic data for Madagascar show approximately equal origins
in African and Southeast Asian populations, but also some South Asian
ancestry,82 while Comorian genetics disclose a predominantly African
origin, with 17 percent and 11 percent of Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian contributions respectively.83 The strongly mixed African–
Southeast Asian genetic signature among both males and females
throughout Madagascar indicates either that the initial immigrant
population was already heterogeneous in origin, or that substantial heterogeneity arose very soon after the beginning of initial colonization.
The first proposition rules out initial colonization by direct voyaging
from Southeast Asia and the second implies either contemporaneous
African colonization of Madagascar or that an African population was
already in residence. The issue is accentuated by evidence that Malagasy mtDNA has a “Malagasy motif” that is not recorded in Indonesia,
despite it being a variant of the Polynesian motif. If its absence there is
confirmed in further research, then it must have originated early in the
formation of the Malagasy population or within a group outside Southeast Asia prior to its colonization of Madagascar. Genetic modeling
found that the mtDNA component arose from a small cohort of female
colonists, perhaps thirty in all, with a very high proportion of Southeast
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Asian ancestry.84 Evidence from Y-chromosome and autosomal single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) show, however, that Malagasy have
a dominant African origin in both coastal and highland populations.85
It is possible that there were groups of Southeast Asians settled along
the main trading routes of the northern Indian Ocean, as suggested in
Sri Lanka, but probably not in the Maldives, where evidence of more direct transoceanic movement could be expected. There, genetic analysis
shows a strong correlation with South Asian populations and almost
none with Southeast Asia, indicating that “the proposed Indian Ocean
seafaring route through the Maldives did not include migration to these
islands.”86
Overall, these paleobiological data, which by no means exhaust the
range now available, do record a significant contribution of Southeast
and South Asian taxa to East Africa during the approximate period
from 2,500 to 1,000 years ago, plus some evidence of African material
and taxa being transferred to South and Southeast Asia.87 However, the
evidence seldom points clearly to particular routes or modes of transfer.
There is nothing in these data, for example, that requires transfer by
sea, except across the Mozambique Channel (and of black rats to Mauritius and Christmas Island), even if it is very likely that much of the
material was, in fact, carried by sea. Most particularly, there is nothing
in these data to require direct oceanic passages between Southeast Asia
and Africa.
Seafaring Technology and Capability

Systematic offshore seafaring in the Indian Ocean began about 2000 BCE
with passages from the Red Sea and Persian Gulf to and from South
Asia, and it expanded from about 1500 BCE to include sailing across the
Bay of Bengal to and from Southeast Asia. Extended mobility between
Southeast Asia, South Asia, and East Africa seems to have included the
first remote islands, the Maldives, in the late first millennium BCE. From
then on, ships of western Indian Ocean types sailing under squaresail
frequented the East African coast until squaresail was widely replaced
by the lateen sail, probably between the tenth and fifteenth centuries
CE in this region.88 Whether there were direct transoceanic passages between East Africa and Southeast Asia by the late first millennium CE is
open to question. Ned Alpers, in this volume, suggests that both littoral
and transoceanic voyaging might have occurred between them at various
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moments in time. On current data that is undeniable, but as the issue is
important for the history of the remote islands, it is one worth pursuing
further here, if only to suggest which propositions seem more plausible
in the light of current evidence.
Southeast Asian shipbuilding was relatively advanced by the first
millennium CE, as shown by archaeological remains of ships up to
20 meters (m) in length, and by contemporary Chinese references to
larger ships from Southeast Asia.89 Those had been made by a distinctive
Southeast Asian combination of edge-joined (by sewing initially and
later by ties with an increasing use of treenails) and lashed-lug planks
over inserted frames. The hulls may have been fitted with leeboards or
outriggers, as in the famous engraving from Borobudur (although that
seems to depict a raft).90 The ships were probably rigged with the canted
squaresails known in Indonesia from at least the ninth century CE. But
whether these early Southeast Asian vessels were ever sailed directly to
East Africa is unknown.91 There are no East African shipwrecks of the
period from which their presence or otherwise might be ascertained,
and “ship graffiti” on the Swahili Coast are too late to be useful in this
particular matter.92 It is worth emphasizing, however, that if transoceanic shipping occurred, it cannot have done so often, given the absence
of premodern cultural remains on central Indian Ocean islands such as
Diego Garcia.
The alternative is that transoceanic mobility involved the outrigger
canoe, the characteristic vessel of local communities on each side of
the ocean.93 It may not have operated far offshore on the African side,
considering that Swahili maritime competence flourished only in the
late first millennium CE,94 and also because the double outrigger, which
seems to have been used in East Africa before a recent transition to single outriggers, implies inshore sailing, as open-sea conditions strongly
favor the single outrigger.95 Southeast Asians, however, had much longer
canoe-voyaging experience. This certainly included the use of outrigger
technology, but it is not clear that this was an early Austronesian innovation, as it is so often described. In Austronesian linguistics, it is uncertain that *katiR = outrigger canoe belongs to Proto-Malayo-Polynesian
(PMP),96 especially as specific terms for outrigger technology are later
Proto-Oceanic (POc) innovations from the west Pacific rather than
Southeast Asia.97 Island Southeast Asian rock-art includes pictures of
boats that, in the main, probably belong to an “Austronesian painting
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tradition.”98 None of the rock-art boats has been radiocarbon-dated
directly and some are probably recent. Others, though, are stylistically similar to boats shown on Dong Son drums, dating 1000–0 BCE.
Against the expectation that at least some of these boats would depict
outrigger canoes, none does so.99 Conjecture about early Holocene outriggers in China is unconvincing, and the earliest, indirect, archaeological evidence of outriggers is from Sri Lanka, about 300 BCE, much
earlier than the first depiction of outriggers in ninth century CE Java.100
There is similar uncertainty over sailing rigs. PMP *layaR = sail is early,
but terms that refer to spars or rigging are later (e.g., POc *jila = spar,
boom, or yard, while Proto–Eastern Oceanic *pana = mast or boom,
probably dates to the first millennium CE).101
These data suggest that Austronesian sailing technology may have
developed rather slowly and perhaps differently between the Indian and
Pacific oceans despite common origins. It is then problematic to envisage Pacific innovations such as the Oceanic spritsail as the rig that enabled long-distance sailing by Southeast Asians to Madagascar and East
Africa.102 Historical evidence shows no Oceanic spritsail in the western
Indian Ocean, but rather outrigger canoes propelled by the double spritsail (a rectangular sail held up by angled sprits, or spars, to each of its
upper corners in such a way that the rig could be shaped fore-and-aft).103
The early Indo-Pacific history of the double-sprit rig is, like so much
else, also obscure. It might have come from the common spritsail that
existed in the Mediterranean from the late first millennium BCE,104 and
was possibly carried into the Indian Ocean more than two thousand
years ago along with the Mediterranean squaresail. But there was a more
rudimentary form of double spritsail found historically from the Bay of
Bengal to the Pacific Ocean as far east as New Zealand. It consisted of
a high, narrow, quadrangular sail attached along its length either side to
sprits that were each held erect by a forestay and brace or sheet and running forestay. This form of double spritsail may have originated in China
and been carried into Southeast Asia by Austronesian dispersal.105 Its existence begs the question of whether East African double spritsails were
early adaptations of Mediterranean spritsails or convergent designs that
derived from the Austronesian form.
The significance of this necessarily technical discussion is that
while the East African historical type had some windward ability, the
Austronesian form did not.106 It would have been extremely difficult for
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outrigger canoes under Austronesian double spritsails to make successful transoceanic passages from Southeast Asia to East Africa. Computer
simulation shows that the passage is effectively impossible by downwind
sailing in either direction. Even sailing with a modest windward ability,
such as that conferred by the western Indian Ocean spritsail, the simulations show that few routes were feasible, the best being from northern Sumatra to Madagascar in January through February with passage
times of ten to thirteen weeks, which are very long periods for delivering
a colonization group of sufficient size to have a reasonable chance of
population longevity.107 These simulations, moreover, were conducted
using modern marine meteorological data. Recent work in the South
Pacific shows that those data can be very misleading for understanding
sailing conditions a millennium or more ago.108 Until sailing conditions
around the late first to early second millennium CE have been established similarly for the Indian Ocean, the possibilities for transoceanic
voyaging to East Africa will remain almost entirely conjectural, while
the existence of littoral routes is a matter of historical consensus.
SEAFARING AND COLONIZATION IN A DIVIDED OCEAN

The Indian Ocean enigma considered here is that, despite a longer and
richer history of premodern maritime mobility than in the other oceans,
relatively fewer of its remote islands were inhabited before 1500 CE.
This seemed especially odd in light of the frequently advanced proposition that Southeast Asian seafarers made direct transoceanic passages
between Indonesia and East Africa, in some versions beginning in the
last millennium BCE. It is purported that people, cultigens, commensals, and artifacts were carried in each direction between Indonesia
and Madagascar, independently of movement along established trade
routes, terrestrial and coastal, around the northern perimeter of the Indian Ocean. Our fieldwork on the central oceanic islands, together with
earlier conclusions, uncovered little material evidence of a premodern
human presence that might support this hypothesis. In addition, to the
extent that the hypothesis has relied upon arguments of early colonization in Madagascar for its assertion of early transoceanic seafaring, we
also find it unconvincing. The proposition that there is clear evidence
of butchery marks on bones of extinct megafauna radiocarbon-dated
up to 2000 BCE in Madagascar is eminently debatable. Focusing on
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megafaunal subfossil sites of the southwest region, we examined both
the historical bone collections from which propositions of early butchering had been advanced and our own newly excavated material. We
concluded that there is no reliable evidence of megafaunal butchery
prior to the mid-first millennium CE and that most of the extinct species
survived up to about 800–1000 CE, some later than that. Recent paleoenvironmental studies, including ours, also date initial anthropogenic
changes in vegetation to about the same period.
Whether evidence of connections between Madagascar and Indonesia implies direct transoceanic voyaging also remains open to debate.
Madagascan and Comores human populations certainly have Southeast
Asian genetic origins to a significant extent, and these are supported by
linguistic and customary attributes, as well as some elements of material culture, but nothing about these features compels the conclusion
that migrants sailed directly across the ocean. Some introduced plants
and animals in the remote East African islands likewise have Southeast
Asian origins, but they may have come through South Asia or continental East Africa before transfer to the remote islands. Our research
on remote islands in the central Indian Ocean that are often suggested
as waypoints in transoceanic voyaging found little evidence of premodern contact. Furthermore, the rather sparse evidence of seafaring does
not suggest transoceanic passages to East Africa in Southeast Asian
ships or in outrigger canoes. The latter may have been simply a domestic boat-building tradition carried by Southeast Asian migrants who
had traveled in existing perioceanic shipping, and the double spritsail
used on western Indian Ocean outrigger canoes has potential origins
in both Southeast Asia and East Africa. The limited evidence of premodern contact in the Chagos, Mauritius, and Christmas Island is also
relatively late, fourteenth and fifteenth century—too late to be relevant
to transoceanic colonizing movements by Austronesians. Nevertheless,
it is the earliest manifestation of voyaging into the heart of the Indian
Ocean, and as such, it might represent explorations, possibly by Arabic
shipping, under a newly arrived lateen sail.109
We agree with a recent assessment that “pre-first millennium AD
Austronesian migrations to eastern Africa and Madagascar remain entirely hypothetical and are not currently supported by solid evidence,”110
but we also think that propositions of frequent trading or raiding directly from Southeast Asia to East Africa, or of a “dispersal corridor”
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directly from Southeast Asia to the remote East African islands111 remain rather far from demonstration. As one scholar points out, neither
the Barito Dayaks who formed the nucleus of the Malagasy Southeast
Asian population nor the Malagasy ever had the seafaring technology
required to cross the Indian Ocean. However, the Malays did: they
provided most of the Malagasy seafaring terminology and were active
participants in late first millennium CE trading networks that extended
around the northern coasts of the Indian Ocean to East Africa.112
In the current state of knowledge, at least half of the genetic composition of Malagasy people is African, and pigs, dogs, chickens, rats,
and mice had mainland African or far western Indian Ocean residence
prior to movement to Madagascar. These data suggest that, the significant contribution of Southeast Asian genetic and cultural elements notwithstanding, the formation of the Madagascan colonizing population,
both human and commensal, took place in East Africa and departed
from there. The alternative is that migration from mainland Africa was
temporally coincident with transoceanic voyaging from Southeast Asia,
but on the ground of parsimony we prefer the former hypothesis. We
envisage mid- to late first millennium CE Southeast Asian migration
to mainland East Africa along well-established voyaging routes around
the northern perimeter of the ocean, probably in Southeast or South
Asian commercial vessels that brought functioning groups of Malay and
Indonesian migrants to East Africa, and thereby into the nascent Swahili population. Subsequent movement to Madagascar and the Comores
was perhaps by Swahili groups in which Southeast Asians held socially
dominant positions.113
Migration, we have suggested, followed trade in the Indian Ocean,
and up until the sixteenth century, the trade that connected the Indian
Ocean also divided it, a point made since antiquity. By the second century CE, geographers such as Ptolemy saw the Indian Ocean (Indikon
pelagos) as two seas. A largely northern region in which sea travel and
trade were well established was the Erythraean Sea (probably meaning
red or glittering), sometimes the Mare Indicum, which stretched from
the Red Sea eastward to India, Sri Lanka, and the Gulf of Bengal. In the
first century CE guide Periplus Maris Erythraei, it also extended southward along coastal East Africa to the Tanzanian islands. The remaining
ocean, unknown to classical geography, was a largely southern vastness
called the Mare Prasodum, a name often glossed as “Green Sea” after
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Latin prasinus, meaning “green,” but which more correctly referred to
prason (weed or kelp). Perhaps the inference of a “Seaweedy Sea” was
that sailing was impeded there and the Mare Prasodum was thus to be
avoided.114 The ancient perception of a divided ocean had a continuing
historical validity,115 which is also evident in the premodern history of
island colonization.
Throughout the Indian Ocean north of the equator, and extending to seven degrees south down the coasts of East Africa and Indonesia, all the islands were colonized more than 2,500 years ago, in some
cases much earlier than that. South of the equator, most islands were
uncolonized until the modern era, and the few exceptions, we argue,
not until within the last 1,300 years: Comores and Madagascar. Some
of the reasons for this are readily apparent. Early seafaring developed
from Red Sea and Persian Gulf beginnings in the northern Indian Ocean
where monsoonal conditions, understood in a maritime context by at
least 2,000 years ago, allowed predictably seasonal return voyaging
before the wind, in boisterous summer westerlies and steadier, winter
easterlies across the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal. Further south, the
monsoon winds were mainly from southwest and northeast and they
were largely confined to within about 500 km of the East African coast
as far south as the Mozambique Channel. Consequently, while the Comores and northern Madagascar were within the monsoon region, all
the other habitable islands south of the equator remained largely within
the southeastern tradewind zone.116 Virtually the entire premodern colonization of Indian Ocean islands can be perceived, then, as a phenomenon of the monsoons and of the peculiarities of seafaring networks
and boat technology that developed within them. Equally, it might be
said that the modern colonization of the other remote islands was a
phenomenon of the tradewinds and the voyaging technology developed
in them, initially in the Atlantic.117
Turning back to our original hypotheses to account for the remote
islands enigma in the Indian Ocean, it is apparent that the first can be
discarded, at least provisionally. In Crossing the Green Seas, we tested
the previously established colonization record and found that it was robust. A premodern landfall was recorded in Diego Garcia and similar
contact can be inferred in Mauritius and Christmas Island but remains
of colonization, or of any habitation at all, are lacking. The second
hypothesis has some substance. Which remote islands were inhabited
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before the sixteenth century depended essentially, we propose, upon
whether they were located within the monsoon wind system. As that
was distributed to the north tropics and the western side of the ocean, at
least according to modern observations, it included only remote islands
that were relatively close to continental shores. The monsoonal wind directions switched into the northwest about 500 km off the East African
coast, a direction dangerous for seafarers who did not want to sail far
into the unknown with little prospect of working back against the wind.
The third hypothesis is particularly important. The northern perimeter of the Indian Ocean had been a major routeway for migration and,
presumably, down-the-line exchange between small-scale communities
since the Pleistocene migrations of Homo sapiens. By at least the third
millennium BCE, marine mercantilism featuring extended offshore seafaring had arisen with the advent of the sail and in the context of developing complex polities, notably in the Persian Gulf and the Indus
Valley. Imperatives of trade and regular seasonal variation of sailing
conditions, acting in mutual coercion, had probably produced a system
of monsoonal cabotage several millennia before the time of Hippalus,
the legendary first-century-BCE Greek navigator to whom some classical writers attributed the discovery of the southwest monsoon.118 The
quite precise constraints of maritime technology and commercial practice that made this system successful from mid-Holocene antiquity up
to modern times precluded much exploratory voyaging, and any island
colonization, beyond its limits. It is in the light of a long-term requisition of seafaring for trade, with its deployment shaped by the agency of
the monsoonal winds, that we can understand the premodern remoteness of so many islands in the Indian Ocean.
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Facing Mecca from Africa
Islam and Globalization on the Swahili Coast
during the First Millennium CE and Beyond
MARK HORTON, ALISON CROWTHER,
AND NICOLE BOIVIN

TH E S WA HIL I C O A ST O F East Africa borders the Indian Ocean along

some 3,000 km of coastline and adjacent islands (map 3.1). Historically, and for at least two millennia, it was a region where the maritime trading systems of the western Indian Ocean intersected with the
indigenous exchange networks that extended throughout eastern and
southern Africa.1 The Swahili, the indigenous people who live along the
coast, and their antecedents came to act as cultural brokers between the
African and Oceanic worlds, transforming commodities, ideas, religion,
and values. While historians and anthropologists have documented this
process in some detail for the early modern and modern periods,2 archaeologists are only just beginning to shed light on its ancient origins.
This chapter will examine the emergence of the Swahili Coast as part
of the wider Indian Ocean world, focusing on the latest archaeological
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evidence from the region for the first millennium CE. It will explore
how long-distance connections developed through the expansion of Indian Ocean trade and exchange, and how this commercial exchange was
interwoven with the spread of Islam to eastern Africa. This process of
intensifying engagement and cross-cultural interaction is increasingly
recognized as a form of “globalization” or, in its incipient phases, “protoglobalization.”3 Understanding of the globalizing processes active on
the early Swahili Coast constitutes part of a broader recognition that
globalization was a factor in world history long before the expansion
of European power in the colonial era.4 This perspective is important
to Africanists, as it enables us to argue for much earlier connections
between Sub-Saharan Africa and the wider Indian Ocean world than
often recognized by historical discourse—continental Africa was not an
isolated appendage, but a significant element in the Eurasian world for
at least the last two millennia.
The key to understanding protoglobalization processes, at least
from an East African perspective, is through the study of the Swahili
themselves. During the 1970s and 1980s, there were a number of debates
concerning the identity of the Swahili, and whether they comprised a
definable or single ethnic group, or were simply a people who happened
to speak the Swahili language, a product of colonial classification, or
indeed whether they were an African society at all, rather than simply
a group of creolized Afro-Arab communities.5 Among anthropologists
and most archaeologists, a consensus view has now emerged that the
Swahili are a definable and complex African society of considerable antiquity. That definition includes features such as a maritime orientation
and trade, largely urbanized communities, adherence to Islam, and the
use of Swahili as a language.6 The distribution of the Swahili people
and their culture is generally accepted to extend from southern Somalia through coastal Kenya and Tanzania to northern Mozambique, and
includes the islands of Pemba, Zanzibar, and Mafia, as well as the Comoros (map 3.1). The southern limit of Swahili-speakers nowadays is
the Kirimba Islands, although maritime contact extended further south
along the coasts of Mozambique and northern Madagascar, and these
communities have also been claimed as formally part of the Swahili
world.7
These Swahili societies and their antecedents have become the
focus for archaeological work in recent decades. With an archaeological
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perspective comes a longer time frame than would normally be considered by historians and linguists. Have all these features been present in
Swahili society since time immemorial? Do they all need to be present
to define Swahili culture? Can we think about a process of Swahili ethnogenesis? Is Islam a key defining feature, or are we able to identify
pre-Islamic Swahili? Was a maritime orientation always present?
This chapter is framed around the research findings of the European
Research Council–funded Sealinks Project, hosted by Oxford University,
which has examined how the early settlements of the East African coast
were connected to a globalizing Indian Ocean world during the first millennium CE.8 This has involved excavations both on the African mainland coast and hinterland, and the near-shore islands (Zanzibar, Pemba,
and Mafia), and in 2013–15 extended to northern Madagascar and the
Comoros. The Sealinks methodology has involved targeted, small-scale
excavations at key trade and settlement sites, with a strong emphasis on
the recovery of carbonized materials (such as crop seeds) to trace early
agriculture, direct radiocarbon-dating of a large number of plant and
animal remains to construct reliable absolute chronologies for trade and
biological translocations, scientific identification of introduced fauna
using proteomic and ancient DNA studies, and the recovery and geochemical analysis of other key economic indicators such as vessel glass,
glass beads, ceramics, and metalwork.9
SWAHILI OrIGInS And THE BEGInnInG
OF GLOBALIZATIOn

Linguistically, Swahili forms part of the Northeast Coastal Bantu group
of languages, whose main distribution lies along the Kenyan and northern Tanzanian coasts.10 The chronology of the separation of Swahili
from the other languages in this group is suggested at around one thousand years ago. It is generally thought that the NE Coastal Bantu speakers can be identified archaeologically with the first farmers, who arrived
on the coastal hills around 200 CE (or possibly earlier, although there
is a dearth of reliable dates), and whose pottery is generally termed
“Kwale” ware, after the type site discovered in the 1960s.11 Pushing back
the chronology of this Kwale tradition just a century or so suggests a
possible identification with the inhabitants of Rhapta and the adjacent
island of Menouthias, the trade entrepôt mentioned in the Periplus
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Maris Erythraei (c. 50 CE) and Geographia of Claudius Ptolemy (c. 150
CE).12 These classical period texts supply detailed information on the
inhabitants of the eastern African coast, then referred to as Azania, and
their culture, including the use of sewn boats, dugout canoes, and fishing methods both from boats and using basket traps. In this model, we
have two thousand years of continuous settlement and trade on the east
coast, providing a neat scenario for Swahili origins and an unbroken
record of maritime commerce connecting East Africa with the Indian
Ocean world. If we can locate either Rhapta or Menouthias, we would
have a much better understanding of the early stages of this process and
a definite link between the classical texts and the archaeology.
Some new material from the Sealinks excavations at the Juani Primary School site in the Mafia archipelago13 shows that Kwale tradition
ceramics were present on the East African near-shore islands, confirming
the earlier discoveries of Tanzanian archaeologist Felix Chami.14 Study
of the subsistence economy on the site suggests that the Kwale inhabitants were maritime in orientation, with fish and shellfish forming their
diet, with no domesticated crops or animals. They were also manufacturing shell beads in quantity, possibly for local or interregional trade
with the mainland. The Mafia evidence does demonstrate that these
presumably early Bantu speakers were capable of crossing open areas of
ocean and adopting a marine subsistence in a manner that closely parallels the description in the Periplus. However, radiocarbon dates so far
place this occupation between c. 390 and 540 calibrated years (cal) CE,15
at least some three hundred years later than the time of the Periplus,
so at present a direct association is not possible. Our excavations also
found no in situ evidence of the early Indian Ocean trade described in
the Periplus and Geographia, which is often assumed to have been active
along the whole coast region even in the fifth century CE.16 If trade was
indeed occurring at this time, however, it may have been isolated to only
a few entrepôts, such as the archaeologically elusive Rhapta.
The Sealinks Project also investigated a number of cave sites on the
near-shore islands where published claims have been made for classical
trade items in association with seemingly early stratified Neolithic and
Later Stone Age (LSA) levels (i.e., pre–Iron Age). Our reexamination of
Ukunju Cave in the Mafia archipelago, for example, showed that the late
first millennium BCE / early CE “Neolithic” levels, where a number of
glass beads were found, in fact dated to the later first millennium CE,
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and the glass beads were likely Indo-Pacific beads of types widely seen
at this later period.17 While the Kwale ware site is just 2 km away, not a
single sherd of Kwale pottery was found in our excavation at the site,
suggesting that these early Bantu speakers generally avoided these caves.
The other two islands of Zanzibar and Pemba are also candidates
for the Periplus’s Menouthias. Extensive survey in the southern part of
Zanzibar failed to produce any significant Kwale sites, beyond a few
sherds in cave deposits and in later levels in coastal sites.18 At Kuumbi
Cave, excavation of a long sequence of LSA occupation that may have
spanned the “classical” period did not recover a single convincing import from this period. The “Neolithic” pottery identified there by previous excavators19 most likely dates to the later first millennium CE or
Middle Iron Age, as demonstrated by our recent direct luminescence
dating of a sample of sherds.20
The island of Pemba fits the Periplus’s description of Menouthias
more closely than either Mafia or Zanzibar. It is a very fertile island
with many small rivers and low-lying hills, and also lies close to the
African mainland, where many of the significant Kwale sites have been
found. Its topography closely matches the Periplus’s description: “It is
low and wooded and has rivers, a wide variety of birds, and mountain
tortoise.”21 Pemba’s identification as Menouthias was until recently
largely rejected, as the Periplus described crocodiles present on the island, and none are there now or were known historically.22 However,
the Sealinks excavation of a cave at Makangale in northern Pemba has
revealed the presence of crocodile bones with dates through the second
millennium CE. The cave also contains cultural remains dating back
to the seventh to eighth century CE, alongside evidence for introduced
Asian black rat.23 The crocodiles may have been using the cave as a nest
or were possibly the result of human predation. Nonetheless, despite
very comprehensive and systematic survey in northern Pemba, not a single piece of Kwale pottery has yet come to light. The explanation may
be related to rapid deposition of soil in some places and heavy erosion
in others, making site location difficult. Alternatively, it is possible that
during the Periplus era, Pemba was not occupied by Iron Age groups
with Kwale ceramics, but rather by more mobile foragers whose ephemeral archaeological signature has yet to be recognized on the island.
Thus, while good historical accounts of classical-era trade exist,
actual archaeological evidence for it remains elusive.24 Since the 1980s,
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a significant number of projects have intensively surveyed and studied
many of the likely areas with minimal results. Early Iron Age sites with
Kwale tradition ceramics of the right period have been located on the
mainland but no certain imports have been found in clearly stratified
contexts—an archaeological absence that is difficult to reconcile with
expectations that imported and identifiable trade goods such as glass
beads, vessel glass, and pottery would also occur.25 One explanation
may be the complex ways in which these exotic commodities were being
processed and exchanged within indigenous Iron Age society. The presence of shell bead-making at Juani hints, for example, at a degree of
craft specialization that might be linked to a trade network with the interior (where shell beads have also been found). The quantity of classical
imports may have been at such a very low level that simply not enough
sites have yet been excavated or recovery has not been good enough to
locate this material.
The beginning of significant globalized trade with East Africa
therefore really belongs to the seventh century onward. In the seventh
century, when Mediterranean trade was at a low ebb,26 the Indian Ocean
world was developing monsoon-based trading systems that connected
the late Sasanian Gulf region, western and southern India, Sri Lanka,
Indonesia, and probably beyond into the Gulf of Thailand, as evidenced
by the recent discovery of an eighth-century Western-type shipwreck
near Bangkok.27 These trade routes led to the spread of Buddhism to
Southeast Asia, and Islam into India and East Africa following its rise
in the seventh century CE.28 The growth of port cities such as Siraf and
Sohar in the Gulf was linked to the development of this monsoon-based
trade, which by the mid-eighth century also connected China and island
Southeast Asia with the western Indian Ocean.29
In East Africa, there was also an important disjunction in the cultural sequence in the seventh century CE, which complicates claims for
Swahili continuity from the Early Iron Age. Archaeologists have identified and excavated a number of key sites along the East African coast,
where occupation, dating to the second half of the first millennium CE,
can be recognized as “Swahili,” both in urban form and historical and
ethnographic record. In some cases, these sites continued to be occupied
into the early modern period or beyond. Examples include Shanga and
Manda in the Lamu Archipelago, Tumbe/Chwaka and Unguja Ukuu
on Pemba and Zanzibar, and Kilwa in Tanzania.30 In all of these cases
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(and many other sites known to date to the second half of the first millennium CE), the earliest ceramic is not Kwale, but a distinct tradition
known as Tana (or Early Tana Tradition [ETT], or TIW).31 The dating
of ETT pottery in all the investigated sites has been shown to be no
earlier than the late sixth century CE, suggesting a short break, or possibly an overlap, between Tana and Kwale. On some early Tana sites
such as Unguja Ukuu and Fukuchani (also on Zanzibar) there are small
quantities of Kwale pottery, but in amounts suggestive of exchange with
Kwale groups rather than any transition between the traditions. Despite
several attempts to show that Kwale “evolved” into Tana ware,32 many
archaeologists continue to argue that they are distinct traditions, with
different Iron Age origins in Africa.33 It seems possible that the “Tana”
populations displaced the earlier “Kwale” ones at some point in the
middle of the first millennium CE. Much more systematic research on
these ceramics as well as secure dating evidence is desperately needed to
clarify their stylistic, technological, and chronological relationship to
one another.
The makers of Tana pottery were linked into Indian Ocean trade
networks from the earliest phase of settlement in coastal villages and
towns, beginning at around 600 CE. This is clear from the ceramics at
these sites, with imports forming between 3 and 10 percent of the total
ceramic assemblage, as well as from the presence of imported glass
beads and vessels. At Fukuchani, in northern Zanzibar, which dates
to the early seventh to eighth century, the imports are characterized by
unglazed torpedo jars—the type-fossil of late Sasanian trade from the
Gulf. The site of Unguja Ukuu, dated in Sealinks excavations by some
thirty-one radiocarbon determinations,34 began by the mid-seventh century, with a sequence that extends to the eleventh century.35 It contains
a remarkable assemblage of imported ceramics, including Gulf, Indian,
and Chinese wares, that makes up to 10 percent of the total pottery
assemblage at the site, as well as glass, glass beads, copper and bronze,
and much iron and iron slag.36 It has no masonry buildings until the
tenth century. Subsistence was based around fish and shellfish, hunted
wild animals, and a small minority of domesticated animals. The crops
from the Unguja Ukuu excavations are almost entirely African millets
though small quantities of Asian rice, mungbean, and wheat have also
been found. Unguja Ukuu and many other sites were the settlements
of African fishing and farming communities, who were able to exploit
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their location to engage in long-distance maritime trade and through
this become increasingly large and wealthy. Unguja Ukuu began as a
small village of 2–3 hectares (ha.), but at its height in the tenth century,
covered over 20 ha.
One aspect of the globalization of these early Swahili sites that is
still extremely poorly understood is the possible impact of Austronesian or Southeast Asian contact. Investigation of this axis of interaction
has drawn us to investigate sites in both the Comoros and Madagascar, where the presence of Tana tradition pottery is more slight and
balanced with the presence of shell-impressed and red-slipped wares
(known in the Comoros as Dembeni-phase ceramics).37 Indeed, there is
a cline across the Comoros in which the westerly island of Grande Comore has a higher proportion of Tana pottery, the most easterly island
of Mayotte has a higher proportion of Dembeni wares, and Anjouan,
in the middle, has a mix of the two.38 Another feature of the Comoros
is the near absence of African crops, with subsistence assemblages instead dominated by Asian rice and mungbean.39 The sites are probably
eighth century onward. Dembeni ceramics have not yet been found on
Madagascar, although a local variant decorated using shell-impressed
dentates has been found in post-tenth-century levels at Mahilaka,40 the
main early trading settlement in northwest Madagascar. A site with
pure Tana ceramics, possibly a Swahili colony, has been found in the
south of the island but has yet to be excavated and properly recorded.41
It seems plausible, based on the archaeological patterns observed at
sites in the Comoros and Madagascar, that the Austronesian / Southeast
Asian settlement of Madagascar may have been via or coincident with
the settlement of the Comoros, and that the Comoros may have had a
mixed Proto-Swahili and Austronesian culture in the first millennium.
This cosmopolitan cultural milieu may have provided a route for Southeast Asian elements (such as bananas and coconuts, rice cultivation, outrigger canoes, and domestic chicken) into Swahili culture. The potential
role of the Indian Ocean slave trade in the Southeast Asian settlement
of both the Comoros and Madagascar has been little discussed apart
from occasional references.42 These often observe the description in
the c. mid-tenth-century Book of the Marvels of India (Kitab al-Ajaib
al-Hind) of the attacks by people called Wakwak—frequently identified
with Austronesian speakers from Southeast Asia or Madagascar—on
African populations dwelling on the near coastal islands and coastal
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mainland.43 These Wakwak apparently sought leopard skins, slaves, and
possibly iron. Claude Allibert suggests two separate corridors of slave
trading: the more well-known route between Africa and Arabia that
was controlled by the Arabs, as well as another possible African-Asian
route dominated by Southeast Asians, who may have settled in small Islamized communities in the Comoros and Madagascar.44 The ability of
archaeology to shed light on this slave trade in the absence of historical
sources is currently limited, though genetic studies have a potential role
to play.
ISLAM, UrBAnISM, “MArITIMEnESS,” And THE
dEvELOPMEnT OF SWAHILI CULTUr AL IdEn TITY

The early Swahili sites of the mid- to late first millennium CE were
neither urban nor Islamic. Self-evidently, if early Tana sites date from
c. 600 CE, their earliest levels cannot be Islamic. The process of Islamization can be seen at Shanga, where the earliest mosque dates to c. 780 E,
and where a series of timber mosques was rebuilt on the same site until
the tenth century. Thereafter, there is a small stone mosque, followed
by a much larger structure that continued in use until the fifteenth century.45 This timber-to-stone mosque sequence has also been found at Ras
Mkumbuu on Pemba, where there is a timber building followed by two
stone mosques,46 and possibly at Old Sima in the Comoros, where postholes were found below the stone mosque.47
It might be argued that these early mosques represent places for
visiting merchants to pray.48 This is, however, unlikely, as the burials
excavated in contemporary levels at Shanga include both women and
children interred according to Islamic conventions, suggesting that local
communities had been, or were in the process of, converting to Islam.
Excavations at Shanga were also able to identify a converted African
“dynasty” that minted Islamic-style silver coins from the ninth century
onward. While stone inscriptions from East Africa, using locally carved
coral, only date from the early twelfth century, evidence of local issues
of coins such as this shows clearly that local Muslim rulers were minting
their own coins in between the ninth and twelfth centuries, not just on
Shanga (and nearby Manda), but also on Pemba, Zanzibar, and Mafia.49
The archaeological evidence provides a more robust case for the
early conversion to Islam of coastal East African communities than do
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the historical sources, which are very ambiguous and often contradictory. For example, while al-Mas’udi provides an eyewitness account of
what he implies is the only Muslim community living on the island of
Qanbalu (most likely Pemba / Ras Mkumbuu) in 916 CE, later writers,
such as twelfth century al-Idrisi,50 deny the presence of Muslims south
of Barawa (in Somalia), although al-Idrisi does note a mixed Muslim
community in the Comoros.
The tone of many of the Arab writers is for a non-Islamic East African coast. In fact, their descriptions are useful in visualising the nature of indigenous religious practices more so than Islamic. Abu Said
al-Hasan, writing in the ninth century, describes men “devoted to religious life” who are covered in leopard or monkey skins and who make
long and eloquent speeches,51 a practice that is recorded widely in African ethnography. Al-Mas’udi notes the key role that religious leaders
rather than kings enjoyed and the significance of ancestors in religious
practice.52 Al-Idrisi describes standing stones being worshipped and
anointed with fish oil.53 This is a curious reference, as standing stones
are not known on the East African coast.54
These traditional religious practices may have made the conversion
to Islam rather easier, creating a preadaptation to Islam with a partly institutionalized religion that ensured that an acceptance of Islam did not
require too many social or political changes. The adoption of Islam by
coastal communities would also have facilitated their connection into
the trading world of the Indian Ocean, which Chaudhuri describes as a
“Muslim lake” by the latter half of the second millennium CE.55 Visiting
merchants and seafarers could be guaranteed safety in the Islamic ports,
and the material culture and social practice that may have come with
Islam would have provided for a degree of comfort and familiarity. Critically, there was a demand for Indian Ocean luxuries such as ceramics,
glass, and cloth that were not locally available.
We do begin to see changes in the archaeological record, in material
culture, cuisine and food consumption, as well as religious practice and
architecture, that can be linked to Islamization, but only gradually. Literacy in Arabic was clearly implied among an elite, with the minting of
coins and production of inscriptions. Where sites have been excavated
that span the likely period of conversion to Islam in the later eighth century, it is noticeable that there are a few cultural changes that mark the
shift. The clearest sequence is at Unguja Ukuu, where the earliest stone
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building is likely to have been a mosque, dating to the tenth century,56
but there are a full three centuries of earlier occupation associated with
timber and daub structures, as was also recorded at Shanga. One interesting find in levels dating to the mid-eighth century CE was a bronze incense burner, an imported artifact, but used for burning locally sourced
copal incense, and perhaps associated with Islamic practice.57
The remarkable living stonetowns of Lamu and Pate, or the walled
towns on the Comoros, such as Fumboni, give the impression of great
age for this urban culture, backed up by the many ruined sites such as
Shanga, Gedi, or Kilwa. When the Portuguese arrived on the East African coast in the late fifteenth century, they too found a fully urban
culture with large stonetowns, facing the sea and using ships that were
larger than their own. This was a well-developed “city-state culture.”58
In fact, this stone architecture began not that much earlier than Portuguese contact.
Swahili “stone” architecture uses coral rag and lime construction—
drawing on materials readily available on the coast—which produces
permanent and impressive ruins. However, for domestic architecture at
least, this method of construction dates only to the beginning of the
fourteenth century; before this most houses were built from wattle and
daub. Even after this date, many of the “towns” were constructed using
these organic materials, and stone houses were often a rarity. Only
mosques and tombs were built in stone, and many of the earlier examples use undersea-quarried Porites coral rather than the much harder
terrestrial coral rag. At Chwaka (Pemba), a major fifteenth-century site
with import-rich levels, there was a single stone house, although there
were both stone tombs and three stone mosques.59 Recent excavations
in 2013 in the “open” areas of the large stonetown of Songo Mnara
located several daub-walled houses, providing a different plan to that
achieved from simply mapping stone ruins.60
An interesting insight into the urbanization process comes from Jeff
Fleisher’s work in northern Pemba.61 Through extensive and randomized survey, he was able to map the distribution of sites over time. This
exercise showed a dense rural population, located in small settlements
during the early Tana period, up until the eleventh century. At this point
there was widespread abandonment of these rural sites and a shift to
the developing ports (such as Mkia wa Ngombe, Mtambwe Mkuu, and
Chwaka). These proto-urban sites contain stone tombs and mosques
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and cover up to 15 ha. in total area, with assumed populations of several
thousand.62 Many of the large first-millennium CE sites, such as Unguja Ukuu and Tumbe, which were little more than overgrown villages
but with extensive trade networks, were abandoned around the turn of
the millennium, and a new kind of Swahili settlement seems to emerge
around these new towns, with a stronger sense of urban planning and
spatial order.63
We would argue that Swahili communities acquired both Islam and
urbanism over time, and while these features may have defined “Swahiliness” in later centuries, they were not necessarily always present from
the start but gradually adopted as part of a process of globalization in
which these African societies were exposed to ideas, practices, and material culture from around the Indian Ocean.
A similar argument can be applied to the adoption of a maritime
culture. The Swahili have long been considered to be strongly maritime.
The sea dominated their food, location of settlements, the practice of
trade, even their literature and poetry. As all the early Swahili sites are
found on the coast, it might be assumed that this was always the case.
However, Swahili ‘maritimeness,’ like Islam and urbanism, is something
that Swahili communities acquired over time.64 A range of evidence,
from the study of fishbones65 to the study of mosque and house location, suggests that the strong maritime identity of the Swahili only dates
from the twelfth or thirteenth century, and before this sites were often
set back a little from the sea, fishing did not involve open sea activity,
and diets were terrestrial in focus. The emerging towns develop plans
that are sea-facing, with the provision of mosques that are located on
the beach and are intended to be seen from the sea.
FACInG MECCA ACr OSS THE SEA

The current renewed interest in global histories, and with this, aspects
of world systems theory, tends to take a position that civilizations create
networks of interaction that may extend to peripheral zones. Understanding the culture-history of these peripheries requires an understanding of wider global forces that may be operating, often a large distance
away. The Swahili are sometimes seen as one such peripheral zone,
responding to global economic forces that were operating in the late
classical, Islamic, European, or even East Asian worlds. In particular,
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their practice of Islam is seen as marginal and distant from the central
Islamic lands.
For those of us working on the East African coast, the core/periphery model seems somewhat inappropriate, removing any agency from
the Swahili to develop their own global networks, and seeing them as
passive responders to global forces. As more research is done in the
western Indian Ocean, it is clear that there was a major African presence beyond African shores in the medieval period. Tana pottery, largely
used for cooking, has been found at Sharma (Yemen),66 Ras al-Hadd
(Oman),67 and Siraf (Iran), suggesting the presence of African communities there. Africans seem to have been sailors (as shown, for example,
on the famous thirteenth-century Hariri ship illustration),68 and through
the slave trade, could have moved to important political positions (such
as the later Mamluks did), or formed distinct local communities far
away from African shores.
The East African perspective also enables us to understand how
global pressures may have impacted (or been ignored by) local communities. An interesting example is the adoption of rice—an Indian and
Southeast Asian crop.69 Rice first appears as a main staple food in the
eighth century in the Comoro Islands. Mahilaka in northwestern Madagascar also became a major rice consumer, with archaeological evidence
indicating a massive investment in irrigation systems and the construction of dams, reservoirs, and paddies in the vicinity of the site. This
adoption of rice does not spread to the central and northern Swahili
Coast for another three hundred years. Early Tana sites such as Unguja
Ukuu used African millets, and only a few grains of rice have been recorded—probably from ship-borne cargos. The switch to rice was recorded at Chwaka in Pemba (another ideal place to grow rice) in the
twelfth century, where it rapidly became the dominant food.70 By the
sixteenth century, historical sources record that Pemba became a major
supplier of “grain,” by which was probably meant rice, to Mombasa
and adjacent areas. Even in recent times two similar towns, Pate and
Lamu, adopted different staple foods—communities in Pate ate millets, whereas those in Lamu consumed rice.71 The conclusion is that this
global crop, even though well known, was only selectively adopted, for
complex and little-understood cultural reasons.72
A similar story exists in the study of imports found in archaeological levels. What survives tends to be inorganic materials—ceramics,
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glass, beads, metalwork—and these may be not fully representative:
items such as cloth may have been one of the major imports, as it was
in the premodern period.73 However, these inorganic materials do offer
an indicator of the main direction of trade and exchange. Glass beads
are particularly useful, as they can be chemically analyzed, and much
work is currently being done on bead provenancing.74 What emerges
from these studies is a pattern of complexity across space and time.
The four main glass bead–producing areas (Middle East, western and
southern Asia, southeast Asia) are represented on many Swahili sites,
but in different proportions and at different dates. Significantly, glass
beads are also items that find their way into the African interior,75 allowing the prospect for more fully understanding coast-interior exchanges.
That glass bead types found on archaeological sites reflect African consumer preferences, as observed in more recent African societies,76 is a
possibility that is rarely considered. These beads likely reflect both consumer desires and the trade relationships in which Africans played an
active role.77
Complex patterns and intracommunity differences are also observed
in the imported pottery from early archaeological sites on the coast,
where assemblages provide quite different compositions of wares from
Arabia, the Gulf, western and southern India, and East Asia. Thus, for
example, the eighth-to-ninth-century site of Chibuene in southern Mozambique has imported white-glazed pottery, but little turquoise-glazed
ware, in complete contrast to contemporary Unguja Ukuu,78 while the
Comoros sites have both, but early Chinese pottery is absent.79 A little
later, in the thirteenth century, the Pemban sites continued to trade with
the Gulf, while sites on Zanzibar, Lamu, and Kilwa reoriented their networks toward southern Arabia. Tumbatu, a small island off Zanzibar,
imported exceptionally large quantities of Indian pottery in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, far in excess of any other site at this
date.80 The pattern that seems to emerge is of particular towns or polities developing their own trade networks across the Indian Ocean world.
While the Swahili were cultural brokers between that world and the African interior, they were also active in setting up and developing their
own long-distance relationships, supplying and receiving commodities
from very different worlds.
Globalization is not only about trade, but also about shared culture
across global spaces. One of the key globalizing forces in the medieval
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world was Islam, which created a relatively uniform set of rules and
practices across vast areas of space. By being part of the Islamic world,
the Swahili were able to develop commonality with their most important trading partners. However, they did not simply adopt Islamic forms
as slavish copies of Middle Eastern practices, but often developed their
own styles. Thus, for example, the Swahili did not build courtyard
mosques—the commonest form of congregational mosque in the Islamic world—but instead built rectangular halls with internal columns.
Their mihrabs, such as at Kizimkazi on Zanzibar, were also distinctive
and unique and cannot be paralleled in any Middle East architecture.81
Minarets are very rare, and are generally found only after the sixteenth
century. The designs on cut Porites coral used on mosque decoration
show a strong indigenous influence, which can be seen in more recent
ethnographic material such as woodcarving and cloth.
Today, the Swahili face probably the greatest set of challenges in
their history, with the rise of fundamental and radical Islam, exported
from Somalia, and the massive commercial pressures, for example in
the heartland of the Swahili in the Lamu Archipelago, where an enormous port development is planned. As archaeologists, we are able to
observe a much longer history. From their origins in the seventh century,
the Swahili have been part of a globalizing world, both responding to
and actively shaping global forces. The strong and resilient nature of
Swahili culture today in the face of the modern globalization process is
probably a result of this long history of choice and adaptation.
Archaeology and history offer different perspectives on the Indian
Ocean world. It is commonplace to describe these perspectives as complementary, but what is far more interesting is when one perspective
contradicts or challenges the other. Archaeology not only extends the
concept of the Swahili into earlier time periods, it provides an alternative understanding of the nature of the Swahili identity and the globalization process. Historical texts prioritize particular economic, social,
and ethnic groups, and in the case of the Swahili, for early periods at
least, these were often outside groups from other parts of the Indian
Ocean and Islamic world. Archaeology has been able to provide a view
of Swahili development from a local perspective and to rewrite and challenge dominant historical narratives. Archaeology has a key role to play
in understanding the processes of globalization that shaped the Indian
Ocean world in eastern Africa and beyond for millennia, though there
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is still much work to do to improve coverage of underresearched regions
and time periods, more systematically recover diverse types of remains,
and apply new methods and technologies in tandem with greater dialogue with historians and others.
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FOUR
Researching the History of
the Indian Ocean World
An Interdisciplinary Approach
EDWARD A. ALPERS

TH E K N O WN H U MA N H I ST O RY of the Indian Ocean World (IOW)
encompasses some seven millennia; to address this deep history necessarily requires the historian to employ a wide range of disciplinary
methodologies and sources. If our collective purpose in this volume
is to set “an agenda for a historical archaeology of the Indian Ocean
World,” however, we need to combine boldness with caution and care.
For the historian of the IOW as a subset of world or global history, I
must first emphasize that I do not adhere to any particular theoretical
model for understanding the history of the Indian Ocean region. Here
I depart, for example, from my distinguished friend Philippe Beaujard,
who is a foremost European scholar working within the orbit of world
systems theory.1 Rather, my approach to this history has been to focus
on the movement of people, things, and ideas, as well as what I regard
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as key epochs and linking themes that both drove and were driven by
such movements. In order to understand these movements and to create
a meaningful periodization by which to organize them I am obliged to
draw upon many different kinds of evidence and scholarship.
In writing The Indian Ocean in World History (2014), I called upon
archaeology, linguistics, art history and architecture, anthropology and
ethnography, geography, environmental studies, botany, technology,
ethnomusicology, and literature—all figure into the mix. Of course,
I also utilized the historian’s familiar body of written sources, both
primary and secondary. For the historian, the challenge is to integrate
these disparate kinds of evidence into a meaningful analytical narrative.
Specifically, Krish Seetah, the organizer of the workshop at which this
chapter was originally presented, asked me to reflect on how historians
do interdisciplinary research and how my own experience of integrating
such diverse sources and methodologies might be useful for informing
archaeological studies.2
I can think of no better place to set out on this quest than by calling upon an important intervention on linguistic archaeology directed
in 2012 by my distinguished UCLA colleague Christopher Ehret to archaeologists of Africa.3 In this article Ehret “addresses the essential
issues in evaluating works that use linguistic evidence in reconstructing the past.”4 Speaking in terms designed to get the attention of his
specific audience, he contends: “Linguistic evidence is hard evidence.
Let us qualify that assertion: linguistic evidence, properly situated in a
systematic phonological reconstruction, is hard evidence. An archaeologist may say, I can’t hold these words in my hand. I cannot subject
them to tests of material science. How, then, is linguistic evidence hard
evidence?”5
Drawing upon his own work and that of his former students,
Ehret proceeds methodically to lay out his case for language evidence
as hard evidence and then applies the methodology he has just articulated to the history of an old root word, in this case the word for
“donkey” in “the ancestral language, proto-Eastern Cushitic, of the
Eastern sub-branch of the Cushitic branch of the Afroasiatic language
family.”6 Toward the conclusion of his painstakingly detailed reconstruction, Ehret addresses the question of what every scholar of the
past should know, which he reduces to two lessons of special significance for archaeologists:
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The first lesson relates to the nature of linguistic evidence
and argument. Linguistics is a separate, capacious source
of evidence about history and culture of earlier times, with
its own well-developed body of theory and practice. Its evidence is subject to rigorous validation. Its findings stand on
their own. They are not some impressionistic adjuncts to
other kinds of historical argument. We do not get to pick and
choose or to engage in special pleading to make the linguistic
evidence fit our notions.7
Leaving nothing to chance, Ehret ends his contribution by providing an
example of how some archaeologists have mistakenly argued for linking
the origins of agriculture in Europe to Indo-Europeans, when the linguistic evidence clearly contradicts such a conclusion. He emphasizes
the requirement to provide “a systematic phonological reconstruction”
or else to “direct the reader to where that apparatus is to be found.” He
hammers home his point that “to claim to do history from language
without a systematic phonological reconstruction is like claiming to do
archaeology without stratigraphy and without engaging the essential
analytical tools of the discipline.”8
What Ehret argues for linguistics applies equally to every other
kind of disciplinary evidence that the historian or archaeologist seeks
to use in their work. Of course, we all must rely on the trustworthiness
of our colleagues, nor can we all expect to master every methodology
for the sources we wish to apply to our own work, but Ehret’s injunction cautions us against engaging in either lazy scholarship or wishful
thinking. Seizing upon a piece of evidence to support an interpretation
because it fits our sense of or insistence upon “what must have been so”
runs the risk of undermining our effort to achieve an interdisciplinary
scholarship, whether we be archaeologists or historians. Moreover, this
kind of poorly documented speculation creates a fragile foundation for
further hypothesis building. To take only one egregious example, a key
element of Charles and Frances Pearce’s convoluted arguments about
the settlement of Madagascar in the second millennium BCE is their
mistaken belief in the existence of an ancient Cinnamon Route and “a
direct route from the Spice Islands to Rhapta. If so, it would probably
also have been the trigger for the initial colonization of Madagascar.”9
Here I note only that there is no mention in the Periplus of the Erythraen
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Sea of cinnamon being traded to Rhapta, nor is cinnamon mentioned
among the spices discovered at Berenike.10
As it happens, a very good Indian Ocean example that cuts across
the entire oceanic basin and involves numerous methodologies and
forms of evidence is the settlement of Madagascar, whose people and
cultures embody both insular Southeast Asian and East African Bantu
elements. Gwyn Campbell, director of the Indian Ocean World Centre
at McGill University, provides a concise introduction to the received historiography regarding this still unresolved historical process in which he
identifies various competing schools of interpretation and their historical lineages to explain Malagasy origins.11 More recently, Solofo Randrianja and Stephen Ellis have reminded us further that “arguments about
the relative importance of the Austronesian element, the Bantu element,
or some other influence in the composition of the early ancestors of
the Malagasy [have] become highly ideological, tending to follow quite
closely the political needs of the moment, according to whether proponents would prefer to regard Madagascar today as a country related
primarily to Asia or to Africa.”12
The basic historical problem is that although Madagascar is an
African island, its people today speak an Austronesian language, Malagasy, that is part of the Western Malayo-Polynesian subfamily with
its closest linguistic relative being Manyaan, a language spoken on the
island of Borneo.13 Conflicting theories about when and by what route
Austronesian pioneers reached and settled Madagascar have flourished
since the late nineteenth century, one school of thought favoring a direct open-sea route across the central Indian Ocean, another supporting a passage that followed the combination of open-sea and coastal
sailing that characterized Indian Ocean trading networks. Among the
former, some scholars believe that Austronesian ships either rode the
central Indian Ocean currents directly to northeast Madagascar or followed a staged crossing by way of the Maldive Islands.14 Inspired by
the bas reliefs depicting indigenous Indonesian shipping at the early
ninth-century Mahayana Buddhist temple complex at Borobudur in
central Java, British adventurer Philip Beale even built a replica ship
called Borobudur 2 that sailed from Jakarta to northwest Madagascar
via the Seychelles and the Comoro Islands in 2003.15 Nevertheless, this
kind of adventure, like the Kon-Tiki voyage across the Pacific Ocean
from Peru to Polynesia in 1947, proves nothing historically. Among the
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latter, some scholars favor a route along the East African coast and then
across to the Comoros and northwest Madagascar, while others lean toward a direct sailing route from southern India to Madagascar.16 Atholl
Anderson et al., in their contribution to this volume, argue strongly for
a path following the traditional monsoon-driven trading links around
the northern littoral of the Indian Ocean. What is certain—given the
maritime skills of the Austronesians and the patterns of Indian Ocean
winds and currents—is that all these routes were possible, but that there
is no unambiguous evidence for any of them. Indeed, a recent seafaring
simulation—a technique based on computer simulations that integrate
oceanographic, anemological, and climatological data to model how
shipping will travel at specific times of the year—argues that each of
these routes was possible during specific seasons of the year.17
While the details are often disputed and the evidence sometimes
stretched beyond recognition,18 there is general agreement that initial
voyages probably reached northern Madagascar sometime between
around 100 BCE and 300–400 CE, while further settlement continued
sporadically for another one thousand years.19 Most recently, an international team of geneticists has argued for “a model in which Madagascar was settled by a small effective founding population – estimated
at only approximately 30 women, most of whom had Indonesian ancestry (93%).” The authors date this settlement to a period “beginning around AD 830.”20 This finding was immediately embraced by a
number of news outlets and popular scientific reports, so that at the
time of my writing it seems to have gained wide acceptance.21 To their
credit, the authors conclude their discussion by declaring, “Without
further evidence, the exact nature of Madagascar’s settlement must
necessarily remain unresolved,” to which they add that “Malagasy are
the children of both east and west, with clear Indonesian and African antecedents.”22 What concerns me here, however, is that although
the authors are explicit in their methodology and assumptions, the
process of coalescent model building in which they engage is still a
form of (very sophisticated) hypothesis-building. As they themselves
acknowledge, their mitochondrial DNA data collection in Indonesia
and Madagascar is not comprehensive. In Madagascar, their sample
derives from the publication of data drawn from only three groups:
Mikea “hunter-gatherers,” “semi-nomadic” Vezo fishermen, and “the
dominant” Andriana Merina.23
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The Mikea are an interesting group to have chosen because a separate analysis of their genome data from a small group of individuals indicates that they reflect a mixture of African (Bantu) and Austronesian
sources that is common to Vezo individuals who were also included in
this study. Furthermore, its authors confirm ethnographic studies that
the Mikea are not a remnant group of hunter-gatherers but rather were
previously agriculturalists who reverted to a foraging economy under
pressure from either the Sakalava or the French.24 Inclusion of the Vezo
data is also interesting since the most important ethnographic study of
these fishers argues strongly that “Vezo become what they are through
what they do,” not because of some shared past ethnicity.25 Accordingly,
in modern terms it seems to me that the Vezo are very much like the
Mikea. I am not sure what this conclusion says about DNA testing, or
the hypothesis that thirty Indonesian women settled Madagascar, but
it suggests that there are levels of complexity still to be plumbed in
how archaeologists and historians make use of genetic analysis and its
model-building.
Turning now to material culture, what we can demonstrate is that
the distribution of both the double- and single-outrigger canoe follows
the known trading networks of the Indian Ocean across to Sri Lanka and
southern India, and then along the African coast over to the Comoros
and Madagascar.26 Previous claims based on archaeological evidence
from first century BCE Zanzibar that chickens had been introduced
from Southeast Asia, however, have been called into question by reinvestigation of the Kuumbi Cave site on which this assertion was based.27
The main methodological thrust of their skepticism is a combination of
“animal burrowing and associated bioturbation,” which “demonstrate
the problems with charcoal dates in complex cave sequences.”28 As the
authors of this multidisciplinary and multifaceted study conclude, “we
find no supporting evidence for pre-Medieval Indian Ocean trade connection at Kuumbi Cave, either in the form of imported glass beads or
of the remains of domestic chicken or other non-native fauna likely to
have been introduced through trade.”29 Against this negative record
there is also almost no evidence of Austronesian influence on Swahili or
any of the modern Bantu languages of the Mozambique coast that faces
western Madagascar.30 Even the genetic evidence that the modern population of Madagascar incorporates a significant proportion of people
of African ancestry31 and that the Malagasy language includes many
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words of Bantu origin and demonstrates structural influence32 as well
do not resolve the conundrum, since there is no question that, once populated, there were regular contacts between the people of Madagascar
and those of Comoro Islands and the African coast.
Similarly, unresolved questions about the routing and dating of
the dissemination to Africa of Southeast Asian food crops like the
banana (Musa x paradisiacal), water yam (Dioscorea alata), and taro
or cocoyam (Colocasia esculenta) cannot resolve this question. That
said, and notwithstanding my previous comment about the absence of
linguistic evidence of Austronesian in any modern Bantu languages,
Ehret has recently argued in an unpublished presentation that one of
the two prevailing terms for Musa in the geographically separate Proto
Northeast-Coastal Bantu subgroups of Seuta languages and Comorian [*-fu(n)ti] derives from pre-proto-Malagasy.33 It is worth noting,
as well, that remains of coconut (Cocos nucifera), the fruit of a tree of
probable Southeast Asian origin, have been found at Berenike, adding
to the incidental evidence favoring the monsoonal trading networks of
the Indian Ocean.34 More recently, the vexing question of Austronesian
settlement of Madagascar has been approached by a team of scholars
who have examined the dissemination in coastal East Africa, the Comoros, and Madagascar of Southeast Asian seed-based crops, notably
rice and mung bean. Their findings that “the overwhelming dominance
of Asian crops in the earliest records of the Comoros and Madagascar
is consistent with patterns observed when crops move through human
colonization” and that “an Island Southeast Asian source for the early
Asian crops of the Comoros and Madagascar seems to offer the best
fit for the patterns observed in the available records” leads them to
suggest that “the presence of Asian crops in the Comoros earlier than
at sites in Madagascar…may reflect Austronesian colonization of the
Comoros before Madagascar.”35 In the end, what can be said is that
at about the same time as the proto-Swahili were expanding down the
African coast and onto its offshore islands, proto-Malagasy were at the
beginning stages of settling the part of Madagascar nearest to this region of Bantu expansion. It seems more than likely that at various moments in time these maritime immigrants followed all the routes that
we have noted above and that they ventured in small groups of both
men and women, the ultimate transmitters of their Malayo-Polynesian
mother tongue. Just as probably, connections between African speakers
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of Bantu languages and Malagasy initially developed in fits and starts,
but over time their destinies as Indian Ocean peoples became more intimately connected through trade to produce the Afrasian culture today
known as Malagasy.
A nagging question that continues to vex scholars of the peopling of
Madagascar is whether or not there was a pre-proto-Malagasy population on the great island. Radrianja and Ellis neatly summarize this scattered evidence and suggest that, at best, they reflect activity by transient
sailors who stopped over on its shores.36 In 2007 Roger Blench, always a
provocative multidisciplinary scholar but not without his methodological critics (see nn. 8 and 18 above), suggested an earlier chronology
and a new interpretation for the settlement of the island based mainly
on paleozoogeographical evidence.37 He concludes his paper in the following terms: “Conventional narratives of the occupation of Madagascar have been increasingly at odds with new indications from a variety
of disciplines and a fresh approach is required. The model advanced
here attempts to account for these but only more intensive archaeology in targeted sites will provide the type of physical evidence required
to refute or enrich these hypotheses.”38 An initial response to Blench’s
call may be a startling paper coauthored by a group of experienced archaeologists who make the case that their “evidence shows that foragers
with a microlithic technology were active in Madagascar long before the
arrival of farmers and herders and before many Late Holocene faunal
extinctions,” suggesting a date “at least as early as 2000 B.C.”39
According to their report, they discovered tools of chert and obsidian in a small rockshelter at Ambohiposa, near Vohémar and overlooking the Bay of Iharana. These tools “are certainly a result of human
action.” Moreover, “even though a small sample of tiny items, they are
clearly a stone tool assemblage created and used by people.” The team
also identified some bits of pottery and some wood charcoal that “suggests the stone toolmakers of Ambohiposa were contemporary with
the earliest iron-using villagers of Vohémar.”40 They then link this site
to a later (eleventh to fourteenth century) one at Lakaton’i Anja, near
the Bay of Antsiranana (Diego Suarez), with its own small stone tool
industry “created by people.” Imported Indian Ocean ceramics and
other artifacts, as well as animal bones, also exist for this period at
this site. In their discussion, the authors contend that “the stone tools
from Ambohiposa and Lakaton’i Anja are unlike anything reported
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from Madagascar” and are “indicative of intermittent occupation by
small groups engaged in foraging.” Finally, Lakaton’i Anja yielded two
OSL-dated sediment samples to roughly 1460–2370 BCE, which the authors state “are in correct stratigraphic order” with respect to the later
(eleventh to fourteenth century CE) radiocarbon dates for the site.41 In
their discussion of these finds, the authors acknowledge the very small
size of their stone tool samples, yet suggest that “they resemble those
known from southern and eastern Africa, southern Arabia, and south
Asia, and are unlike those from Southeast Asia.” Linking this new evidence to arguments that interpret “the Holocene extinctions as catastrophic and quick following human settlement of Madagascar,” they
argue that their “unique evidence shows that extinctions occurred long
after human arrival on the island.” Finally, they contend that “the view
that Madagascar’s history can be sharply divided by the arrival of humans between an undisturbed Eden and anthropogenic chaos is no longer tenable,” even though they cannot yet establish “when foragers first
arrived in Madagascar.”42
Now, what is a historian to make of this new evidence? Colleagues
with whom I have been working on food crop exchanges across the Indian Ocean are both excited by this possibility and cautious about the
reliability of the dating. As Simon Haberle, director of the Centre for
Archaeological Research at the Australian National University (ANU),
commented in an email to a group of us,
The evidence from the stone tools is interesting but given the
sedimentary context (sandy) it is entirely possible that the cultural material has been distributed downwards by bioturbation
and thus is not dated accurately by the OSL determinations. It
was around almost exactly such a case that the argument about
2000-year-old rats in NZ revolved—now well and truly rejected
on the basis of many tightly constrained c14 dates at a number
of sites and reassessment of sedimentary context. Anderson in
several papers43 and Wilmhurst et al.44 (attached) showed eventually that the 2000-yr old dates in intact strata were correct but
the rat bones had been displaced and were less than 1000 years
old. This kind of situation is not unexpected in coastal rockshelters where burrowing animals and birds—especially petrels
and shearwaters—seek nesting sites. It seems that it will be even
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more difficult to test this in Madagascar because there is nothing suitable for radiocarbon dating in association with the chert
flakes in the lower levels…but that alone should raise a flag of
caution when interpreting this data. Much work to be done.45
Shades of the revisionist investigations at Kuumbi Cave, Zanzibar,
noted above. Could there be a clearer statement of the kind of caution
that scholars of all stripes must take when relying upon evidence from
sources that derive from disciplines in which they are not themselves
professionally trained? Still, this is exciting stuff and bears out the alert
sounded by Randrainja and Ellis: “No doubt future discoveries will
continue to produce surprises, and may cause historians to revise their
theories on the timing and exact manner of Madagascar’s settlement.”46
Let me leave Madagascar and suggest another large IOW topic that
is of equal interest to both historians and archaeologists with respect to
interpretation, narrative, sources of evidence, and methodology: Swahili origins and society and, on a larger canvas, coastal East Africa’s
place in the IOW. Summing up some two dozen papers presented at
the 2012 conference of the Sealinks Project at Oxford University, Peter
Mitchell notes that “if there was one overarching theme connecting the
papers presented it was the value—indeed the necessity—of interdisciplinary studies of East Africa’s part in the Indian Ocean world.”47 The
most important of these interdisciplinary sources of evidence and methodologies for archaeologists would seem to be located in the sciences;
for example, paleogeography, paleobotany, paleozoology, and genetics,
among others. To take only a single example, whereas the provenance of
carnelian beads from Gujarat to Africa were once “usually made on visual parallels alone,” a decade ago the application of “characterization
studies” using chemical analysis both clarifies these connections “based
upon more objective data” as well as raises new questions for research.48
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that many current archaeological contributions to interpreting the past of coastal East Africa and Swahili
society depend essentially on basic archaeological fieldwork and consequent rethinking of the past.
One example of how basic fieldwork and scientific analysis of resulting finds can work together to reshape our understanding of the earliest periods of agriculture and exchange on the coast is the results from
excavations in the coastal hinterland of Kenya as part of the Sealinks
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Project. Fieldwork in 2010 at three sites located in the foothills of the
Dzitsoni Uplands in Kilifi District yielded numerous stone artifacts,
potsherds, and animal bones, as well as some perforated marine shells
and glass beads in later occupations. Together these finds suggest “a
mosaic of continuous and increasingly complex occupation and interaction from at least the LSA [Late Stone Age] onwards.”49 At all three
sites the team collected archaeobotanical remains. The authors state
that “preliminary analysis … indicates that all three of the major native
pan-African cereals were being consumed, and presumably cultivated
locally, by the ceramic era.” They also tentatively identify seeds of one
Asian pulse, Vigna sp. In presenting this material they note that “most
accounts for the origins of agriculture in this region rely on inferences
from historical linguistics,” but that “hard archaeological evidence has
been lacking for the presence of these crops in particular regions and
periods and whether these crops co-occur, or correlate with particular material culture traditions remains unconfirmed.”50 Taken together
with evidence of the transmission of baobab seeds across the continent from western Africa, “these findings suggested that this mainland
savanna package was well established by the MIA [Middle Iron Age]
on the mainland and was introduced with the initial agricultural settlement of the islands of eastern Africa.” Their research also implies
that exchanges of plant crops across the Indian Ocean were a regular
phenomenon during this period. Accordingly, the authors argue that
this preliminary research “testifies to the importance of obtaining direct archaeobotanical evidence for the reconstruction of changes in the
distribution of African agricultural systems.”51 This work both enriches
our knowledge of this early period in coastal history and reminds us not
to jump at reaching hasty or convenient conclusions about ancient food
crop exchanges across the western Indian Ocean.52
Another example of how basic fieldwork continues to transform
the way in which we understand the past of coastal eastern Africa is
the result of many seasons of fieldwork in rural Pemba island by Adria
LaViolette, Jeffrey Fleisher, Bertram Mapunda, and many others. This
effort has completely changed the way in which historians regard this
East African island. Rather than the agricultural “breadbasket” that
characterizes Pemba’s image after 1500, the conclusions they draw from
their extensive research based at Tumbe and Chwaka, at the northeast
corner of the island, place Pemba in a much more central position in the
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evolving history of the coast. Their research enables them to demonstrate further that the Indian Ocean trade of coastal eastern Africa did
not depend on the existence of hierarchical towns dominated by monumental buildings, such as those that have exemplified the archaeology of
the period between about 1000 and 1500.53
In an innovative approach that combines performance studies
with analysis of coastal material culture, Stephanie Wynne-Jones proposes a new way to approach the question of identity as revealed in
the archaeological record. She argues for “a more analytical approach
to material culture, focusing on the social role of artifacts, rather than
viewing distributions as archaeological facts.” In the article, she explores the known data from Kilwa to illustrate her argument, “rather
than as a corpus of radically new data for the coast.”54 Combining
a critique of distributional analyses with more fluid models for understanding what she calls “archaeologies of identity,” Wynne-Jones
concludes her discussion with a section on “nested identities.” Here
she makes the important, but often ignored, point in narratives about
Swahili identity that “an individual can perform or inhabit different
identities in different contexts.” Carrying this observation to its logical conclusion she suggests “the multiple, overlapping interactions
that might be reflected by the archaeological record and the ways that
these interactions, particularly as these were conducted through and
mediated by material culture, would have been part of a complex process of identification.”55 Indeed, I make the same point when I argue—
without reference to archaeology—about “Shirazi” origins and the
formation of coastal society:
The integration of foreign Muslims into coastal East African society resulted from the intermarriage of men from the
Gulf with local women, preferably from locally prominent
families who could facilitate trade. As Muslims, their children
would have claimed the Gulf origins of their fathers; indeed,
such sons may well have traveled to the Gulf with their male
relatives. Yet they would also have drawn upon the familial
connections of their African mothers. Neither identity was necessarily exclusive of the other; indeed, depending on the situation, it made good sense for such individuals to be able to claim
both.56
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Performance also occupies a central place in Fleisher’s recent discussion of monumentality and what he calls “the ‘built exterior’” on the
Swahili Coast.57 Stimulated by his original work in Pemba, no doubt,
Fleisher argues for viewing Swahili towns “as a whole rather than isolating particular buildings,” adding that we should appreciate that “towns
themselves were monuments on a broader regional landscape.” He continues by recommending the study of public spaces “as places of performance,” as “part of the performance and negotiation of power,” and
“as part of the monumental landscape in the town.”58 Fleisher reviews
how previous archaeologists have either ignored or examined open
spaces before 1500 and then proceeds to propose “possible archaeological correlates”59 for more modern examples of Swahili performances,
focusing first on dances and processions in public spaces and next on
pilgrimages and enthronement in cemeteries. For his case study, he looks
at the well-known site of Songo Mnara, which he gives as “one of the
best examples of a Swahili town plan.”60 His analysis of this important
town depends on his walking familiarity with the entire location and his
willingness to look for relevant visual perspectives to test his hypothesis.
He concludes with the following caution: “It is not possible, of course,
to determine whether dances or other public spectacles occurred within
the central and western areas of Songo Mnara. However, despite the
fact that archaeology will always be challenged to recover evidence of
such performances, comprehensive investigation of such zones allows us
to begin sketching out the boundaries and sightlines of what were likely
intentionally created and managed public spaces.”61 This reexamination
of coastal towns challenges both archaeologists and historians to reconsider the larger role of space and how it may have been utilized in the
economic, social, political, and ritual life of pre-1500 Swahili towns.
Fleisher’s bold intervention also opens up its own space for historians to
engage in this process without having to do any actual digging.62
Indeed, this article brings to mind other fascinating examples of
performance in public spaces in coastal and insular eastern Africa that
might bear archaeological investigation. Two of these are unique to offshore islands: bull-baiting in Pemba and Great Marriage (ada) in Ngazidja. The origins of the former date to the sixteenth-century presence
of Portuguese on Pemba, but would seem to suggest possible affinities
to agricultural rituals that are also connected to spirit possession.63 The
latter involves enormous expense and elaborate public celebration as it
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integrates matrilineal age-sets, generational categories, Islam, and citizenship, as well as reinforces social hierarchy. The real question here
from an archaeological perspective concerns its antiquity, since all descriptions of Great Marriage are modern.64 A third example, this one
from Lamu, would seem to offer rather more concrete possibilities for
archaeologists. According to the late Peter Lienhardt, in years when the
rains were late it was customary for the leading member of one lineage,
the Makhatibu, of the oldest clan in Lamu to perform a rain-making
ceremony.
He sacrifices a bull which is eaten at a communal meal. On
the day before the sacrifice, a man goes round the town with
a horn asking each household to contribute to the cost of the
bull and to prepare rounds of bread for the meal. The next
day, the bull is led round the town, starting from the Mwana
Lalo Mosque in the northern half, and then it is led outside
the northern end of the town and sacrificed, after prayers, at
a particular baobab tree. It is cooked and eaten there with the
bread rounds which may be of any grain but are usually of rice
or millet. The bones and inedible intestines are wrapped in the
skin and buried in the ground near the tree. In the past, it was
considered disastrous to bring any part of the animal back into
the town.65
While the bull’s circuit around the town served to exemplify the unity in
a town typically divided between competing moieties, what caught my
attention in Lienhardt’s description of this communal ritual is the penultimate sentence that points to a specific location near the designated
baobab for the burial of the animal’s skin, bones, and intestines. Here,
then, is a case where archaeologists may well be able to identify evidence
of performance in a “built exterior.”
The work of Matthew Pawlowicz at Mikindani, on the southern
or Mgao coast of mainland Tanzania, again demonstrates how innovative thinking combined with basic fieldwork can open up new vistas
for both archaeologists and historians to reexamine how we understand
the Swahili past. He argues that Mikindani and its neighbors, lying at
the edge of reliable monsoonal trade winds, “developed stronger connections with the interior African groups than with communities along
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the Indian Ocean” so that they “were largely absent from Indian Ocean
trade during the Swahili florescence and did not follow the cosmopolitan Islamic sociocultural ideal.”66 Although there is evidence of its
settlement from the middle of the first millennium CE, the people of
Mikindani built no stone buildings until the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, when they became more deeply engaged in the Indian Ocean
ivory and slave trades. Pawlowicz constructs his thesis on the basis of
his own fieldwork, careful reading of local Swahili chronicles, and an
intelligent review of the received literature in coast-hinterland relations.
His discussion of dietary and settlement patterns, as well as his analysis of local ceramics and their connection to ceramic traditions from
east central Africa, convincingly sustains his case that the larger Mikindani region represents a very different kind of Swahili society with
possible implications for other, more northerly subregions. Indeed, as he
contends for Mikindani, “its archaeology forces us to reconsider what
we mean when we talk about Swahili culture and social complexity on
the East African coast.”67 He continues, “Increasing archaeological evidence for regional variability compels us to avoid overly narrow definitions of Swahili.” Furthermore, “Its divergences from Swahili norms
suggest that there are alternative historical narratives for East African
coastal history, extending themes developed from investigations of
coast-hinterland networks and prompting re-evaluation of the popular
notion of the Swahili as, first and foremost, a mercantile society apart
from other Africans.”68 He concludes his stimulating intervention with
an earnest admonition to us “to strike a balance between recognizing
the importance of trade, Islam and urbanism to Swahili society without regarding those things as deterministic essentialisms, but rather as
socially meaningful elements of broader strategies used to attain social
and economic advantage within some coastal circumstances but not
others.”69 These words strike me as being directed most of all to historians, though also of course to Pawlowicz’s fellow archaeologists.
Yet for all these exciting new developments in coastal archaeology, older views still die hard, as recent contributions by archaeologist Stéphane Pradines, who adopts an Oriental diffusionist reading of
the sources of Swahili urbanization over the prevailing interpretation
that appreciates the complex interaction between African foundations
and Indian Ocean inputs, demonstrate.70 In a sharply worded review
of Pradines’s book on Gedi, historian Thomas Vernet contends that
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“this interest in the Arab and Persian worlds too often slides into a profoundly islamo-centric perception that is external to Swahili society”
and also undervalues African contributions available in the archaeological record. “Beyond the archaeological methodology,” he argues, “the
main problem with the work is a singularly limited binary conception of
identity.” Finally, Vernet notes, “The naïve reading made of the Shirazi
accounts is the best illustration of these different problems.”71 How different from the positions taken by Wynne-Jones and Pawlowicz!
Similarly, just as Vernet takes Pradines to task for a simplistic reading of Shirazi myths, changing translations and interpretations (including geographical identifications) of the handful of ancient and Islamic
written sources for coastal history have indicated that there remains
room for historians and other humanists and social scientists to contribute to this continuing project. For an example of how translation
can change our understanding of the distant past, Lionel Casson’s 1989
translation of The Periplus of the Erythraen Sea revises a single word in
Wilfred H. Schoff’s 1912 translation that seriously confounds historical
interpretation of the text with reference to eastern Africa. Describing
the still-unidentified trading center of Rhapta,72 Casson’s translation
reads, “Very big-bodied men, tillers of the soil, inhabit the region; these
behave, each in his own place, just like chiefs.”73 According to Schoff,
however, “Along this coast live men of piratical habits, very great in stature, and under separate chiefs for each place.”74 Especially in view of
the long history of piracy in the Indian Ocean, the implications of the
differences between Schoff’s and Casson’s translations are indeed significant, not to mention the implications for social and political history.75
To take a different textual example, in this case of wishful thinking,
various scholars reading a passage on cinnamon in Pliny the Elder’s
Natural History76 often mistakenly take the “rafts” that sailed “from
gulf to gulf” to indicate Austronesian double-outrigger canoes. As Gary
Young emphasizes, however, “all literary sources state that cinnamon
was a product of Arabia or Somalia, and thus the most likely explanation is that the spice known as cinnamon in ancient times was not the
same commodity as the Asian product we know as cinnamon today.”77
If one misunderstands the local Horn of Africa sources for indigenous
varieties of cinnamon supplied to the Egyptian market in this era as
the Southeast Asian spice that is the source of the Greek word for this
precious spice, one can readily see how one mistake could compound
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another and completely distort one’s historical interpretation. Indeed,
as I commented earlier, this kind of serial supposition is methodologically treacherous in any discipline.
Before concluding I want to expand the geographical scope of
this paper to examine a problem in the archaeology of insular Southeast Asia that echoes the kinds of issues raised in the archaeology of
Madagascar and the Swahili Coast. Looked at historiographically and
methodologically, the development of both Southeast Asian and East
African archaeology was marked by an initial period in which models
imported from the Mediterranean and ancient Near East dominated.
In both contexts, urban centers and monumental buildings were what
archaeologists looked for. In addition, both areas of the IOW were regarded as peripheral so that diffusionist theories for the transmission
of “civilization” tended to shape interpretation of whatever was found
on the ground. In coastal East Africa, the centers of diffusion were
seen to be Arabia and Persia, and in insular Southeast Asia they were
India and China. In particular, for many decades Southeast Asian archaeology was dominated first by a theory of Hinduization that was
replaced in the 1960s by a broader diffusionist category of Indianization.78 Again like the Swahili Coast, insular Southeast Asia is notably
lacking in internal primary texts,79 so that approaches to the history
of early state-building in Southeast Asia relied upon a wide variety of
mainly Indian and Chinese written texts. Consequently, according to
archaeologist S. Jane Allen, this diffusionist perspective meant that any
and all Indian “influences are rarely distinguished from total control
in the literature, which tends to lump the two under the term ‘Indianization.’”80 Beginning in the 1970s archaeologists working in Southeast
Asia have challenged this assumption and have focused on revealing indigenous agency in state-building through on-the-ground research and
reconceptualizing their methodological and theoretical models. Such a
reorientation of research clearly parallels that which has been taking
place in East Africa. Here I will give one concrete example of how this
scholarly transition in historical archaeology has influenced prevailing
interpretations of the most important IOW maritime trading state in
the centuries before 1400: Srivijaya/Sriwijaya.
Unlike the mainland, insular Southeast Asia was considered to be
“almost empty of archaeologically locatable cities earlier than the 14th
century A.D.” That said, “this is partly because few have looked for
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them.”81 One aspect of this assumption was that despite the extensive
nonindigenous documentation that Srivijaya was the dominant state in
insular Southeast Asia from the later seventh century to about 1100, no
one had been able to identify its capital city. In the late 1960s, Oliver
Wolters published a major historical study based on this documentation
that argued strongly for the location of the capital at Palembang, in the
area drained by the Musi River basin of southern Sumatra.82 Stimulated
by Wolters’s hypothesis, in July–August 1974 a team of American and
Indonesian archaeologists undertook a survey and a series of trial excavations around Palembang to see if they could locate a site for Srivijaya.
To make a complicated story short, although the team found “convincing positive evidence for the existence of two substantial settlements in
the vicinity of Palembang,” these towns were dated to the middle centuries of the second millennium, much later than the heyday of Srivijaya.
In short, the major finding for these archaeologists was negative. As
they noted, “The entire vicinity of Palembang does not contain enough
pre-14th century domestic artifacts to make a small village.” Together
with other indications that did not bear out their assumptions about
cities, they concluded: “For all these reasons, we feel forced to conclude
that Śrīvijaya in all except perhaps the very last stages of its existence
was not in or near Palembang and probably not anywhere in the area
drained by the Musi River.”83 Disappointed with these results, the authors of this report suggested that archaeologists and historians might
instead consider a central-place model, “which may be very different
from the wet rice-based, ceremonially focused, and enceinte-surrounded
[i.e., walled] Mainland sites that have dominated much of our past
thinking of early Southeast Asian urbanization.”84
In fact, that is precisely what happened. At the end of the 1970s,
Wolters wrote a seminal paper on studying Srivijaya, in which he noted
that “even its capital’s location is still unknown.”85 Bravely stating, “I
realize my work needs revision,” Wolters engaged in a thorough review of previous scholarship, including theories of Indianization, and
abjuring the practice of “hopping from one piece of isolated evidence
to another.”86 He acknowledged the growing sense from the 1960s that
only archaeological research could solve the problem of where the capital of Srivijaya was located, adding further that “foreign sources can
never be taken at face value.”87 The great contribution made by Wolters
was his conviction that “the physical environment [is] the master-text
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for Śrīvijayan studies.”88 He proceeded to argue for studying the exceptional riverine network that surrounded Palembang, a conclusion that
was driven home to him by a field visit in 1978. As he noted, “Śrīvijayan
studies in the future will not be so usefully pursued in libraries,” pointing instead “to the need for a semiological approach.” What is most
remarkable about Wolters’s essay is his confession that he “had to unlearn” much of what he had assumed from his earlier reading of Chinese
sources after his engagement with the Musi landscape.89 The result of
this process of critical reexamination was his conclusion that “no ‘city’
in any conventional sense of the term ever existed there,” and that “archaeological research will one day supply empirical data” about the important riverine centers that he identifies in his article, as indeed it has.90
Building on Wolters’s achievement, from 1988 to 1991 a series of excavation campaigns by a joint group of French and Indonesian archaeologists established “that one solid conclusion at least has been reached
so far: a Malay harbor-city has indeed proved to have flourished for the
past thirteen centuries…on the banks of the Musi river, and the site
of modern Palembang was therefore, for some time, that of Sriwijaya’s
capital.”91 These scholars engaged in intensive surveying, sampling, and
aerial photography to determine where excavation would be most rewarding. They were able to demonstrate “a clear occupational pattern”
with a lower floor that yielded a calibrated date of 650–850 CE. Excavation yielded abundant imported Chinese ceramics, as well as local wares
“that proved beyond doubt that the area had been densely occupied in
Sriwijayan times.”92 In addition to other archaeological evidence, one
method that helped these scholars understand Palembang was a historical geography comparison to post-1400 Southeast Asian “trade-oriented
harbor polities,” such as Melaka, Aceh, and Makassar, for which much
richer documentation exists. According to Pierre-Yves Manguin, “This
urban pattern has been said to be typical only of the post-1400 period,
but this, I believe, is more a reflection of the scarcity of earlier sources
than of any critical argumentation.” In fact, “it appears that the sites
in Palembang fit in nicely within the pattern defined for later times.”93
Thus, a combination of challenging older interpretations, questioning
familiar sources, utilizing new methodological approaches, and basic
archaeological digging has brought us to the present certainty that the
capital of the great insular Southeast Asian empire of Srivijaya had its
original capital at Palembang.94
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Today the results of this fascinating case study of Indian Ocean
historical archaeology are manifested in both the Sriwijayan Kingdom
Archaeological Park in the western suburbs of Palembang and the numerous ways in which Srivijaya has come to represent a golden age of
Sumatran history.95 Even though the park suffers from neglect and is
rarely visited by the public, both aspects of memorialization remind us
that—like the continuing popular debates over Malagasy or Swahili origins—the combined efforts of historians and archaeologists do not exist
in a vacuum.
Let me end with a quite different case study, one that—at least so
far—does not involve archaeologists. Christian A. Kull, Jacques Tassin,
and I have recently collaborated on a paper titled “Marooned Plants:
Vernacular Naming Practices in the Mascarene Islands.”96 Our original
premise was to explore possible relationships between runaway slaves—
maroons—and the association of at least 114 common names of plants
that include the adjective marron/marronne as reported in the online
database of the Conservatoire Botanique National de Mascarin.97 Unlike the settlement of Madagascar or the evolution of Swahili society, the time frame for our study is much more recent, focusing on the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when plantation slave economies
were established in the Mascarenes (La Réunion, Mauritius, and the
Seychelles) and marronage was a common feature of these colonial societies. As we drafted the paper serially in our three different global time
zones we realized that we understood as little about naming practices
as about the possible roles that maroons themselves played in the development of plant usage and foodways on these Indian Ocean islands.
Without ignoring maroon agency and the larger implications of their
impact on regional food cultures, most notably in Réunion, our goal
in this paper now is to understand how these plants acquired the designation marron/marronne by examining evidence of plant exchanges
primarily from the ecological record and published historical sources,
such as accounts by visitors to the islands, colonists, and missionaries,
as well as both French and Creole dictionaries. Although archaeology
is not among the sources of evidence that we draw upon in this joint
endeavor, it is important to note that archaeology has not been totally
ignored in the reconstruction of maroon history in Mauritius.98 What
is needed now is equal attention to this heritage in Réunion—including the kind of innovative archaeological research that I have discussed
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above—where maroons were historically a much more prevalent feature
of slavery than on Mauritius and where the heritage of marronage remains an important and contested part of Réunionais identity.99
To conclude, I want to emphasize that just as archaeology was once
called “the handmaid of history,”100 today both disciplines find themselves engaged with an ever-expanding number of disciplines in the
sciences, arts, humanities, and social sciences in their mutual efforts
to understand the past and its meaning for the present. In this paper I
have touched on several ways in which this kind of increasingly collaborative multidisciplinary approach has been employed in studies of the
Indian Ocean past. The expanding range of methodologies employed
by historians and archaeologists to grapple with the conundrum of the
settlement of Madagascar, as well as the changing scope of historical
archaeology in both coastal East Africa and insular Southeast Asia,
demonstrate the ways in which such scholars have sought to gain greater
clarity in their understanding of the past. What stands out for me is
both the continuing potential that this sort of research brings to our
collective work and the always-present caution that as we integrate these
different sources of evidence and argument we must be attentive to the
methodological rules of each individual discipline.
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FIVE
History, Historical Archaeology,
and the “History of Silence”
Forced and Free Labor Migration in
the Indian Ocean, 1700–1900
RICHARD B. ALLEN

M O R E TH A N TH I RT Y -F I V E Y EA RS ago, Hubert Gerbeau discussed the

problems that contributed to the “history of silence” that surrounded
the history of slave trading in the Indian Ocean.1 As the publication of
important edited collections since the late 1980s2 and recent surveys of
slavery and slave trading in this oceanic world attest,3 this silence is no
longer nearly as deafening as it once was. A review of this scholarship
also reveals, however, that many of the problems that Gerbeau identified in 1979—the pervasive Atlantic-centrism of slavery and African
diaspora studies, the paucity of archival sources on slavery and slave
trading compared to the Atlantic, the difficulties of defining and conceptualizing this oceanic world—continue to limit our understanding
of the nature, dynamics, and consequences of the labor diasporas that
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are an important but frequently ignored component of Indian Ocean
history.4 Similar problems constrain attempts to acquire a deeper understanding of the multicultural societies that developed in tandem with
these transoceanic migrant labor trades. Other difficulties stem from the
propensity of those who study these societies and cultures to view local
developments through the lens of a dominant conceptual paradigm, to
foreswear examining these developments in broader comparative contexts, and to avoid drawing on the methodological approaches and insights offered by other disciplines.5 In many instances, this emphasis on
the particular has resulted in studies that, while informative and insightful in many ways, ultimately shed only so much light on the societies
and cultures in question.
Scholarship on labor migration in the Indian Ocean and the sociocultural history of South Africa and the Mascarene Islands of
Mauritius and Réunion attests to the complexity of the human experience in the Indian Ocean basin, especially during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, as forced and free labor migration became an
increasingly prominent feature of European colonialism in this part
of the globe. This research demonstrates, moreover, that a deeper understanding of this experience is contingent upon developing a fuller
awareness of the multifaceted and multidirectional connections between eastern Africa, Madagascar, the Persian Gulf, South Asia, and
Southeast Asia that are a hallmark of the region’s history, and a greater
appreciation of the need for interdisciplinary approaches to the study
of the societies and cultures in question. Historical archaeology provides one such approach because its emphasis on recovering, analyzing, and contextualizing material culture opens an avenue to examine
aspects of human activity on which documentary sources may shed
little, if any, light. As Alan Mayne notes in his recent review of historical archaeology, studying materiality has the potential to emphasize
and recalibrate ambiguity in ways that can expand the interpretative
parameters of historical understanding.6
What we now know about European slave trading in the Indian
Ocean reinforces the need to adopt an interdisciplinary approach to
studying the nature, dynamics, and impact of forced and free labor migration in this oceanic basin. British, Dutch, French, and Portuguese
traders exported a minimum of 449,900–565,200 slaves from Madagascar, Mozambique, the Swahili Coast, the Persian Gulf, India, and
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Southeast Asia to European administrative centers, factories, and colonies in the Indian Ocean basin between 1500 and 1850. Europeans
also shipped hundreds of thousands of slaves from the Indian Ocean
westward to the Americas and eastward to East Asia and the Philippines from whence thousands were subsequently transported across the
Pacific to Mexico. Overall, Europeans traded at least 954,000–1,275,900
slaves within and beyond the Indian Ocean basin during this 350-year
period, with much of this activity concentrated in the years between
1700 and 1850.7
While the volume of European slave trading in the Indian Ocean
pales in comparison to the estimated 12,521,000 Africans consumed
by the transatlantic trades, research on slavery in South Africa8 and the
Mascarenes9 leaves little doubt that this transoceanic traffic in chattel labor had a pronounced impact on social, economic, cultural, and
political life in European Indian Ocean establishments. Mauritius and
Réunion played a particularly important role in the history of European
slave trading in this region. Perhaps as many as 388,000 African, Indian,
and Southeast Asian slaves were exported to the islands between 1670
and 1848, with approximately 85 percent of such exports occurring between 1770 and the early 1830s.10 That the Mascarenes may have consumed 68–86 percent of all European transoceanic slave exports within
the Indian Ocean world between 1500 and 1850 further underscores the
islands’ importance in regional and global migrant labor history.
Perhaps 277,000–318,000 of the slaves exported to Mauritius and
Réunion reached the islands alive, where they made up the overwhelming majority of the islands’ inhabitants. The slave trade’s impact on
Mauritian and Réunionnais society and culture is revealed in other
ways. The islands drew chattel laborers from a global catchment area
that stretched from West Africa eastward across the Indian Ocean to
Southeast Asia. Early nineteenth-century accounts of Mauritius note
that the colony housed “blacks of every ethnicity,” including individuals from West Africa (Bambara, Guinean, Wolof), Mozambique and
the Swahili Coast (Makonde, Makua, Ngindo, Nyambane, Nyamwezi,
Sena), the Comoros (Anjouanais), Madagascar (Betsileo, Merina, Sakalava), India (Bengali, Goan, Lascar, Malabar, Talinga [Telegu]), and
Southeast Asia (Malay, Timorese).11 Early nineteenth-century Mauritian slave censuses shed additional light on the diverse backgrounds of
these bondmen and bondwomen. The 1817 census, for example, reveals
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that the men, women, and children who arrived from Madagascar, Mozambique, and the Swahili Coast, the most important sources of chattel
labor in the Indian Ocean between 1500 and 1850, came from a large
number of ethnocultural populations.12 At least thirteen such groups on
Madagascar supplied slaves to the islands, while those exported from
Mozambique and the Swahili Coast came from fourteen populations
that can be identified with certainty, some of which were located as far
away as modern Malawi and eastern Zambia. The census includes other
African and Malagasy ethnonyms whose modern equivalents remain
uncertain. Other sources report the presence of slaves from the Horn
of Africa (Abyssinians), the Persian Gulf (Arabs, Persians), elsewhere in
Southeast Asia (Bali, Java, Makassar, Nias, Sumatra), and even China
among the island’s servile inhabitants.13
Although British, French, Mauritian, Réunionnais, and South African archives have allowed historians to reconstruct European slave
trading and slavery in the western Indian Ocean in some detail, various aspects of this slave experience remain hidden from view because
of what documentary sources do not discuss. While the archival record
has permitted the compilation of three inventories of European Indian
Ocean slave trading voyages,14 detailed information about this traffic in
chattel labor often remains elusive and problematic. An inventory of
some 950 slaving voyages involving the Mascarenes between 1718 and
1809 by American, Arab (probably Omani), French, Portuguese, and
Spanish ships, for example, is based mostly on the déclarations d’arrivée, or statements that ship captains made to authorities following
their arrival at Port Louis. The content of these declarations varies
widely. While statements made to admiralty officials during the 1770s,
1780s, and early 1790s are frequently more detailed than those made to
colonial authorities during the first decade of the nineteenth century,
this detail often consists of reports about weather conditions during the
voyage and damage to the ship that captains wanted recorded for insurance or legal purposes. Many declarations are silent about exactly where
or how a ship’s human cargo was acquired, its size and demographic
structure, shipboard conditions and slave mortality during the middle
passage from Madagascar, Mozambique, the Swahili Coast, or India,
or how these cargoes were disposed of once they arrived.15 Problematic
records likewise limit attempts to reconstruct the illegal slave trade that
carried an estimated 122,000–149,000 slaves away from eastern Africa,
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Madagascar, and Southeast Asia toward Mauritius, Réunion, and the
Seychelles from 1811 to the early 1830s, some 107,000 of whom apparently reached the islands alive.16
Similar constraints compromise our ability to develop a fuller understanding of slave life in the Mascarenes before the abolition of slavery in Mauritius and its dependencies in 1835 and on Réunion in 1848.
Although governmental sources such as censuses, judicial records, maroon registers, the reports of royal commissions of inquiry, and annual
reports on the colony’s condition make it possible to reconstruct local
slave populations’ demographic structure, to ascertain how slaves were
employed and treated, and to discuss public acts of slave resistance, especially maroonage,17 much of this documentation dates to the first half
of the nineteenth century. Comparable information on the eighteenth
century is often less readily available, partly because of the officially
sanctioned destruction of documents during the nineteenth century and
the loss of others since then because of neglect, insect predation, and the
damage wrought by cyclones and the island’s tropical climate.18 Studies
of Mauritian, Réunionnais, and Seychellois slavery likewise reveal little about the internal dynamics of local slave society or slaves’ cultural
beliefs and practices, much less processes of creolization.19 On those
occasions when slaves themselves speak to us, often indirectly via colonial officials who recorded their complaints, they rarely refer to the sociocultural world in which they lived.20 Occasional archival hints about
this world, such as the discourse networks they created,21 highlight the
need for new strategies to probe otherwise opaque realms of slave life.
A police report dated 26 September 1799 is a tantalizing case in point.
The report notes that a male slave belonging to a Mr. Humblot had been
murdered by maroon slaves who left the corpse surrounded by the heads
of fowls (têtes de volailles) they had stolen from Humblot, an act that
points to religious or cultural practices not unlike those associated with
voodoo in the Caribbean.22
Recent excavations in Mauritius, South Africa, and elsewhere in the
European colonial world underscore the important role that historical
archaeology can play in deepening our understanding of European slave
systems in the Indian Ocean. The discovery and excavation of the wreck
of Le Coureur, a notorious slaver that landed six illegal cargoes, each
containing 150–200 slaves, on Mauritius during 1819 and 1820,23 afforded an opportunity to explore the day-to-day dynamics of European
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slave trading in the Indian Ocean in greater detail, recover potential evidence of slaves’ material culture,24 and ultimately compare this activity
with that of European slavers that operated elsewhere in the region and
in the Atlantic.25 That only a few of the more than 180 documented
shipwrecks of slavers operating in the Atlantic have been located, much
less excavated,26 makes Le Coureur’s discovery all that much more noteworthy and a powerful incentive to locate other wrecked slave ships in
the Indian Ocean.27 The Mascarene slave trade inventory includes 22
other wrecks between 1733 and 1803 (table 5.1). Of these, that of L’Aurore may be an especially suitable candidate for archaeological survey
and excavation. The ship, which was the site of a slave insurrection on
19 January 1790 while anchored off Mozambique Island, was wrecked
four weeks later in the Mozambique roads with a cargo of 600 slaves on
board destined for the Americas, only 269 of whom apparently survived
this catastrophe.28
That archaeological research has the potential to shed significant
light on hitherto hidden aspects of slave life in the southwestern Indian
Ocean is indicated in other ways. Excavations on the island of Tromelin, 350 miles north of Mauritius, yielded significant information about
the determination of the slaves marooned on the island for fifteen years
after the 1761 wreck of the French slaver L’Utile to survive.29 Those
near Cape Town at the places along the Platteklip stream used by slave
washerwomen during the eighteenth century resulted in the recovery of
thousands of artifacts that have provided information about slave women’s work in the kind of detail rarely found in documentary sources.30
Research in the caves near Shimoni on the southern Kenyan coast has, in
turn, provided insights into how slaves were held for export during the
nineteenth century.31 Archaeological sites that can be linked definitively
with slavery remain a rarity in Mauritius,32 but the reward that identification and excavation of such sites may yield is suggested by fieldwork at
the Powder Mills in Pamplemousses that produced fifteen metal badges
similar to well-documented slave badges from Charleston, South Carolina. Because these badges were probably worn by government-owned
slaves assigned to these gunpowder works, they may provide an opportunity to discern how this chattel workforce was organized and controlled.33 Excavations of slave sites in the Caribbean provide a template
for the ways in which historical archaeology can deepen our understanding of the slave experience, including the creolization process, in
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TABLE 5.1. Shipwrecks and the Mascarene slave trade, 1733–1803
Year

Ship

Tons

Slave
Cargo

Wreck Site

1733

La Vénus

300

---

Réunion

1733

La Méduse

300

39

Mauritius, Pointe aux
Canonniers

1739

La Subtile

130

190

Mangaëls [sic], Madagascar

1761

L’Utile

---

60+

Tromelin Island

1777

L’Indigent

---

---

Anbonin, Madagascar

1778

Les Deux Amis

150

---

Unknown – sailed from Bengal

1780

L’Entreprenant

---

82

1784

La Ste. Anne

300

c. 364?

1785

Le Bélisaire

250

246

1786

Le David

438

386?

1786

La Belle Union

---

18

1788

La Françoise

---

43?

Zanzibar

1788

L’Insulaire

---

10

Coetivi, Seychelles

1788

La Diane

425

---

Cape of Good Hope

1789

Le Chorèbe

326

386

East African coast

1790

L’Aurore

522

600

Mozambique roads

1790

La Paquete de
Bourbon

---

---

1790

Le Diligent

---

60e

Seychelles

1791

La Belle Africaine

---

361

East African coast

1792

L’Idée

250

10

1792

Le Sauveur de l’Ile de
France

---

144

1803

L’Ana Joaquina

250

365+h

a

Fort Dauphin, Madagascar

c

a

d

b

Ibo, Mozambique
Ibo, Mozambique
Mozambique
Fort Dauphin, Madagascar

Matundo island, Mozambique
coast

e

Foulpointe, Madagascar

f
g

Soug Soug islands, Swahili
Coast
Unknown – Mozambique coast?

Notes:
a Number of slaves saved at time of wreck.
b Number of slaves acquired during a 1783 voyage to Mozambique.
c Number of slaves loaded; 168 deaths at sea and from shipwreck.
d Number of slaves returned to Mauritius.
e Fifty-five slaves saved.
f Nine slaves saved.
g One hundred twenty-seven slaves saved.
h Approximately 55 slaves lost at time of shipwreck.
Source: Richard B. Allen, unpublished Mascarene slaving voyage inventory, 1639–1816.

the Indian Ocean.34 Excavation of such sites in the Mascarenes can also
be potentially important for comparing the slave experience in these islands with that in the French Caribbean.35
Excavations at a small cemetery near Le Morne in the island’s
southwestern corner demonstrate that historical archaeology also has
the potential to expand our understanding of other important groups
in colonial slave societies such as gens de couleur libres, or free(d) persons of color. The Mauritius National Archives’ extensive collection
of notarial acts has been an invaluable resource in reconstructing the
history of this population, which became increasingly important socially and economically during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, as well as the life histories of individual gens de couleur.36
Such reconstructions ultimately remain incomplete, however, because
archival information about these men and women comes largely, if not
exclusively, from governmental and legal documents whose content is
invariably circumscribed in one way or another. Analysis of the human
remains recovered from the Le Morne cemetery, by comparison, provides a unique opportunity to investigate living conditions and cultural
practices in a rural free colored or possibly slave community in early
nineteenth-century Mauritius without having to contend with the distortions that invariably color contemporary accounts of slave and/or
free colored life on the island.37
Historical archaeology’s potential to shed additional light on hitherto obscure or opaque aspects of the slavery and slave trading extends
to the other migrant labor trades that flourished in the Indian Ocean
between the 1780s and the late nineteenth century. Late eighteenth- and
early-nineteenth-century attempts to abolish European slave trading
in the Indian Ocean resulted in the increasingly interconnected movement of slave, convict, and indentured labor within the Indian Ocean.38
British authorities transported at least 74,800 and perhaps as many as
100,000 or more Indian and Ceylonese convicts to the Andaman Islands, Bencoolen (Benkulen, Bengkulu) on Sumatra’s west coast, Burma
(Myanmar), Malacca (Melaka), Mauritius, Penang, and Singapore,
mostly between the late 1780s and mid-nineteenth century.39 The 1830s
to early 1920s witnessed the migration of 2.2 million African, Chinese,
Indian, Japanese, Javanese, Melanesian, and other indentured laborers throughout and beyond the European colonial plantation world in
what is frequently characterized as a “new system of slavery.”40 Similar
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structural links with slavery are a hallmark of the engagé system that
entailed the recruitment of 50,000 ostensibly liberated slaves and free
contractual laborers along the East African coast and in Madagascar
to work on Mayotte in the Comoros, the island of Nosy Bé off Madagascar’s northwest coast, and Réunion during the second half of the
nineteenth century.41
Mauritius has long been acknowledged as the crucial test case in
the use of indentured labor in the postemancipation plantation world.42
More indentured laborers landed on the island than any other European
colony, while the total number of such workers in the Indian Ocean
surpassed those who arrived in the Caribbean by 259,000. The Indian
Ocean’s significance in the history of this global labor migration becomes even more pronounced if the 1.5 million or more men and women
who emigrated from southern India to plantations in Ceylon (Sri Lanka)
and Malaya to work under short-term, often verbal, contracts between
the 1840s and the early twentieth century and the 700,000–750,000 Indian migrants who labored on Assamese plantations between 1870 and
1900 are included in this labor diaspora.43
As even cursory searches of the World Catalogue and Historical
Abstracts reveal, indentured labor is the subject of substantial research,
research facilitated by an extensive body of official and unofficial documentation about the men, women, and children who migrated throughout a colonial plantation world that reached from the Caribbean to South
Africa, eastern Africa, the southwestern Indian Ocean, South and Southeast Asia, and the South Pacific.44 Indentured labor in Mauritius has likewise been a subject of considerable scholarly interest.45 A review of this
scholarship reveals, however, that despite the existence of often detailed
information about the indentured experience, including that provided by
immigrants themselves in their petitions and letters,46 important aspects
of the sociocultural world in which these men, women, and children lived
remain hidden from view. While the Aapravasi Ghat, as the immigration
depot in Port Louis is now known, and other structures associated with
indentured labor in Mauritius have been the subject of archaeological investigation,47 these excavations have revealed little about the more intimate and intriguing aspects of these immigrants’ lives.
A striking feature of slave, convict, and indentured labor studies is
the marked propensity among historians to study these populations in
isolation from one another even though we know that these ethnically
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and culturally diverse populations interacted with each other in various
ways. Indentured Indians labored alongside slaves in Mauritian cane
fields during the late 1820s and early 1830s, and continued to do so with
the island’s apprentices and ex-apprentices after the abolition of slavery in 1835 and the apprenticeship system’s collapse in 1838, respectively. This historiographical apartheid is a product of the conceptual
parochialism that is a persistent problem in indentured and global labor
studies48 and the content of the archival materials at our disposal. Mauritian colonial officials, for example, paid less and less attention to the
island’s emancipated slaves after the “apprenticeship” system ended in
1838 as they focused on managing the tens of thousands of indentured
Indians who arrived in the colony during the 1840s. As a result of this
governmental disinterest, ex-apprentices largely disappear as a readily
discernible sociopolitical entity in Mauritian history after 1851.49
While sources such as notarial records provide occasional tantalizing
glimpses into the social and cultural world of the colony’s Creole and
Indian immigrant populations,50 the nature and extent of these communities’ interactions with each other remain shrouded by the mists of time.
Oral tradition and family histories provide obvious avenues to explore
these relationships in greater detail but, as historians know only too well,
such sources can be problematic, especially in societies with well-educated
populations with access to published histories of their ancestors, community, or locality.51 As the excavation of an East Indian laborer’s house site
at Seville plantation in Jamaica demonstrates,52 historical archaeology
holds out the promise of providing an alternative opening to a more comprehensive understanding of cultural identity and diversity in the plural
societies created by the slave and indentured labor trades.
If the multidirectional movement of hundreds of thousands of
forced and free laborers in the Indian Ocean basin during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries provides an obvious starting point to establish
a historical archaeological research agenda for the Indian Ocean world,53
historians and archaeologists must remain aware of the problems they
will invariably face in pursuing such an agenda. Some aspects of slave
life, such as maroonage, will never lend themselves to archaeological
investigation unless sites associated with well-developed, long-term maroon communities, such as those found in the Americas and Kenya, can
be identified.54 Recent attempts to use archaeology to document maroon
activity in Mauritius are a classic case in point. Excavations conducted
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on and near Le Morne, popularly regarded as an important refuge for
fugitive slaves, yielded results that can only be characterized as problematic and inconclusive.55 These results, coupled with the small number of
archival references to maroon slaves on and near Le Morne, mandated
that the dossier nominating the Le Morne Cultural Landscape for inscription as a UNESCO World Heritage Site (WHS) had to emphasize
the mountain’s intangible cultural, rather than historical, value as a
symbol of slave resistance and sacrifice.56
If some facets of the free and forced migrant labor experience in
the Indian Ocean will remain beyond the historian and archaeologist’s
reach, other aspects of that experience will undoubtedly lend themselves to collaborative interdisciplinary research. What we now know
about slaves and indentured laborers suggests that a central component
of such a research agenda should be the identification and excavation
of sites that housed both slave and indentured populations.57 Such an
agenda should likewise include identification and excavation of sites
associated with the convict systems that scattered tens of thousands
of individuals throughout the Indian Ocean basin during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Excavations in western and northern
Australia and Tasmania58 highlight the potential value of doing so at
Bencoolen and Penang and in the Andamans where structures closely associated with convict laborers or constructed specifically to house them
have been documented. As research in the Caribbean demonstrates, historical archaeologists working in the Indian Ocean also need to focus on
sites associated not only with sugar and other commodity production,
but also with marketing these commodities.59
Any such agenda must invariably include a commitment by both
historians and historical archaeologists to situate the results of their research in appropriately developed comparative contexts. As reports on
the excavation of Dutch East India Company (VOC) forts at Katuwana
in Sri Lanka and Vieux Grand Port in Mauritius illustrate,60 examining
these sites in isolation does little to deepen our understanding of the
ways in which these constituent elements of the VOC company-state
functioned. The need to contextualize such studies is underscored by the
growing body of scholarship on the British, Dutch, French, and Portuguese imperial networks that are a hallmark of European presence in the
Indian Ocean,61 networks that intersected and overlapped in ways that
we are only beginning to discern, much less understand.
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SIX
The Archaeology of Colonial
Encounters in Coastal East Africa
Recent Developments and Continuing
Conceptual Challenges
PAUL J. LANE

Africa can only be deciphered when history and archaeology
are at least coordinated.
—Gervase Mathew1

Invoking cultural flows or continuities across the Indian Ocean
doesn’t help us conceptualise the nature of those connections—or account for potential divergences or disjunctures.
—William C. Bissell2
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TH E PuR PO S E O F T H I S chapter is to review three overlapping issues

as they relate to the archaeology of roughly the last five hundred years
of coastal East Africa3 (i.e., corresponding to the period following the
entry of the Portuguese sea captain and explorer Vasco de Gama and his
flotilla into the Indian Ocean in November 1497). One of these themes
concerns the historiography of archaeology in East Africa, and in particular how the colonial context within which the first systematic efforts
to document and interpret the region’s coastal archaeology took place
has left a lasting legacy. Specifically, I argue that this inadvertently encouraged a general neglect of the archaeology of the last five hundred
years along the coast, and refer to this as the “foreshortening of Swahili
archaeology.” Related to this point, I explore how this foreshortening
partly derives from contrasting definitions of “historical archaeology”
and their changing application in the region. As a consequence, I suggest,
there has also been a general reluctance to engage, both theoretically
and practically, with the material legacies of colonial encounters along
East Africa’s seaboard. I nonetheless acknowledge that even in the early
decades of “Swahili” or “coastal” archaeology in East Africa there were
important exceptions to this. Accordingly, the final aim of the chapter
is to review work framed specifically to investigate the archaeology of
colonialism and how continuing efforts in this regard have the potential
to deepen scholarly understanding of the history of coastal East Africa.
ARCHAEOlOGICAl HISTORIES In EAST AFRICA

In East Africa, there is a general, implicit tendency for archaeological
research in the region to focus on the evidence from periods prior to
1500 CE. This is in marked contrast to the situation in several areas of
southern and western Africa, where there has been a longer and more
sustained interest in the archaeology of the last five hundred years, beginning with a focus on the archaeology of colonial encounters and the
transatlantic slave trade and expanding in recent decades to cover other
topics.4 Several reasons can be forwarded to account for the comparative
neglect of the archaeology of recent centuries in East Africa. These include the low numbers of professional archaeologists, even today, across
East Africa, the relative scarcity of research funds available for archaeological investigations of any kind, and the continuation of an unspoken
intellectual division of labor between archaeologists and historians that
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was established over half a century ago when both fields were very much
in their infancy.5 This latter factor remains especially influential, even
though the past decade has witnessed a growth in the number of studies
that might be loosely described as examples of historical archaeology.6
This neglect of the archaeology of the last five hundred years is particularly apparent for the East African coast, where, despite the presence
of archaeological remains associated with different colonizing powers,
there has been only limited study of these, and remarkably few studies,
also, of post-1500 CE archaeological sites associated with indigenous
populations. Again, this contrasts with the situation in some other parts
of the continent, where archaeological study of encounters between indigenous African societies and European colonizing powers has been a
defining characteristic of historical archaeology for over twenty years.7
It also contrasts with wider global research interests in the archaeology
of colonial encounters more generally and not just those relating to the
expansion of European powers after 1500 CE.
One consequence of the lack, until very recently, of any explicit effort to develop a theoretically informed historical archaeology of colonial encounters is that coastal archaeology in East Africa remains
dominated by a particular temporal construct of “Swahili archaeology”
that limits this to the period roughly between 750 and 1500 CE. Research
conducted on this time period, sometimes considered to be the “Golden
Age of the Swahili,” has unquestionably resulted in major advances in
our knowledge and understanding of the archaeology of the East African littoral and offshore islands during the first fifteen hundred years of
the Common Era.8 However, the reluctance to engage with the material
consequences of colonialism and a corresponding emphasis on cultural
continuity that downplays the role of “outsider” groups in the making of coastal traditions and cultures severely limit the contributions
archaeology can make to understanding more recent historical developments along the coast. Even the idea of a “Golden Age” is problematic,
since it implicitly invokes the notion of subsequent decline, rather than
transformation, response, and revival to meet new circumstances and
challenges, and a corresponding neglect of explaining continuities in
the face of changing conditions.9 Thus, my argument here is that the
spectre of colonialist interpretations of East African coastal history that
explained change and innovation as being entirely externally driven,
and primarily as a result of early Asiatic colonization, should no longer
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prevent archaeologists from engaging in analytical study of the material
legacies of colonialism on the East African coast. Failure to do so will
constrain scholarly understanding of the changes instantiated during
different episodes of colonialism and knowledge of the diverse forms of
resistance and accommodation to colonial overrule that emerged within
Swahili society as a consequence.
Accordingly, although certainly mindful that “an emphasis on European expansion [just as one that stresses the presence of written documents]…can lead to the centering of world history on Europe, and on
a denial of non-Western histories,”10 new research agendas are called for
that begin to address these particular weaknesses in current scholarship.
However, before articulating what these research agendas might involve,
it is important to explain why this reluctance to engage with the archaeology of colonial encounters has arisen, and how this reluctance relates
to contrasting definitions of “historical archaeology,” both globally and
regionally.
COASTAl HISTORICAl ARCHAEOl OGY

One of the first archaeologists working in eastern Africa to characterize
their work as “historical archaeology” was James Kirkman.11 He did
so long before the term had gained the intellectual traction it now has
in North America, and the history Kirkman had in mind was not that
of early modern European expansion and encounters, but of quite different times, commencing in the early first millennium CE and ending
around 1500. Kirkman’s historical archaeology was primarily concerned
with reconstructing the social and trade dynamics of East Africa’s Indian Ocean littoral, an area now often glossed as “the Swahili Coast.”
A further difference between Kirkman’s notion of historical archaeology and the North American view of this subfield that has become the
dominant construction12 lies in the range of historical sources he drew
upon, which include texts written in Classical Greek, Arabic, Chinese,
and Swahili.13 In hindsight, Kirkman’s coining of the term “historical
archaeology” to refer to archaeological investigation of the distinctive
archaeology of the East African coast, therefore, might be said to have
been quite radical because it recognized the plurality and diversity of
documentary sources that could assist in understanding the region’s
precolonial past; their largely non-European nature (with the exception
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of the limited classical textual sources); and, the importance of triangulating14 these with the available artifactual, architectural, oral, and
linguistic evidence.
In the event, however, Kirkman’s term for this kind of archaeology
never caught on, although text-driven approaches to interpreting East
Africa’s coastal archaeology remained dominant for at least the next two
decades. The emphasis Kirkman gave to Arab merchants and settlers in
the founding of Swahili stonetowns, such as those of Gede and Ungwana on the Kenyan coast where he excavated,15 and in the organization
of the transoceanic trade on which their prosperity was partly based,
was also criticized as being “colonial”16 in its orientation.17 Subsequent
research on the East African coast, especially since the 1980s, has sought
to develop alternative perspectives by bringing local agency to the fore
and stressing the African origins of the Swahili and the nature of their
towns.18 One result of this approach, after a brief popularity of the term
“coastal archaeology,” is that the field Kirkman sought to define has
come to be known as “Swahili archaeology.” While helpful in terms of
emphasizing the indigenous origins of Swahili culture and societies, and
in line with the views of historical linguists regarding the African (specifically Eastern Bantu) roots of the Swahili language,19 the term has
become a hegemonic device that disguises elements of the internal diversity of Swahili communities along the entire c. 2,500 km of the “Swahili Coast.” By implication, it also subsumes the archaeology of other
coastal-dwelling groups under this categorization, and crucially, acts to
limit the archaeology of the Swahili to c. 1500 CE. In other words, to
around the time that European merchants and sailors first became engaged directly in the Indian Ocean trade circuits, and shortly before the
rise of the Yar‘ubī Imamate in the early part of the seventeenth century
and expansion of its authority over the East African coast.
This lack of interest in the archaeology of later sites is particularly
unfortunate since systematic surveys of the mainland, such as those
conducted by Richard Helm immediately north of Mombasa (Kenya),20
Jonathan Walz along the lower Pangani Valley (northern Tanzania),21
and Stephanie Wynne-Jones in the vicinity of Kilwa (southern Tanzania),22 all indicate that sites occupied after 1500 CE are much more numerous than those for any preceding period. The data from surveys on
Pemba by Jeffrey Fleisher and Emanuel Kessy indicate a similar trend.23
Unfortunately, in most cases, these sites are simply categorized rather
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loosely as “Post-Swahili”24 and left uninvestigated.25 Similarly, by largely
ignoring the archaeology of Swahili towns after c. 1500 CE,26 scholars
are missing an opportunity to investigate how the diverse status and occupational groups that inhabited them, including the various “foreign”
merchant communities from elsewhere around the Indian Ocean rim,
responded to and were affected by successive kinds of colonial overrule
and by incursions from other mainland groups, such as the Oromo. As
with the more numerous rural sites, the potential for such work (e.g., at
places such as Pate,27 which became more prominent after the arrival of
the Portuguese, and Takwa, a sixteenth-/seventeenth-century settlement
on Manda Island28) is enormous. Archaeological study of these sites informed by the large body of archaeological literature from other parts
of the world concerning colonial encounters also has the potential to
reframe and better contextualize some of the classic historical studies
of the material culture of post-1500 CE urban coastal communities.29
Furthermore, although aspects of the post-1500 CE archaeology
along the East African coast have been investigated, the principal focus
of this research has been primarily on the foreign elements. Scant consideration has been given to how the establishment of a colonial presence, whether by a European power or an Omani elite, shaped Swahili
life and which aspects in particular were most influenced as a consequence. There is also an epistemic inconsistency in the de facto division
of labour that on the one hand constrains the archaeological gaze to the
centuries before 1500 CE, while on the other acknowledges that Swahili
identities and practices persist into the present but leaves the scholarly
investigation of these largely in the hands of historians and anthropologists. In this regard, despite the avowedly anticolonial stance of recent
interpretive frameworks, and the wealth of archaeological scholarship in
recent decades that has rightly emphasized the African origins and roots
of Swahili culture, “Swahili archaeology” as dominantly conceived still
reproduces an inverted colonial logic. This simultaneously reifies and
homogenizes the category “precolonial Swahili” while ignoring the possible transformative consequences of multiple colonial encounters.
Of course, most specialists in Swahili archaeology are very well
aware that the archaeology of the Swahili does not end at 1500 CE, and
more comprehensive overviews of the archaeology of the coast usually
extend to cover some or all of the subsequent centuries of Swahili settlement.30 Moreover, the foreshortening of the Swahili past is not unique
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to archaeology. Historians have also separated “the Swahili past” from
what came after c. 1500, although they do not agree on when that distinction should be drawn.31 Thus, my comments are not intended as a
criticism of current scholarship, or to belittle the very significant research contributions made in the field of Swahili archaeology over the
last several decades. Instead, I am more concerned by the conceptual
limitations that the term “Swahili archaeology” can impose on archaeological research on the East African coast, however unintended these
constraints might be. In particular, by limiting Swahili archaeology to
before 1500 CE, some kind of disjuncture is seemingly first implied, although generally left unspecified. Then, this disjuncture is effectively
denied by the lack of any sustained archaeological investigation of the
period after the disjuncture, and especially overt consideration of the
possibility of a refashioning of Swahili identities in relation to external, colonial constructions of those identities (and other factors that
emerged after 1500).32
ARCHAEOlOGIES OF COlOnIAl EnCOunTERS
On THE EAST AFRICAn lITTORAl

Colonialism takes many forms and is of considerable antiquity. Also, as
historical and archaeological scholarship has amply illustrated for other
parts of the globe, the perspective of the colonized, their responses, and
the impact of colonialism on their lives are rarely, if ever, uniform.33 On
the one hand, colonial rule could provide individuals with opportunities
for enrichment or political advancement, prosperity rather than destitution, an enhanced lifespan, and better prospects for their offspring. For
others, however, the imposition of colonial rule could and did lead to
a loss of livelihood and access to resources, physical displacement, enslavement, repression of cultural practices, and the imposition of a new
identity. While colonial relations, especially during the initial establishment of colonial rule, were often violent, it is important not to assume
that colonized peoples lacked the agency and power to resist, manipulate, and transform colonial practices.34 Postcolonial theory, with its
emphasis on exploring the complexities of Orientalism, the subaltern,
colonial frontiers, borderlands, cultural hybridization, creolization,
indigeneity, alterity, mimicry, diaspora, and a host of other concepts,
demonstrates as much.35
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Archaeologists working in other parts of the world have drawn extensively on this literature, particularly in connection with conceptualizing the links between archaeological practice and the uneven and
unequal representation of formerly colonized peoples.36 Increasingly,
this literature has also inspired more fine-grained interpretations of the
archaeological expressions of colonialism than those offered by older
models of culture contact and acculturation.37 Certain concepts, especially Homi Bhabha’s notion of hybridity38 (and other definitions of the
concept) have proved especially popular, although misuse and overuse
of the term at times has stripped it of its analytical power.39 Such criticism notwithstanding, concepts drawn from postcolonial studies challenge many of the taken-for-granted binaries of colonial thought and
governmentality. They also underline the lack of singularity in any colonial encounter—something that many historical archaeologists working
in other parts of the world are occasionally prone to forget.
This lack of singularity is especially clear in an Indian Ocean context where inhabitants of the East African coast have had to contend
with Portuguese, Omani, British, and, in the case of Tanganyika also
German, colonial structures. In the wider western Indian Ocean, Dutch,
French, and Ottoman Turks also imposed their authority and established
their own colonial enclaves and regimes. The activities of all of these extended periodically and in varying degrees of intensity along different
parts of the East African coast, creating new conditions of interaction.
They transformed the scale, direction, and pattern of trade and intensified natural resources extraction, while also stimulating demands for
slave labor. Moreover, all of these new relations between coastal inhabitants and newcomers were played out against long-standing cosmopolitan and translocal contexts.40
The entry of the Portuguese and subsequently other European powers into the Indian Ocean arena after November 1497, for instance, introduced a new dynamic to trade with which littoral societies, those located
farther inland from the coast, and the already-established foreign merchant communities all had to contend. As Engseng Ho has succinctly
observed, the “Portuguese, Dutch, and English41 in the Indian Ocean
were strange new traders who brought their states with them,” and were
inclined, initially at least, “to do business at the point of a gun” creating
“militarized trading post empires” along the way.42 The Portuguese also
imposed stricter regulation on cargo and mobility through the issuing
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of licenses (cartaz) to ship captains in return for protection from the
state. These licences specified the ports that ships could visit and the
nature of the cargo they could carry. The system exerted additional control by making ships visit a number of ports around the Indian Ocean,
where taxes and duty had to be paid, and so brought additional revenue
to those ports under direct Portuguese control, notably Goa, Hormuz,
and Diu. These were not the modus operandi of the non-European merchant groups, such as Guajaratis, Bohras, and Hadramis, that had operated around the Indian Ocean rim for centuries, where they sought
to establish more intimate relations with local trading partners, including settling among them and adapting to local customs.43 Despite such
changes, at least some Swahili merchants and city-states (including Pate)
may well have benefitted from the new trading opportunities with the
Portuguese and the Hadramawt that emerged,44 and Portugal’s grip on
Indian Ocean trade may well have been weaker than was once believed.45
The expansion of Omani Arab authority and political sovereignty
over the eastern African coast from Barawa and Socotra in the north
to Cape Delgado in the south46 that began during the mid-seventeenth
century under the Yaʿrubī Imamate and was consolidated under the
Albusaidi dynasty following Seyyid Sa’îd bin Sultan’s relocation of the
Omani court to Zanzibar between 1828 and 1832, also introduced social and political changes. Omani Arabs were particularly active in the
regional slave trade that was already well established prior to the arrival
of the Portuguese and involved Swahili merchants, especially from Pate
and other towns in the Lamu archipelago, along with Yemeni and Hadrami traders.47 The Omanis vigorously defended their growing commercial interests, sometimes with the help of Baluch mercenaries,48 and by
the late seventeenth century Oman was a major naval power in its own
right in the western Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf.49
Colonialism and colonial rule by different powers (Portuguese,
Omani, British, and German), in other words, were important aspects
of the histories and lived realities of East Africa’s coastal communities
for roughly five hundred years, and any attempt to understand the archaeology of colonial encounters on the East African coast, therefore,
must contend from the outset with pluralities and multivocality. While
all colonial powers could be said to share certain elements of practice,
and thus might generate rather similar material expressions and legacies of their colonialism, there can also be significant contrasts. Chris
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Gosden’s distinctions between “colonialism within a shared milieu,”
“middle ground colonialism,” and “terra nullius” models offer one possible set of heuristic guidelines as to how expressions of colonial power
might be manifested materially by different colonial regimes.50 However,
other promising models and perspectives could also be drawn upon.51
What is important is that archaeologists working on East Africa’s coast
make a more concerted effort to document and understand the distinctive characteristics of these different encounters.
Material Manifestations of Colonial Encounters
on the East African Coast

One of the most obvious expressions of these new systems of governance and trade along the coast was the construction of fortifications
and the associated militarization of the sea. Warfare between the different Swahili city-states and between these communities and inland
groups had been a recurrent feature of coastal life in the preceding centuries52 and continued after the arrival of the Portuguese. The arrival
of Portuguese carracks, caravels (naus), galleys, galleons, and frigates,
armed with different calibre cannons, lighter, swivel-mounted breechloaders (like the verso), and crews equipped with matchlock muskets,
nonetheless marked a greater militarization of the sea than had been the
case in earlier centuries.53 Forts, gun batteries, redoubts (fig. 6.1), watchtowers, barracks, and related structures were added to the landscapes of
a number of Swahili settlements, and preexisting defensive features, including encircling town walls, were modified. New styles of military architecture were introduced and subsequently added to as power shifted
from one colonial power to another.
These military monuments span several centuries and range widely
in type from substantial well-armed structures built with clear military
objectives in mind and manned by a garrison of regular troops to much
more modest buildings, possibly constructed more as an architectural
expression of political authority, Islamic purity, and/or urbanity than
with any attainable defensive goals in mind.54 The earliest examples at
Kilwa, on Mafia Island, and at Zanzibar and Mombasa are associated
with Portuguese efforts to protect their enclaves and wider strategic interests. The best known of these structures, and the only example to have
been the focus of extensive archaeological investigations, is Fort Jesus
in Mombasa (fig. 6.2).55 Designed by the Milanese engineer-architect
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Small, fortified redoubt known as Fort St. George on a rock promontory overlooking Tudor Creek, Mombasa, Kenya. (Photograph by the author,
2002.)

FIGuRE 6.1.

Giovanni Battista Cairati,56 the fort was initially built between 1593
and 1596, but underwent several subsequent modifications and was not
completed until the 1630s.
Aside from these military structures, archaeological study of other
aspects of Portuguese colonialism remain poorly developed, in part because Portuguese settlements were confined to a few points along the
coast and had a rather different form than the feudal estates (prazos)
and trading markets (feiras) the Portuguese created in Mozambique
and the Zambezi valley (fig. 6.3).57 Consequently, the material traces
of a Portuguese presence on the East African coast are more limited.
On Zanzibar, trading posts (feitorias) that were simultaneously warehouses, markets, and customs offices were established during the sixteenth century at Mvuleni, Fukuchani, and at the Gereza in Stone Town,
where a cruciform church was built. Another church, reputedly built by
Vasco de Gama’s men in 1498 and the oldest Christian building in East
Africa, survives almost intact in Malindi, which was closely allied to the
Portuguese, who also established an unfortified feitoria here and erected
a stone cross (padrao) to commemorate their landfall.58
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Ramparts and cannon on the seaward side of Fort Jesus, Mombasa,
Kenya. (Photograph by the author, 2002.)

FIGuRE 6.2.

By far the greatest concentration of Portuguese activity, however,
was on Mombasa Island, which became their center of political authority and commercial operations after 1590. The results of periodic rescue
excavations undertaken on Mombasa Island and more recent maritime
landscape and underwater surveys,59 coupled with careful analysis of
available cartographic sources, provide an impression of the island’s social and economic organization during the seventeenth century.60 The
remains of the Santo António de Tanná, a Portuguese frigate that sank
at the entrance to Tudor Creek during the siege of Mombasa in 1697,
together with its cargo and artifactual assemblages, provide additional
insights into contemporary Portuguese life along the coast, including
military capabilities, trading practices, and shipboard life.61 Nonetheless, as Rosemary McConkey and Tom McErlean have observed, we
know little about the colony settlement known as “Gavana” that the
Portuguese established just north of Fort Jesus, the Makupa Forts built
to protect access to the island via the causeway that connected it to
the mainland, or the six churches known to have been established on
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The main entrance to the historical fortress of Sena, Zambezi Delta,
Mozambique. (Photograph by Hilario Madiquida, 2007, reproduced with
permission.)

FIGuRE 6.3.

the island.62 Little is also known about the local town of Tuaca, on the
southwestern tip of the island, which was occupied from at least the
twelfth century and is believed to have been abandoned in the sixteenth
century after the arrival of the Portuguese.63 However, unlike many of
the areas known to have been the site of Portuguese activities and now
almost entirely obscured by modern buildings, a significant section of
Tuaca has not been built over, thereby offering the greatest possibility
to investigate the ways Portuguese colonialism influenced the everyday
lives of the town’s inhabitants.
Omani-Era and Later Monuments

A rather similar pattern of research characterized by a focus on the
more obvious monuments can be discerned for the Omani period. Specifically, after assuming control of the coast north of Cape Delgado in
the later seventeenth century, the Omani built forts in Zanzibar Town,
at Chake Chake on Pemba, and at Siyu and Lamu, and modified Portuguese forts such as those at Kilwa and Fort Jesus.64 Archaeological study
of these monuments has been limited to Mark Horton and Kate Clark’s
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work on the Old Fort in Zanzibar Town during the 1980s, and Stéphane
Pradines’s survey a decade and a half later.65
Later military structures associated with the German and British
colonial eras—such as World War II gun emplacements and pillboxes—
also survive, especially near the waterfront of major commercial ports
and at the sites of former colonial administrative centres. These have
been the focus of even less archaeological interest and study than
Omani-era structures. Daniel Rhodes has documented the most prominent of these German and British colonial buildings and port structures,
work that provides a theoretically informed overview of their important
role as symbolic expressions of colonial power and the spatial logics of
its implementation.66 As his studies show, under both colonial powers
widespread restructuring of the social zoning of settlements resulted
in greater conformity of spatial layouts and a proliferation of shared
architectural forms. Waterfronts became more formalized, new administrative centers were imposed, hospital sites were established, military
infrastructure expanded, and residential areas became largely racially
segregated. Cumulatively, these architectural strategies all worked to
underpin and reinforce the centralization of political control, greater
facilitation of economic extraction, and enhanced surveillance of the
colonial state’s populace.67
COlOnIZInG SPACE AnD PlACE

Aside from the growing militarization of the sea and coastline, other
arguably more dramatic and certainly more imposing architectural
changes were introduced. These became especially apparent on Zanzibar during the nineteenth century, following Seyyid Sa’îd’s relocation of
his court to the island. In particular, several palaces were added to the
landscape, notably the Beit al-Sahel, the slightly later Beit al-Hukm, and
the Beit al-Ajaib (House of Wonders; constructed in 1883) in Zanzibar
town, and the Mtoni palace (fig. 6.4) a few kilometers to the north for
use by the Sultan as a private retreat. The earlier of these palaces, built
between 1826 and the late 1830s, had “plain exterior façades hiding an
inner courtyard containing decorative tile work and wall niches housing
glassware and ceramics,” while internal space was stratified on gender
lines and social position. Slaves occupied the ground floor, while the
“uppermost internal room, the ndani, was for the sole use of the owner
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Ground plan of Mtoni Palace, Zanzibar. (Drawn by Colin Breen,
reproduced with permission.)

FIGuRE 6.4.

of the house.”68 Balconies were added to some later structures, such as
the Beit al-Ajaib, an addition that reflected an increasing absorption
of European and Indian influences especially as British colonial power
grew in significance.69 Although far less ostentatious, new, culturally hybrid architectural styles are also evident at a number of coastal towns
on the mainland, especially in Lamu, where a distinctive form of elite
dwelling emerged probably in the eighteenth century. These incorporated some of the older principles of social space and material expressions of distinction found in Swahili-era stonetown architecture,70 but
are best understood as architectural hybrids specific to their time. Elsewhere, coastal towns, such as Pangani in northern Tanzania, although
no less socially stratified, exhibit considerable architectural diversity,
with a blend of Indian, Arab, and European influences coexisting alongside older African styles (fig. 6.5).71
Of far greater consequence in terms of both the scale of landscape
reorganization and the effects on the lives of ordinary men and women
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Diverse architectural styles along India Street, Pangani, Tanzania. (Photograph by the author, 2009.)

FIGuRE 6.5.

on the coast and further into the interior (although initially only indirectly related to the growing presence of Europeans in the Indian Ocean
sphere72) was the development of plantation agriculture (notably for
cloves on Unguja/Zanzibar and Pemba and sugar on the mainland) and
the associated transformations in the nature and extent of slavery and
slave raiding. During the German and British colonial eras, plantation
agriculture was extended still further, especially as sisal and cotton were
added to the mix of commercial crops being cultivated. Yet, despite the
acknowledged importance and impact of plantation agriculture, Sarah
Croucher’s study of the different materialities of plantation life on
nineteenth-century Pemba and how these materialities effected transformations in ethnic identities, gender relations, and sexuality among the
enslaved and the elite plantation owners73 remains the only archaeological study of these systems. Historical archaeologists working elsewhere
in the world, including parts of the Indian Ocean, by way of comparison, have paid considerable attention to plantation life.74
As Croucher reminds us, the growth of plantation agriculture was
intimately related to the rise of a mercantile and capitalist economy
that was supported by transformations in slave trade economies around
the western Indian Ocean as a consequence of abolition movements.
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A further and related factor for the expansion of plantations was the
growth and transformations in the nineteenth-century caravan trade and
increased demand in Europe and North America for elephant ivory to
feed newly emergent marks of social distinction among the burgeoning
middle class. Recent archaeological studies have documented some of
the sites along these mainland caravan routes and explored some of the
material consequences of the trade for local communities.75 There have
also been several archaeological studies of the changing manifestations
of enslavement on the coast and its hinterland, including sites associated
with fugitive slaves.76 These have yet to be articulated with the issue of
colonial encounters, however, except in the fairly loose sense that the
escalation in slave raiding in the nineteenth century can be attributed,
in part, to the expansion of Omani Arab authority along the coast and
their increased influence over coastal economies.77
COMPl ICATInG ARCHAEOlOGIES OF COlOn IAl ISM
On THE EAST AFRICAn lITTORAl

After decades of virtually ignoring the archaeological record of the last
five hundred years, archaeologists working in eastern Africa are starting to pay greater heed. The archaeological manifestations of the caravan trade, enslavement, Omani Arab elites, and British and German
political authority have all received attention, and in some cases, have
explicitly explored the “differential power of material culture” that colonial encounters bring with them “to galvanise and move people.”78
In this regard, it is perhaps telling that the two archaeologists who
have engaged explicitly with the issues of colonial encounters on the
coast, Sarah Croucher and Daniel Rhodes, have consciously sought to
situate their studies in wider disciplinary discourses. Thus, Croucher’s
study of the interplay of slavery and capitalism on Omani-owned clove
plantations on Pemba is intended specifically to offer postcolonial and
feminist perspectives on the historical archaeology of slave plantations
as an alternative to the models developed for Atlantic world plantations in the Caribbean and United States.79 Daniel Rhodes’s study of
nineteenth-century colonial architecture and settlement layout on the
coast, especially in what was German East Africa, with its initial focus
on maritime landscapes and its subsequent reliance on using historical
geographical ideas about urbanism and port formation, was similarly
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developed as a project distinct from traditional notions of what Swahili
archaeology entailed.80
Recognizing that neither colonialism nor globalization was a new
phenomenon even in 1500 CE, neither author adopts wholesale the conventional wisdom that historical archaeology is all about the origins and
spread of “modernity,” capitalism, the rise of the West, and indigenous,
non-European responses to the creation of the Atlantic world-system.81
Instead, both treat Omani and European colonial rule as adding layers
of complexity to an already “complicated”82 Indian Ocean world that
required both local and foreign actors to learn how to negotiate and
manipulate new materialities, ways of placemaking and belonging, and
forms of habituated practice, alongside enhanced levels of resource extraction, violence, dislocation, and ecological disturbance.
Important though these developments have been, there is still a
common tendency in the archaeological literature to treat the last five
hundred years of Swahili Coast history as one of relative sociocultural
stasis coupled with economic decline. While the Portuguese realignment
of transoceanic trade may have initiated a marked fall in the prosperity of some Swahili city-states after 1500 and possibly contributed to
the abandonment of many the stonetowns, this was not the only factor
that shaped their later history. Portuguese impact also needs to be understood against wider historical currents and changing environmental
conditions across the region.83 Considerable scope exists, therefore, for a
comparative analysis of those towns that continued to be occupied after
1500 CE, some of which prospered either as a consequence of their rulers allying themselves with the Portuguese or Omani Arabs, or precisely
because they resisted these colonizing powers. Others went into decline
but continued to be occupied, including the towns of Ungwana/Osha
and Shaka.84 We know comparatively little about how these towns’ inhabitants fared under these different political and economic conditions;
the prevailing regional sociopolitical and cultural landscapes in which
they were embedded; the full extent of their transoceanic connections;
or, whether those that prospered were in a position to forge new constructions of identity and/or a new social habitus of urban dwelling
that were then taken up elsewhere on the coast as the political context
changed. Likewise, we know comparatively little about how those differently situated in terms of economic status, political authority, and
social distinction were (or were not) able to advance their position and
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that of their families through constructive engagement with colonial
authorities. These are precisely the kinds of issues that the historical
archaeological study of colonial encounters elsewhere has been able to
resolve.
Mention has also been made of the large number of rural sites about
which virtually nothing is known. “Colonialism,” as Gosden notes,
“brings a new quality (or rather inequality) to human relations,”85 and
this would have been as true for the occupants of fishing and farming villages along the coast as for those who occupied the stonetowns. Archaeological study of such settlements has the potential to offer new insights
into how the development of extractive economies, the introduction
of new subsistence crops such as maize and commercial crops such as
sugar, cloves, tobacco, and sisal under Portuguese, Omani, British, and
German colonialism altered labor and gender relations, influenced local
populations’ health, and introduced new diseases—all topics that have
received considerable archaeological attention elsewhere.86 The waning
of both Portuguese and Omani colonial authority and the uneven distribution and intensity of their activities also allowed several communities
to retain high degrees of autonomy. Some of these, such as Pate in the
Lamu archipelago, are well-known to have been at times centers of resistance and as a consequence also a focus of military attacks and destruction, and at other times centers of cooperation. Yet, to date, there has
been no attempt made to investigate archaeologically any of the known
episodes of resistance and revolt87 that occurred during the Portuguese
and Omani Arab eras or those that took place on the coast in response
to the imposition of German or British colonial rule, events that form
key components of local historiography and notions of local identity.
Colonial encounters on the coast certainly took different forms that
could encompass symmetrical patterns of exchange between foreign and
indigenous inhabitants as well as more asymmetrical interactions often
predicated on violence and the use of force. An obvious interpretative
challenge, therefore, is to determine how to differentiate social and material changes directly associated with colonialism from those initiated
by other social processes and structural conditions. An equally important challenge is determining the particular agents of colonially induced
material change. Specifically, there is often an unexamined assumption
that colonial authorities, because of their greater political, military, and
possibly economic power, determined the direction and form of change.
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This was certainly so in the case of major construction projects (both
urban and agricultural) that involved forced or compulsory labor. In
many other contexts, however, the diverse colonial powers were often
heavily dependent on local African agents, resident and visiting Arab
and Asian merchants, and Indian mercantile capital to accomplish their
goals, the consequences of which could extend beyond the East African
coast and interior to the other side of the Indian Ocean and even Europe
and North America.88
If archaeologists genuinely want to contribute to decolonial historical narratives of East Africa, they must engage with the legacies of colonialism in all its dimensions and especially with its material expressions
and the consequences of that materiality, something that has often been
neglected by historians, who usually lack the necessary skills and sensibilities to interpret such evidence. Doing so will require the development
of multisited, collaborative research teams operating simultaneously on
different continents, closer involvement with local communities aimed
at a coproduction of knowledge about different episodes and kinds of
colonial encounters and evaluations of heritage legacies, and a willingness to explore, both theoretically and substantively, the complexities
of these encounters and their lived reality for the coast’s diverse populations over the last five hundred years.89
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SEVEN
Historical Archaeology of Pearling
in the Indian Ocean
Through the Lens of North West Australia
ALISTAIR PATERSON

A RECOLLECTION OF PEARLING IN 1880
IN NORTH WEST AUSTRALIA

In 1907, acting Australian prime minister Sir John Forrest wrote to a
Mrs. Cornish in response to her request for a reference for her husband,
Hamlet, a man who had assisted Forrest some years earlier during an expedition to North West Australia. The prime minister assured her that
he remembered her husband “very well” and had even presented him
with a gun.1 While Forrest may have remembered Cornish, historians
have largely ignored him even though he left behind a rare account of
late nineteenth-century North West Australia, a manuscript that is all
that much more unique because it provides rare insights into the region’s
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pearling industry, including how pearlers operated beyond colonial authority and how whites thought about and treated local Aboriginal populations (map 7.1).2
Northern Australia, where the last major phase in the history of
pearling in the Indian Ocean occurred, encompasses some three thousand miles of discontinuous pearl fisheries that reached from Cooktown
in northern Queensland to Shark Bay in Western Australia (map 7.1).3
Commercial pearling began along the Western Australian coast during
the 1850s with pearling ports subsequently developing at Cossack
(1860s) and Broome (1884). The industry became increasingly profitable

MAP 7.1.
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and, together with the Torres Strait and Queensland fisheries, was for
a time perhaps the most lucrative export industry in the Australian colonies (map 7.2). The Northern Australian industry became enmeshed
with the Southeast Asian pearl fisheries in the Aru Islands, the Moluccas, and the Sulu Archipelago.4 Asian workers were brought to Australia
to work as pearl divers alongside Aboriginal and white divers, a practice which led to the creation of diverse communities in places such as
Thursday Island, Cooktown, Darwin, Broome, and Cossack.
By 1880, the year in which Hamlet Cornish first travelled to North
West Australia,5 pearling luggers had long functioned beyond the colonial administration’s control. The pearling vessels that operated along
the coast were often owned by white pastoralists and crewed by Aboriginal people. By 1880, the demand for labor in both the local pastoral and
pearling economies was very high, so much so that “it became difficult
to procure divers…. The pearlers…[resorted] to impressing the blacks
into service [and] skilled fishermen were brought in from the Malay Archipelago, and in some cases the methods used in securing them were by
no means regular.”6 Cornish’s manuscript provides us with rare account
of the hostility and forced mobility to which these Aboriginal pearling
laborers were subjected. Shortly after arriving on the coast, Cornish reported that “Just as we are about to camp a native comes towards us….
I recognize him as one who had been pearling; he gives us to understand
that the natives are not afraid of the white fellow, and that they were
going to kill us…. We told him to tell the native we would fight them.”7

MAP 7.2.

Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia showing centers for pearling.
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Unfortunately, it is unclear how Cornish recognized that this Aboriginal man was a pearlshell diver. He probably spoke at least some
English or the patois that was spoken by the mixed Aboriginal, Asian,
and European crews that manned pearling luggers, or he may have worn
some articles of European clothing. Months later, Cornish reported that
he had encountered a party of whites searching “for their natives that
[had] run away from the pearling grounds.”8 Accompanying this group
was an Aboriginal man, Neah, who had apparently also once been Cornish’s employee. These reports suggest that parties of pearlers regularly
operated “beyond the frontier” to secure needed Aboriginal labor by
force. His account reveals that the principal pearling fleet during the
1880s operated in the general vicinity of the Dampier Archipelago and
other offshore islands of the Pilbara. He also reports that Aboriginal
divers were highly valued, and that they could “free dive” to a depth of
ten fathoms.9 The hazards that impinged on these divers’ lives included
the threat of sharks, poor treatment by whites, diseases associated with
a poor diet while at sea, and the risk of cyclones.
Cornish’s account raises a number of questions about how the history of pearling in North West Australia fits into the history of pearling
in the wider Indian Ocean world. The paucity of historical documentation about the kind of colonial frontier he describes, coupled with
the existence of a significant number of sites known to be associated
with pearling, makes historical archaeology an ideal vehicle to expand
our knowledge and understanding of this otherwise “hidden history.”10
Historical archaeology also promises to deepen our understanding of
how the Australian pearl fisheries compared with those in other parts
of the Indian Ocean. Historical archaeological research elsewhere in the
world, and especially in the Americas and Africa, provides a substantial
body of work on topics such as labor and labor relations, ethnogenesis,
creolization, and other cultural developments with which North West
Australia can be compared. This chapter seeks accordingly to examine the Australian experience with pearling from a broader, multidisciplinary perspective, with a particular focus on a number of key themes:
the ways in which humans have valued pearl products; human mobility
across economic “frontiers”; the role that race and ethnicity played in
how this industry was structured; and the connections between people,
commodities, and markets that characterized the human story of the
Indian Ocean from prehistory into the colonial era.
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PEARL FISHERIES OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

Although pearl and pearl shell are among the most popularly traded
animal products in the Indian Ocean since prehistory, there have been
no substantive attempts to synthesize archaeological and historical information about these fisheries. Doing so requires us to remember that
natural or wild pearls are rare and that acquiring even one necessitates
the collection of many hundreds of pearl oysters or, in the case of freshwater pearls, mussels. In the Indian Ocean world, mother-of-pearl from
the shell of the oyster has long been valued for decorative and functional
objects, while pearls were highly valued luxury items of trade and consumption from the earliest recorded times to the modern age. Pearls and
pearl shell produced by mollusks were valued because of their rarity and
exoticness, values that were subsequently eroded with the invention of
the “cultured” or “artificial” pearl in the twentieth century.
Major pearling industries have existed in at least three zones in the
wider Indian Ocean world: the Persian Gulf, the waters between India
and Sri Lanka, and an area extending from Northern Australia into the
Indonesia archipelago (map 7.2). As noted earlier, significant pearling
industries existed during the latter part of the nineteenth century along
the vast Western Australian coast from Shark Bay in the south to the
Kimberley in the north.11 Other significant pre-1900 colonial-era pearling fields existed in the Torres Strait between the tip of Cape York in
Queensland and Papua New Guinea, as well as around the island of Aru
in eastern Indonesia.12 Other areas such as the Mergui Islands south of
Myanmar (Burma) were also investigated as potential commercial pearling fields during the late nineteenth century.13 Other noteworthy pearl
fisheries, which are beyond the scope of this chapter, include those in
Japan and the Sulu Sea adjacent to the Philippines.
While we usually think about the importance of pearls only during
the modern era, the economic and noneconomic value placed on pearl
shell has a much richer prehistory. The oldest evidence in the Indian
Ocean for human exploitation of pearl shell comes from the Widgingarri rockshelter in North West Australia, a site which contains evidence
of Kimberley pearl shell brought from the Pleistocene coast three hundred kilometers away. The evidence from this site confirms that Australian Aboriginal people used marine shell during the Pleistocene for both
utilitarian and decorative purposes and that some of the world’s oldest
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known body ornaments are necklaces made from shell taken along Australia’s Indian Ocean coast.14 The oldest known pearl from an Australian site comes from the Kimberley coastal site of Brremangurey where
it was found in an oyster-shell midden formed two thousand years ago.15
Pearl shell continued to be valued by Aboriginal societies in more
recent times (figs. 7.1 and 7.2). It was transported from the coast to communities thousands of kilometers away in central Australia by exchange
networks.16 In the Kimberley region today undecorated pearl shell is
called guwan and shell that has been decorated with engraving and pigment is called riji. Guwan and riji play an important role in Aboriginal
ceremonies and dances that are performed to maintain complex indigenous social relationships. Aboriginal people value the brilliance and
shimmer of mother-of-pearl (nacre), which symbolizes water and life.
When used correctly, riji are believed to be capable of bringing rain,
healing and attracting other people, and determining guilt.
The Australian evidence reminds us that pearls and pearl shell have
no intrinsic shared universal value, and that humans are attracted to
its aesthetic attributes in culturally defined ways. On the other side of

Aboriginal men wearing pearl shell, NorthvWest Western Australia,
late nineteenth / early twentieth century. (State Library of Western Australia,
BA888/2, sourced from the collections of the State Library of Western Australia
and reproduced with the permission of the Library Board of Western Australia.)

FIGURE 7.1.
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Montage of three images portraying the pearling industry, Australia,
c. 1887. (Courtesy of the National Library of Australia, PIC/11565/104 LOC
COLD STORE PIC KER BOX 6.)

FIGURE 7.2.

the Indian Ocean, the oldest known pearls occur in sites in the Persian
Gulf, where they have been collected for thousands of years.17 The oldest
archaeological example of a pearl in the Indian Ocean, a pierced pearl
bead dating to 5300 BCE, comes from the site of As-Sabiyah in northern Kuwait.18 Archaeological excavations at As-Sabiyah have revealed a
small coastal community of herders, fishers, and traders who used shell
to make jewelry, including mother-of-pearl decorative plaques. The discovery of pearls and mother-of-pearl ornaments at various sites indicate
that pearl fishing was practiced throughout the Neolithic.19 As burials
at the coastal sites of Umm al-Quwain and in the graveyard at Suwayh
on the Oman Peninsula reveal, pearls were used in funerary settings.
The existence of coastal middens highlight the wider economic value
of shellfish such as oysters and clams, while the excavation of various
artifacts demonstrates that mother-of-pearl shell was important in the
production of implements such as fish hooks and buttons.20
As a mid-fifth-millennium BCE cemetery at Jebel al-Buhais, Sharjah, reveals, Arabian Neolithic communities transported large numbers
of pearls inland from the coast: sixty-two pearls were found at the site
along with other valuable products, such as carnelian beads.21 The distribution pattern of Neolithic sites that contain pearls and economic
pearl shell in the southern Gulf and Oman suggest the existence of
widely distributed pearl fisheries in the Persian Gulf, the Gulf of Oman,
and the Arabian Sea. Similar sites probably also existed along the Iranian coast on the Persian Gulf’s northern shore. It is possible that pearls
were traded beyond the Gulf into Mesopotamia by a commercial network that provided a large number of coastal and inland locations in
northern Arabia with access to Mesopotamian al-Ubaid ceramics.
Less evidence exists for pearl fisheries during the later Neolithic,
perhaps because a period of greater aridity reduced the intensity of
human settlement in the region. However, by the early fourth millennium BCE, there is evidence that pearling was again linked to the
emerging city-states in the region. The discovery of a string of pearls
at the city of Uruk (Warka) in southern Iraq indicates as much,22 while
mother-of-pearl shell is associated with inlaid objects from the Royal
Cemetery at Ur (mid-third millennium BCE).23 In his overview of the
history of Gulf pearl fisheries, Robert Carter concludes that despite
the importance of luxury goods in Bronze Age regional trade, pearls
and pearl shell were not especially important trade items at that time.
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However, archaeological materials from the Gulf, and especially from
burials, indicate that this situation changed during the first millennium
BCE. The Epic of Gilgamesh, for example, contains an early account
of Gulf pearl diving: “Heavy stones he tied to his feet / and they pulled
him down to the Ocean below / He took the plant, and pulled it up, and
lifted it / the heavy stones he cut loose from his feet / and the sea cast
him up on the shore.”24
The trade in pearls and pearl shell from the Gulf to elite markets in
Mesopotamia and further afield continued during the Greek and Roman
periods. Historical accounts speak, for example, of the importance of
the Bahrain fisheries. The Greek author Theophrastus (371–287 BCE),
for one, reports that “the dimensions of the pearl are those of a fish’s eye
of large size, and is produced off the coast of India and certain islands
in the Red Sea [meaning western Indian Ocean].”25 Pliny’s Natural History reports that Gulf pearls were considered the most valuable in the
ancient world:
The first place therefore and the topmost rank among all
things of price is held by pearls. These are sent chiefly by the
Indian Ocean, among the huge and curious animals that we
have described as coming across all those seas over that wide
expanse of lands from those burning heats of the sun. And to
procure them for the Indians as well, men go to the islands—
and those quite few in number: the most productive is Ceylon,
and also Stoidis, as we said in our circuit of the world, and also
the Indian promontory of Perimula; but those round Arabia on
the Persian Gulf of the Red Sea are specially praised.26
Archaeological evidence from the Mediterranean, the Gulf, and West
Asia support these ancient accounts. When viewed together, the epigraphic, archaeological, and documentary evidence at our disposal
points to the existence of an extensive trade network centered on the
Indian Ocean, in which, from the first millennium BCE onward, pearls
were an important luxury item directed to elites in the Mediterranean
world and Asia.
The advent of Islam in the seventh century does not seem to have
disrupted the pearl fisheries in the western Indian Ocean. Islamic texts
reveal the popularity of pearls as high-status and revered objects.27
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Medieval authors writing between the tenth and thirteenth centuries,
such as the geographers al-Mas’udi and al-Idrisi and the Persian writer
Al-Biruni, describe the Gulf fishery.28 Their accounts reveal that many
elements of this fishery remained essentially unchanged from the medieval period until the nineteenth century. Medieval texts describe, for
instance, the existence of two parallel extractive systems whereby individual fishermen working as independent divers competed with boat
owners who employed paid divers. This was equally true centuries later.
Al-Idrisi’s mid-twelfth-century account lists the principal pearl fields
and reports that the center of the industry was on the island of Awal
(Bahrain), which drew merchants seeking pearls from all parts of the
world.29 Other important pearl fishing areas in the Gulf at that time
included Sohar, Damar, Muscat, Al-Jabal, and Julfar.30 Al-Idrisi refers
to three hundred fisheries in the Gulf and notes that these fisheries are
“more productive than the seas of India and Yemen.”31 This industry
was also reported to have a fleet of two hundred vessels manned by as
many as 2,400 divers and haulers along with merchants and crew.
In the later medieval period the pearl trade was integrated into
intercontinental trade routes that linked markets from China to Byzantium.32 Chinese sources attest to pearls being traded from the early Islamic period onward, not only from the Gulf but also from South Asia.
Marco Polo’s purported account of Tabriz suggests that Indian pearls
were brought to Hormuz and then Baghdad.33 Pearls also reached other
markets such as Fatimid Egypt and the Byzantine Empire.34
The arrival of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean and the establishment of the Estado da Índia early in the sixteenth century had a direct
impact on the pearl industry. Portuguese efforts to dominate existing
trade routes led them to target Hormuz, which had controlled the lucrative pearl fisheries in the Gulf during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Following the Portuguese capture of Hormuz in 1507, Gulf pearls
were transported to Goa, from whence they were shipped, along with
pearls from South India and Sri Lanka, to Europe, where the demand for
pearl and pearl shell steadily increased.
The arrival of the Dutch and the English in the Indian Ocean early in
the seventeenth century led to a steady erosion of Portuguese power, one
consequence of which was that control of pearling in the Gulf passed to
the Persians. The key fisheries at Bahrain, Qatar, and Julfar accordingly
exported the majority of their pearls to Surat in India rather than Goa.35
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Numerous European historical accounts describe the significance of the
pearl fisheries, which still used boat-based pearl divers who descended
using stone weights. Archaeological work on Al Khor Island has uncovered what have been interpreted as stone diving weights and stone-lined
pits used to hold rotting oyster shells; the site, which was first occupied
possibly around 1400 CE, was used for many years.36
The Gulf fishery came increasingly under Arab control after the
seventeenth century. The centers that emerged were the same as the
now-familiar modern pearling centers in the Gulf. These centers brought
together Arab and Indian workers as well as African slaves who created
a distinctive ethnic, linguistic, and religious community that cannot be
considered as a mere annex of either the Iranian or Arab world.37 These
developments heralded a shift in how the fisheries were organized, from
a system of more centralized control to one composed of segmented
fisheries linked to the tribal structures of Arab society. While Gulf pearls
were still exported globally, control of the industry remained regional,
even as British military and commercial power in the western Indian
Ocean grew during the nineteenth century. One consequence of the establishment of this Pax Britannica38 was ever-greater Indian merchant
involvement in shipping Gulf pearls to India for global distribution. Indians also played an important role as regional bankers beginning in
the eighteenth century and Indian rupees circulated regularly in pearling
ports.39
Pearls and pearling remained a central feature of social and economic life in the Gulf into the twentieth century.40 Many khaliji were
involved in pearling and the industry produced much of the Gulf’s
wealth. Pearling was, however, physically punishing and pearl divers’
lives were short.41 This reality encouraged the development after the
eighteenth century of the kind of multiethnic workforce and hybrid
society not found in many other parts of the Middle East. Nelida Faccaro, for example, describes two axes of urban life in the Gulf during
the nineteenth century: the shantytowns (barasti) that were home to
often destitute immigrants who supplied the labor needed by the pearling industry, and upper-class neighborhoods in cities such as Dubai
where the merchants who marketed pearls were based.42 In addition to
Indian laborers who performed many different roles and founded dozens of endogamous communities,43 communities in the Gulf included
Africans, some of whom reached the region as slaves.44 The British
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struggled during the nineteenth century to reconcile the practices of
debt-driven slavery in the Gulf pearling industry with the growing antislavery movement in Europe.45 While the opening of the Suez Canal
in 1869 and the rise of steam navigation in the 1860s heralded a realignment of international maritime trade patterns, pearls remained
a significant commodity in the Gulf until the Great Depression suppressed demand for them.
Southern India and the Bay of Bengal have been other important
centers for Indian Ocean pearling since antiquity. The pearl fisheries
in the Gulf of Mannar off Puttalam in Sri Lanka were particularly
important.46 The ancient Roman geographer Pliny described what he
knew as the Taprobane pearl fishery and asserted that Sri Lanka produced more gold and large pearls than the Indians.47 Sri Lankan accounts describe a high demand for pearls by the kingdom’s nobility as
gifts and to adorn clothes and other furnishings.48 Sri Lankan pearls,
together with other luxury items such as gemstones,49 were probably
traded in south Indian ports via intermediaries.50 Pearls were closely
associated with royalty: the king owned the pearling fields, which provided an important source of income to the royal court. Pearls were
also highly valued items, along with textiles, ivory, and gold, in the
island’s trade with China from the fifth to eighth centuries.51 The rise
of the Srivijaya Empire in Sumatra from the seventh to the thirteenth
centuries disrupted Chinese access to the Sri Lankan pearl market.
Chinese trade with Sri Lanka was revived, however, during the Ming
dynasty (1368–1644), a revival personified by the Chinese admiral
Zheng He’s expeditions into the Indian Ocean between 1405 and 1432,
expeditions that included a visit to Sri Lanka.52 Another famous medieval visitor to the region, Ibn Battuta, provided an account of pearling at Mannar; his description highlights the similarities between the
pearling industry at Mannar and those in Arabia.53
It appears that Muslim merchants in Sri Lanka played an important role from a relatively early date in organizing the island’s pearling industry and export trade in other precious commodities such as
gems. The presence of Gulf Arabs among Muslim traders and possibly
pearl divers in late medieval Sri Lanka points to the existence of a
vast network of mobile merchants and workers.54 The Portuguese and
subsequently the Dutch presence in Sri Lanka did not disrupt the pearl
trade and, in fact, facilitated greater access to European markets. Pearl
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products grew in popularity in Europe as the demand for Asian luxuries and luxury materials increased in places such as Holland during
the seventeenth century.
European sources reveal that the Sri Lankan pearling industry was
rather conservatively organized. Francis Xavier, for one, visited the pearl
fisheries in the early 1540s and observed local Pavara fishermen working
for Arab overlords. The next documented shift in the industry occurred
three centuries later after Sri Lanka became a British colony. In 1831, a
commission recommended the abolition of existing monopolies in order
to allow foreigners to play a greater role in the industry. The commissioners also note that pearl fishing techniques remained, as one official
puts it, “antediluvian [and] primordial.”55 Some seventy years later, the
colony’s superintendent of the pearl fisheries reported that the pearling
camp at Marichchukaddi housed 20,000–30,000 people who came from
all over Asia.56 Pearl fishing itself, he notes, was actually done by 4,090
Gulf Arab and 4,577 Tamil or Arab divers. Sri Lankan yields declined
during the early twentieth century, with the industry’s last profitable
years being between 1903 and 1907.57 As in the Gulf, the extraction of
natural pearls in Sri Lanka nevertheless continued well into the twentieth century.
As this overview indicates, the extraction, commodification, and
movement of pearl and pearl shell in the Indian Ocean world is of considerable antiquity. The rise of complex states and societies in Asia and
the Mediterranean triggered a demand for luxury products, including
pearl and pearl shell, which moved through complex long-distance
trading networks. Major historical developments such as the rise of
Islam did little to reduce the international movement of pearls, while
the arrival of Europeans in the Indian Ocean probably only increased
the market for pearls. Although the Industrial Revolution brought
about a multitude of technological changes that revolutionized the
production of many consumer goods, the pearling industry itself remained largely unchanged by these innovations. The industry likewise
remained dependent on various forms of often highly mobile free and
unfree labor. Labor and labor migration are topics of particular interest to both archaeologists and historians, and it is these topics that
invite us to compare the pearl fisheries in the Persian Gulf and South
Asia with those in North West Australia.
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THE HISTORICAL ARCHAE OLOGY OF
AUSTRALIA’S NORTH WEST PEARL FISHERY

The lack of comparative studies of the pearling industry in the Indian
Ocean underscores the need to examine the Australian pearl fisheries in
light of pearling elsewhere in the Indian Ocean.58 A number of topics
and issues are of particular comparative importance, including the ways
in which labor systems differed between these geographically dispersed
industries, how multiethnic settlements developed, and whether new,
distinctive, hybrid sociocultural identities arose as a consequence of this
interaction between different peoples. Other lines of inquiry include determining what kind of new material goods, cultural practices, and so
on pearl trading networks introduced into local or regional communities, and assessing the impact of these introductions. Last, but far from
least, is the question at the heart of this volume: How can archaeology
deepen our knowledge and understanding of historical developments
upon which the archival record may shed little or no light?
Pearling was a significant industry in Australia whose potential was
recognized well before the country was colonized by the British in 1788.
William Dampier, the first Englishman to explore parts of the Australian
coast, reported the presence of pearl shell when he landed at Shark Bay
in 1699. Other explorers likewise noted the existence of pearl shell and
contemplated its commercial value. Maritime archaeology has yielded
evidence of pearl shell extraction during the early nineteenth century
that apparently occurred without the knowledge of colonial administrators. The cargo of the wrecked American vessel Cervantes (1840), for
example, included pearl shell, presumably extracted from North West
Australia59 a decade before the area’s settlement by Europeans. Pinctada albina shells were harvested by entrepreneurs at Shark Bay in 1850,
but it was the larger Pinctada maxima shells found farther north along
the coast, initially at Nickol Bay, that subsequently drove the industry’s
growth. Beginning in the 1860s and for three decades thereafter, the port
of Cossack was home to the region’s pearling fleet. By the 1880s, however, interest was focused increasingly even farther north to Roebuck
Bay (Broome) in the west Kimberley (map 7.2). By the early twentieth
century, Broome had the largest pearling fleet in the world. As noted
earlier, this industry experienced a significant downturn in the 1920s
following the Japanese invention of cultured pearls and suffered even
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more when the Great Depression of the 1930s diminished the value of
natural pearls still further.
Australia’s early colonies had relied heavily on convict labor, mostly
from Britain. The transportation of convicts to Australia, however, basically ceased during the mid-nineteenth century.60 Although convicts had
been sent to Western Australia, they were not allowed to work in the remote regions of the north, and thus did not play a role in the history of
Australian pearling. As elsewhere in colonial Australia, Aboriginal people
were seen as a potential source of cheap labor. The ways in which these
peoples were dispossessed have been a subject of considerable historical
interest, as have colonial attitudes about race and the ways in which cheap
labor contributed to the nation’s development.61 Aboriginal peoples have
also been the subject of historical archaeological research.62
Historical accounts suggest that the frontier created by pearling and
white settlement was sometimes characterized by poor treatment of Aboriginal people who were found to be excellent divers. Aboriginal men,
women, and children who had been driven from their land worked in
colonial fisheries during the early years of their operation. Government
officials charged with upholding law and order in the North West often
had a personal investment in the nascent pearling industry, and magistrates and justices of the peace used Aboriginal people deemed to have
committed a crime, such as breaking the Master and Servant Act, as
forced laborers in colonial towns such as Roebourne. The violence that
often characterized life on the North West frontier is best illustrated
by the massacre that took place at the Flying Foam Passage, the most
famous pearling fishery in the north. There, local Yaburara people retaliated against sexual assaults by pearlers by killing two white settlers
and a policeman. Several days of mayhem ensued across the Dampier
Archipelago after these murders, resulting in the death of between five
(according to contemporary colonial accounts) and sixty individuals (according to accounts twenty years later).63 As Ann Curthoys has
noted, events at Flying Foam Passage illustrate how frontier violence,
labor exploitation, and the use of imprisonment could be closely intertwined in the North West Coast’s pearling districts.64
As elsewhere in the British Empire, racial difference in colonial Australia was enshrined in law. Aboriginal people were not viewed as the
same type of colonial subject as the Europeans and were accorded none
of the rights of citizenship.65 Laws enacted in 1871 and 1873 to regulate
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labor practices in the North West pearl fisheries and prevent abuse of
Aboriginal workers were often ignored by pearlers. Aboriginal people
were frequently coerced into signing contracts they did not understand,
while any offences they committed were handled by authorities whose
interests were invariably aligned with those of local settlers.
There were, however, at least a few outraged voices over how Europeans treated their fellow human beings. In 1885, Reverend J. Gribble, a
missionary stationed in the North West, reported on Aboriginal people
being held in chains, the mistreatment of Aboriginal women by whites,
and a system for allocating Aboriginal workers to pastoralist farmers
that Gribble characterized as akin to slavery. Subsequent reports in the
media, including the New York Times,66 and discussions in the wider
colonial society reveal a great reluctance by white colonists to acknowledge that there was a problem.67 Gribble was vilified in the acrimonious
debate that followed his revelations, which did little to change attitudes
toward and treatment of Aboriginal and Asian workers in Western
Australia. In 1886, the government magistrate in Roebourne also complained to the governor: “I find here in full force a disguised but unquestionable system of slavery carried out under the protection of the British
flag. It is impossible for me to battle single-handed against the whole
of the white population of the district unless strenuously supported by
government.”68
Asian workers were also an important part of the history of pearling in the North West. Chinese pearlers who owned their own fishing
leases dominated the earliest pearling operations at Shark Bay during
the 1850s. The colonial government restricted their access to leases in
the 1880s after complaints by white colonists.69 While the pearling fleet
apparently relied heavily on Aboriginal divers during the 1860s, high
death rates among divers and the growing demand for labor led to the
first attempts to introduce Malay divers (1871–75). The pearling industry attracted increasing numbers of Asian workers through the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century. Many of these individuals
were described as “Malays” when, in fact, they came from Kupang, Batavia, Surabaya, Makassar, Singapore, the Sulu Islands, and the Philippines. Other divers came from China, Timor, and Japan.
Recruitment of these migrant workers appears to have been organized by the colonial pearlers, some of whom sailed to Southeast Asia
to conscript crews. Reports that Australian pearlers treated Asian divers
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poorly prompted Dutch officials at Batavia (Jakarta) to pass legislation
to protect their colonial subjects who contracted to work in the Australian fisheries.70 Aboriginal employment peaked during the 1880s, after
which Asians dominated the diving workforce.71 As a result, pearling
settlements in northern Australia, such as Cossack and Broome, were
often far more culturally diverse than “typical” Australian settlements
of the time, incorporating Aborigines, various Asian and Southeast
Asian peoples, and white pearling masters.
The extractive methods and techniques of Australian pearl fisheries changed quickly over time compared to other pearl fisheries in the
Indian Ocean. During the Australian industry’s first few years, shells
were collected easily by simply wading in shallow waters and tidal locations where they were to be found. Collected shells would be piled on
the beach or hidden in coastal vegetation to be retrieved later. However,
these early deposits were quickly exhausted because Pinctada maxima,
the pearl oyster found on the North West Coast, takes five years to reach
maturity and the colonial government failed to protect what were the
world’s richest pearling grounds from overexploitation.72 By the 1880s,
the main pearling grounds were already overfished and uneconomic.
The Western Australian pearling fleet often used a larger “mother
ship” from which a fleet of smaller boats operated. Pearling luggers
tended to be ketch-rigged wooden vessels, approximately 13–19 m long,
that collected shell from smaller boats during pearling voyages that
lasted several weeks. Most pearl diving during the industry’s early decades entailed free diving where divers would “duck dive” and swim to
the sea floor to collect shells, which were then hauled to the surface. Free
diving dominated the fisheries until the introduction of hardhat-suit
diving in the late nineteenth century. With the advent of hardhat diving,
ship design changed to accommodate the necessary pumps and hoses,
as well as the crew required for voyages that lasted many weeks. This
shift to hardhat divers altered the industry in a number of ways. Pearling
masters, for example, had to make a greater capital investment in the
equipment that allowed divers to stay on the seabed for longer periods
of time and harvest oyster beds more meticulously.
The movement of pearling ships and laborers in northern Australia
often remained beyond effective colonial government control. Powerful
pearling syndicates and companies arose in response to market demand
and sought to link Northern Australia with Singapore, South Asia, and
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Southeast Asia. The colonial administration struggled to regulate international shipping between Australia and Asia. Western Australia’s Pearling Act of 1886 attempted to levy an excise duty on the pearling fleet
to combat the problem of ships purchasing supplies and other goods
at non-Australian ports. It appears, however, that the act actually encouraged illegal trading and the importation of contraband goods, such
as liquor, from Singapore and other Asian ports. Chinese vessels purchased shell directly from pearling ships on the high seas and carried it
directly to Singapore, thereby avoiding the colonial export duty on this
commodity.73
The Network of Pearling Sites in the North West

The North West Australian pearling industry cannot be viewed in isolation since these fisheries were enmeshed in a growing global economy
that included the eastern Indian Ocean.74 North West Australian encounters with this global economy increased after the seventeenth century as the discovery of at least four Dutch East India Company wrecks
and that of a British East Indiaman (1622) along this regional coast attest. Other visitors included Southeast Asian (Indonesian) praus on trepang harvesting expeditions,75 European explorers, American whalers,
and colonial ships engaged in coastal trading. The impact of British
colonization of the North West after 1861 included boom-and-bust capitalism and the vociferous exploitation of natural resources.
The pearling luggers crewed by Aboriginal and Asian divers that
arrived on the scene in the mid-nineteenth century were simply the most
recent participants in this region’s history of maritime encounters.76 Archaeological research into historical pearling runs the risk, therefore,
of being a palimpsest atop a much earlier Aboriginal history. While we
cannot ignore that pearl shell held great value for Aboriginal people
and was an essential material in Aboriginal social, economic, and religious life, we must remember that these values are utterly at odds with
the commercial value that colonial and Asian pearlers placed on shell.
The need to carefully contextualize pearling in North West Australia
is underscored by the fact that colonial economic and political power
structures shaped Aboriginal and Asian workers’ lives. For some Aboriginal people, pearling meant being taken in chains from inland areas
by white “blackbirders” to the coast where they were placed on boats,
exchanged as commodities, and left on isolated islands or abandoned in
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the open ocean. 77 For others, however, pearling may have offered opportunities to improve the quality of their lives in ways they might not have
otherwise had.
Archaeological research reveals the existence of pearling sites in the
North West across a range of distinct locales along the coast.78 Field surveys and research on islands in the North West archipelago, such as Barrow Island, and along the coastal Pilbara have begun the task of defining
the industry’s geographic extent and the types of material evidence on
land and underwater that resulted from pearling-era activities. Ballast
mounds on the islands of the North West point to the places where vessels were loaded with cargoes of shell, while the excavation of wrecks
and associated sites has yielded evidence of where vessels anchored and
were repaired. Although pearling occurred mostly on the seabed, the
bulk of archaeological evidence for pearling comes from coastal and
island sites, some of which derive not just from pearling but from other
activities such as food production and storage, ship repair, animal tending, colonial administration and mercantile work, and other important
industries like whaling, mining, turtle hunting, and fishing. To distinguish the material remnants of pearling from this historical “noise,” it
may help to think of the pearling industry not just as distinct sites separate from other locations, but as a set of past activities at places in a network. Some sites reflect fleeting moments, such as the ballast mound of
stones substituted for a cargo of collected pearlshell. Other places were
important nodes, once presumably well known to those who worked the
pearling boats—for example, the rich pearlshell beds of the Flying Foam
Passage, or the shores of Butchers Inlet at Cossack where the pearling
fleet “laid up” to wait out the off-season. Together, these places, and the
material traces of their use, potentially provide important insights into
a past social and cross-cultural landscape. Separate places (which we
recognize as archaeological sites) reflect past relationships in the social
order of the pearling industry, as well as power relationships between
people, and finally the economic relationships between North West Australia and distant markets around the world.
After half a century of “life,” in the second half of the nineteenth
century, the network created by the pearling industry disintegrated,
remaining only in people’s memories and the material record. This
conceptualization of the archaeological record, which envisages a historical set of related activities in a network across a landscape, draws
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on Timothy Ingold’s concept of “taskscapes.” Similar to the idea of a
social or cultural landscape,79 the taskscape is an array of related activities with spatial relationships (connections of varying importance).
Very few oral histories of the pearling industry have survived, and the
historical accounts from this colonial frontier are particularly rare. This
fact makes the archaeological record, and the network of sites, the primary record for the interpretation of historical pearling and the tasks
associated with it.80
The largest “site type” associated with the pearling industry are
ports, which can range from a place such as Cossack, which has extensive remains of occupational settlement, to sites located along the
nearby Flying Foam Passage pearling fields, such as the Black Hawke
Bay careening site and the Dolphin Island encampment, which, because
they contain very little archaeological evidence, were likely used infrequently or for only short periods of time. Ports were essential to this
industry, all the more so since the North West Pilbara coast has extreme
weather conditions, including a powerful cyclone season. On several
occasions, the entire fleet was severely damaged by cyclones. Regional
tides often have massive ranges, especially in the Kimberley where macromareal tides occur and the difference between high and low tide can
be as much as four meters. Natural harbors and protected anchorages
are, moreover, rare along this coast; even the central port of Cossack
left much to be desired, as the destruction of much of the pearling fleet
there by a cyclone in 1881 attests. Much of the archaeological record of
maritime activities at Cossack are found in intertidal contexts: a recent
survey of Butchers Inlet at Cossack revealed the remains of many small
lighters and luggers, a wrecked ship used as a licensed bar, and piles of
ballast dumped along the inlet’s mangrove margins.81
Cossack, which flourished between 1865 and the early 1900s, was
the center of the pearling industry in the Pilbara and the most ethnically diverse settlement on Australia’s Indian Ocean seaboard. The
port has been the subject of a number of archaeological investigations.
Early research focused on the town’s built-up areas and wharf, and restoration work during the 1970s focused accordingly on rebuilding the
principal elements of the town’s law-and-order precinct, which is now
at the heart of tourists’ experience in this “ghost town.”82 Later research
concentrated on ethnic diversity and segregation by examining the area
where Asians lived and the Aboriginal camps on the town’s fringes. This
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work revealed the spatial separation that existed at Cossack, a separation made manifest by the settlement’s division into several distinct
areas. The central part of the town housed a law-and-order precinct,
the main commercial stores (one run by a Japanese merchant family),
the main dock, and the Customs House. The town’s Asian occupants
and businesses occupied a precinct known today as “Jap Town,” which
was characterized archaeologically by the presence of Asian ceramics
and the remains of market gardens. The large quantity of artifacts recovered from this area are indicative of the large-scale importation of
Asian goods and commodities into the port. A series of large camps
around the town’s perimeter housed Aboriginal people, whose presence was revealed by evidence of foodways (shell and faunal remains),
glass tool making (through knapping), adopted dress, and new practices
such as smoking tobacco. Scattered among these deposits were small
huts apparently occupied by Asian market gardeners. Furthest removed
from the town’s center was a campsite where Afghan herders kept their
camels.83
Cossack deserves to be considered alongside other Indian Ocean
port cities as part of a maritime world that was linked more closely to
Dutch Batavia (Jakarta) and British Singapore than Perth. Other coastal
ports associated with pearling on the North West Coast include Condon (1880s–c.1900)84 and Broome (Roebuck Bay), both of which have
yet to be studied to the same degree as Cossack.85 Further north at Camden Harbour on the Kimberley coast is an example of a failed attempt
(1864–65) at colonization, a failure that resulted in the deaths of both
people and livestock and great financial loss to its investors.86 Whether
pearling was conducted at Camden Harbour remains unknown. Settlements such as these hold out the promise of being sites from which we
can compare how they were resourced by the Swan River Colony (Perth)
and linked to the wider world via the Indian Ocean. Specific points of
comparison between these settlements include their involvement in colonial resource industries (e.g., turtle processing, pearl shell, fishing)
and the ways in which these settlements organized themselves spatially
along ethnic lines.
Other sites associated with pearl fishing occur both inland away
from the coast and in the Dampier Archipelago, the Montebello Islands,
and Barrow Island. Archaeological surveys of these areas have led to the
discovery of a wide range of historical sites (fig. 7.3). These discoveries
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are particularly significant because documentary sources include little
information about the use of these islands during the historical period. Materials recovered from the intertidal zone, including boat parts
(particularly copper sheathing but also other metal components such
as roves and oarlocks as well as capstans and winches), items thrown
or lost overboard (typically alcohol bottles), and lost boat equipment
(anchors, chain) reveal that the islands contain a mix of sites clearly
associated with pearling camps and careening. Small camps adjacent to
ship careening locations have been found to contain pearl shell, evidence
of consumption (pipes, bottles, cans, food remains), food preparation
(hearths, plates, cutlery), shelter (corrugated iron fragments, stone
bases for small shelters, copper grommets from canvas sheeting), small
docks, and the remains of structures to store supplies and pearl shell.
Only a handful of more substantial settlements have been found in the
islands: a sheep station on West Lewis Island that also functioned as
a pearling base; a large Aboriginal camp at Bandicoot Bay on Barrow
Island; two large drystone structures on Barrow Island at a site known
as “South End”; and a careening site and seasonal residential settlement
on the Flying Foam Passage at Black Hawke Bay.

Barrow Island: aerial of Bandicoot Bay settlement during excavation;
inset of flaked glass artifacts (D26-002). (Photograph by the author.)

FIGURE 7.3.
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Other types of historical sites include burials87 and historical engravings by Aboriginal people and ship’s crews.88 Some of the engravings of ships by Aboriginal people actually exist at sheep stations well
away from the coast, the best known of which are probably those found
on the rock surfaces around the colonial pastoral station at Inthanoona.89 The boats in these engravings have been interpreted as colonial
vessels; one even appears to show a diver under a sailing boat, an image
that apparently memorialized sea-based work and was probably made
after Aboriginal people returned to the station at the end of the pearling
season. These engravings reveal Aboriginal peoples’ attempt to communicate information about colonial events, and to construct and maintain
identity in a period of great change and increased mobility.
The sites listed briefly above suggest that historical archaeology may
be able to shed light on the nature and quality of everyday life along the
North West Coast in a way that the traditional historical record cannot.
There are few historical accounts of these places, so archaeology has
the potential to help redress this documentary deficiency. Archaeology’s
ability to deepen our knowledge and understanding of life along this
coast is also important because, in some places, we cannot expect indigenous oral histories to shed substantive light on local developments, especially in the islands where Yaburara people lived around the pearling
grounds before the Flying Foam massacre. Finally, archaeology has the
potential to reveal some of the illicit or otherwise “hidden” practices to
which Hamlet Cornish refers. The archaeological record provides clear
evidence, for example, of the presence of indigenous and Asian peoples
at pearling locations. An especially compelling form of such material
evidence comes from the manufacture of glass tools from bottle fragments using traditional Aboriginal knapping technology. The assemblage found at the settlement at Bandicoot Bay on Barrow Island, for
example, is dominated by evidence of the manufacture of glass tools,
many of which are of a distinctive type known as “Kimberley Points,”
a well-known tool made in stone as well as glass after the nineteenth
century. That these artifacts are found at settlements such as Cossack,
Shark Bay, and in the Kimberley underscores the need for comparative
research across the North West to better understand these distinctive
artifacts’ range of forms, their stylistic analogues to stone and shell artifacts, and their function. Comparative analysis of these assemblages
should also shed light on Aboriginal survival and adaptation strategies
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and the maintenance of traditional practices. On Barrow Island, there
appears to be archaeological evidence of the substantial mobilization
and translocation of Aboriginal people as laborers at pearling sites in
the Kimberly about which we currently know very little. Further work
in 2014 at the “South End” settlement on Barrow Island revealed two
stone buildings with massive stone walls. One of these buildings contained the remains of chain links, which suggests that the structure was
used to incarcerate workers. There were rumors that illicit pearlers used
Barrow Island as a barracoon during the 1870s, rumors that historical
and archaeological analyses are attempting to confirm.90
TOWARD A HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF PEARLING

The discussion not only highlights the importance of both archaeological and historical evidence in investigations of Australia’s pearling fisheries, but also demonstrates that these pearling sites were not isolated
from other parts of the Indian Ocean world. The historical archaeological evidence currently at our disposal reveals how important information from sites and objects can reveal hitherto “hidden histories.”
Material remains, such as tools made from glass bottles or the images
of ships on rock faces, allow us to appreciate that the pearling industry
was made up of individual people who gave expression to their lives in
various ways. In settlements such as Cossack, the repeated actions of
individuals formed assemblages of artifacts that, although large, cannot conceal evidence of these men, women, and children’s ethnicity and
cultural identity. Imported Asian materials such as ceramics and food
containers attest to the maintenance of various forms of Asian ethnic
identity as well as the continuing maritime connections between North
West Australia and ports elsewhere in Asia. As excavations of camps on
Barrow Island and around Cossack confirm, the maintenance of Aboriginal ethnicity and identity in colonial contexts likewise left a clear
archaeological signature. Further research will only deepen our understanding of how these various places differed from one another and the
ways in which different Aboriginal peoples reflected their experiences
through material culture.
What do the historical sources at our disposal reveal? Surviving
documentary sources can shed at least some light on various aspects of
people’s lives in the past. The records of government magistrates and the
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colonial secretary’s office can allow us to map who was present in the
North West and discern the pattern and general structure of colonial
settlement as it unfolded. Without such records, we would not have any
sense of the strong relationship that existed between pastoral farmers
and the pearling industry, the depth of which is illustrated by archival
and other reports that Aboriginal people who worked on sheep stations
often entered into contracts that required them to work on pearling
vessels. While firsthand accounts like Hamlet Cornish’s are rare, they
nevertheless provide crucial insights into how the colonial frontier operated and how the pearling and pastoral industries came into existence
and functioned. In short, understanding this complex history depends
on the complementarity of history and historical archaeology. When
used in tandem, these disciplines can enhance our knowledge and understanding of these colonial events in ways that would otherwise be
impossible.91
Comparing the Indian Ocean pearling fisheries over deep time suggests that the situation in North West Australia was similar in some
ways to that in the Persian Gulf. Archaeological evidence from the
Gulf highlights human uses of pearl shell and pearls for both utilitarian and economic purposes over millennia. In both Northern Australia
and the Gulf, local peoples were the first to transport shell products
along their own trade networks, networks that presaged the global
networks that characterize the present day and age. Future examination of the archaeological record in southern India and Sri Lanka will
undoubtedly uncover similar prehistoric networks, especially since the
epigraphic record reveals the high value that South Asian elites placed
on pearls over time.
While there are clear similarities between the Indian Ocean’s pearl
fisheries, there are also important differences that must be acknowledged. In the Gulf, and presumably in South Asia as well, pearling and
the trade networks that supplied this prized commodity to various parts
of the world developed gradually over several thousand years. Major
changes in and around the Gulf, such as the advent of Islam, apparently
did little to change the basic structure and operation of the long-distance
trade in pearls even though the composition of the industry’s workforce
and the management of the pearl trade did change with the passage of
time. In Northern Australia, the shift from the indigenous procurement
of shell to a commercial industry geared toward supplying a global
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market occurred rapidly, and was also intimately bound up with the
suite of changes brought about by colonialism. Archaeological work in
Australia suggests that a useful avenue for future research would be to
compare pearling settlements such as Cossack with communities such
as Marichchukaddi in Sri Lanka or some of the shantytowns and urban
settlements associated with pearl fisheries in the Gulf, all of which
housed ethnically and culturally diverse populations. Historical archaeological models that have been used to examine ethnic and cultural
identity in the Americas92 can provide a starting point from which to
explore hybrid forms of cultural expression in the Indian Ocean, where
transregional labor migration as well as complex long-distance trade
networks were integral components of this oceanic basin’s history. Examining the Australian pearling industry in such contexts can also challenge the prevailing perception that Australia was essentially a product
of Eric Hobsbawm’s “long nineteenth century”93 and was a world unto
itself, separate from the larger Indian Ocean world of which it was an
integral part.
Because it is a heritage landscape unique to the northern parts of
their country, Australians continue to be interested in the history of
pearling. However, while this history remains a popular topic, modern
accounts of pearling are often romanticized and perpetuated by communities and companies for the purposes of tourism and revenue. Broome,
for instance, remains renowned for pearls and its diverse cultural history.
Beyond Broome, however, the early colonial-era pearling industries in
the Torres Strait and the Pilbara are less well known. Two signs that
stand in the center of the historical ghost town of Cossack graphically
illustrate pearling’s mixed legacy in the early twenty-first century. The
first sign, erected by the local council, reflects common tropes about
the colonial era and the pearling industry, the essence of which is that
Cossack was the industry’s center during the nineteenth century before
being eclipsed by Broome. The second sign, erected by the local Aboriginal community, focuses on the negative impact that the pearling
industry had on Aboriginal people. As these conflicting tropes attest,
the history of the Indian Ocean’s pearl fisheries must encompass not
only pearls, but also the tens of thousands of Africans, Arabs, Indians,
Sri Lankans, Southeast Asians, and Aboriginal Australians whose lives
were intimately bound up with the extraction and marketing of these
lustrous precious objects.
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EIGHT
Interdisciplinarity as Image
At the Intersections of Historical, Heritage, and
Media Approaches in the Indian Ocean World
DIANA HEISE AND MARTIN MHANDO

IN K E E PIN G W I T H T H I S volume’s emphasis on interdisciplinarity, this

chapter explores how the use of “image-aided” forms of knowledge
production can intersect with archaeology, history, and cultural heritage
preservation in Mauritius and Zanzibar. While archaeology allows us
to analyze the material and immaterial past and historians can reconstruct earlier times using documentary sources, image-based methods
can offer an important counterpoint to these research methodologies to
expand our understanding of peoples, their cultures, and their histories.
Filmmaking connects the perceptual abilities of the audience to the material and nonmaterial aspects of the culture being represented. Using
media this way can also play an important role in filling the lacunae that
traditional history may be unable to close because it highlights oral culture’s ability to hold onto objects of significant tangible and intangible
heritage. The current democratization of film and video production and
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the attendant increasing opportunities for image-based research open a
space for experts who come from outside of traditional academic frameworks to operate, and allows for the development of a more diverse vision of the past and present. Such interdisciplinary methodologies can
advance historical archaeological agendas in the Indian Ocean world
precisely because they permit us to envision new modes of conceptualizing the region and the historical experience of its diverse populations.
Approaching research in this way is particularly important, as has
already been noted elsewhere in this volume, because a well-developed
“image” of this region and its past has yet to be produced. As authors,
we are particularly interested in questioning the disciplinary particularism that characterizes existing research. We are especially sensitive to
how narrow research agendas can exclude or misrepresent topics that
are already underrepresented in the existing scholarship on the Indian
Ocean. Examples are communities that are vulnerable to marginalization and how their use of cultural heritage generates stability in times of
change. Accordingly, we seek to lay out a new interdisciplinary research
methodology with the belief that such an approach can provide a more
complete picture of this vibrant region while respecting the role that
cultural heritage plays in these communities.
In pursuit of this objective, we focus on two significant objects of
cultural heritage from the IOW: the ravann, a traditional drum, in Mauritius, and the Mtepe, a traditional boat, in Zanzibar, through the lens
of film and art. The chapter begins by considering the ways in which
different disciplines do and do not intersect and how film can be used
to explore heritage and historical topics, including the risks of doing so.
We then examine how the ravann and the Mtepe are fabricated and their
cultural significance in both the past and present. Doing so includes describing the production of two films that focus on the construction of
these objects, and especially on the way in which each object has been
(re)created through lost or little-known methods and their attendant
cultural heritage value. Both the ravann and the Mtepe act as agents of
cultural identity and, in so doing, speak to the archaeological notion of
the importance of the “social life of things.”1
These films likewise emphasize and valorize intangible heritage
in their respective locations. Local experts, who are featured in these
films, conducted historical research to unearth the lost techniques used
to fabricate these objects. The films reveal not only how these objects
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were made, but also how the fabrication process was conceptualized.
Lastly, we consider the importance of local communities’ engagement
in their own history-making and the “growing recognition of the need
for and importance of community-oriented archaeology.”2 Image-based
methods of research offer new possibilities for local community collaboration with historians, archaeologists, and other researchers. Such an
approach means that community members cease being merely research
subjects. The knowledge produced by such collaborative approaches
can in turn be put to more holistic use by the people in question, a result
of particular importance for many contemporary communities, including those in the Indian Ocean world, whose ancestral ties have been sundered over the course to time.
In adopting this interdisciplinary approach, we draw on the vocabularies of multiple disciplines, including media studies, contemporary
art theory, visual anthropology, and the conceptual considerations of
nonfiction and ethnographic film production. This multidisciplinary
approach, coupled with the fact that the chapter was written by two
authors who are also the directors of the films described, underscores
its multivocal and dialogical approach to knowledge production. Such
an approach is all that much more important since men and women in
the contemporary world lead multifaceted lives that intersect in various
ways and at various levels. As Maria Reimondez has argued, “intersections are…the places where integrity is debated and exercised. No story,
no history, no film, no article can be written without an overt and covert
explanation of what that place is.”3 Given the complexities inherent in
all such intersections, the only way we can hope to understand them
more fully is through interdisciplinary collaboration.
THE Co NTEXT oF HISTorY

Using film as a research tool requires us to think of this media form
not just as a historical source or a kind of popularized presentation of
history, but also as a form of knowledge production that can provide
us with unique insights into a people’s history. Although some scholars
regard film as a legitimate source material for historical scholarship and
a powerful tool for analyzing the past, it has seldom been employed as
such.4 Filmmakers often find themselves in a conundrum when faced
with historical content or material artifacts that they do not always
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understand fully but need to reproduce creatively. Since they are not historians or archaeologists themselves, they invariably find themselves at
the kind of intersection that Reimondez has described.
As Olaf Berg warns, “history is not about some truth hidden in
historic facts, but about a relation we establish with the past events
based on the present-day material and immaterial artifacts.”5 He sees
film accordingly as a presentation of “the multiplicity of forms in which
history appears.”6 Through film, historical testimonies are recounted as
versions of what happened in ways that leave the viewer to “build their
own opinion…. In other words, film is a dynamic structure that mediates the social relation between those who are filming, that which is
being filmed and those who are viewing the film. Like history, film exists
only as a theoretically and socially constituted entity.”7 Film directors
share with historians a desire to examine historical materials to uncover
hidden insights or heretofore unknown aspects of the past. At the core
of this mutual desire is the systematic investigation of a question, problem, or phenomenon. In such cases, filmmaking has little to do with the
emotional and rational dimensions of human experience but everything
to do with knowledge and creativity. Approached in this way, filmmaking resembles an act of historical archaeological reconstruction that can
illuminate the past in the present.
CoNTESTING THE “Do CUMENTarY”

There is a yawning gap between the theory and practice of the “documentary.” Theories of the documentary emphasize the fallacies that
surround notions of objectivity, reality, and truth. The practice of documentary thrives, however, on the notion that documentary films communicate objective facts. In this context, mediated images or textual
accounts are treated as indisputably impartial evidence despite clear
indications that such “documents” are biased because they ultimately
reflect the author’s viewpoint. Similar problems plague ethnography,
which is frequently viewed as entailing the transparent reporting of
“real” social and cultural events, of “people in their everyday contexts.”8
However, as philosopher and social critic Michel Foucault has argued,
documentary is a battle about the status of truth and the economic and
political role it plays.9 Media provides a platform for the interpretation of such truths or “power-knowledge.” Since it remains one of the
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principal means of imparting knowledge in contemporary visual culture, the credibility and believability of documentary must accordingly
be subject to continual assessment.
The two films under consideration provide examples of how research programs that draw on different academic disciplines can be used
to encourage cross-disciplinary knowledge production and the methodological challenges that such interdisciplinary undertakings may face,
not only while researching the subject under consideration, but also
during the production and subsequent presentation of such films. Once
again, emphasis is placed on using the medium of filmmaking as an act
of historical and archaeological reconstruction of objects whose means
of fabrication are little known or lost. The next sections of the chapter
will discuss how each film specifically uses the attributes of filmmaking
to illuminate this performance of reconstruction.
LaME La KoNE: THE HaND THaT KNoWS

Lame La Kone explores the cultural significance of the Mauritian frame
drum called the ravann by focusing on how this instrument is made. The
film, produced by Diana Heise in collaboration with a Mauritian development organization called ABAIM, focuses on the use of traditional
techniques, now little known, that harken back to the slave era (1721–
1835) in Mauritius.10 To examine this fabrication process, the filmmaker
was required to devise an ethical manner of approaching the subject
matter, which included asking questions about how images are used and
represent others and how knowledge is transmitted in the postcolonial
era. The filmmaker also considered the ways in which contemporary
art can be an important method of research that counters some of the
conundrums found in traditional documentary filmmaking.
History of the Ravann

The ravann (see drum in fig. 8.1) is one of the three principal instruments in Sega Tipik (traditional Sega), the lament music of Mauritius
that traces its origins back to the island’s African and Malagasy slave
population during the colonial period. The drum’s origins are unknown,
but its form is similar to drums found in continental Africa. The instrument is round in shape and constructed from a circular piece of wood.
This turned wood is attached to a piece of stiffened goatskin to create a
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FIGUrE 8.1.

At ABAIM. (Photograph by Diana Heise.)

percussive surface. A ravann’s diameter generally varies from twenty-five
to seventy-five centimeters. The methods of playing the ravann in Mauritius are thought to be similar to those found in Madagascar that are
closely associated with a musical form known as Saleg.11
There can be little doubt that this instrument was created in Mauritius as a source of support and solace for those trapped in a slave
system known for its harshness.12 The object itself can be viewed as a
symbolic cultural connection to slaves’ diasporic homelands. The rhythmic structure of the music played on the ravann reflects feelings of suffering, lament, and anxiety. This music begins with a slow, melancholy
vocal introduction known as an apelasion, which allows for stories to
be recounted, usually in a somber tone.13 Silences during the apelasion
are also significant, expressing sentiments that cannot be articulated in
words. This music’s second section, the roule, has a faster tempo and
inspires movement, especially dance. In religious settings, participants
dance themselves into states of trance, while high- to low-pitched female voices express the anxiety of their environment.14 According to
Mauritian elders, the ravann was also used as a form of medicine to
correct imbalances in the brain.15
The use of call-and-response methods of playing indicate that the
ravann was also used as a communication device.16 As slaves lost their
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ability to use and preserve their native languages, the drum became a
site for new types of communication that included the development of
the Kreol language. There is an intrinsic link between the musical form,
Sega, its drum, the ravann, and Mauritian oral culture.17
Following the abolition of slavery on the island in 1835, attitudes
toward Sega began to change.18 This musical form, which had once
been considered barbaric, gradually became a more “acceptable” cultural practice. As early as the 1850s,19 large estate owners organized
Sega nights that encouraged less radical forms of the music as a way of
maintaining control over local freed slave populations.20 In the post–
World War II era and particularly during the 1950s, Sega increasingly
became a form of popular entertainment, and was played out of a
home setting for the first time.21 As Sega’s popularity grew, use of the
ravann declined because of the increased interest in using Western
instruments, especially the drum kit,22 and production of the ravann
ceased almost completely. However, after independence in 1968, cultural movements began to revalorize this instrument as part of their
search for a symbol of identity in postcolonial Mauritius.23 The social
development organization and musical atelier ABAIM was particularly active in doing so.
ABAIM

ABAIM began as a band in the 1980s that performed protest music. Their
work belongs to a form of Sega known as Sega Engagé, or engaged Sega,
known for its politicized lyrics and use of traditional instruments such
as the ravann, the maravann (a rattle made of sugarcane stems and filled
with seeds), and the triangle. During the 1990s, ABAIM focused on the
status and position of children in Mauritian society. The organization
set up its headquarters in Cité Barkly, an area known for high drug use,
gang violence, high poverty rates, and low education levels. The area’s
children are particularly vulnerable to these social ills. During the early
1990s, ABAIM started teaching children to play traditional instruments
and games as well as learn to read and write the Kreol language.24 By
teaching younger generations to play traditional instruments, such as
the ravann, ABAIM not only provides a positive outlet for children to
avoid the gangs and endemic violence of Cité Barkly, but also functions
as a cultural heritage organization that helps to foster family relations
and create a broader sense of community identity. Today, ABAIM is a
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nationally known organization that has produced five books that collect
traditional stories and songs and eleven albums of music.
The Ravann’s Contemporary Status

Despite ABAIM’s efforts, the ravann remains marginalized as a cultural
emblem. Many young professional musicians play the Western drum kit
or the cajón, a box-shaped percussive instrument originally from Peru.
Since the ravann is still strongly associated with the legacy of slavery, the
instrument is stigmatized, a fact that some drummers use to reject it.25
Ravann players are associated largely with staged performances put on
by the local tourist industry. In these performances, which feature sanitized forms of this powerful music of lament and suffering, the ravann
becomes little more than a detached symbol of Mauritian culture.26
One goal of postindependence cultural movements in Mauritius
has been to identify objects that can be deemed truly “Mauritian.” The
goal of such searches is to transcend the sense of communal identity
that is fostered by groups that cling to their ancestors’ territory of origin
and cultural practices.27 Mauritian political life reinforces these forms
of ethnic communalism, a major consequence of which has been to
marginalize those Mauritians of African and Malagasy descent whose
ancestors reached the island as slaves during the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.28 This forced labor diaspora system destroyed enslaved peoples’ connections to their homelands as well as many of their
cultural practices and linguistic traditions. As a result, their descendants
do not have the luxury of knowing much, if anything, about their ancestral ties.29 Like the dodo, which has become very much a national rather
than communal symbol of Mauritian identity, the ravann has the potential to become a unifying object of national heritage since its methods
of fabrication and the manner in which it is played is wholly Mauritian.
In 2012, Diana Heise and ABAIM set out to produce a film to explore
the ravann’s cultural heritage significance.
Methodology for Lame La Kone

Lame La Kone uses still and moving images to examine the ravann and
its role in contemporary Mauritian cultural heritage. The film documents preindustrial methods of fabrication that would have been used
during the slave era. These methods were recovered by research that included the collection of oral accounts of the ravann by Alain Muneean,
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one of the founders of ABAIM; these methods were subsequently employed by the artisan James Gurbhoo, the father of two ABAIM children. It is important to note that employing these methods was very
much an experiment during which it was not clear whether each stage in
the fabrication process would succeed.
Conceptualizing and producing Lame La Kone entailed drawing on
ideas of what constitutes “representation” in contemporary art. This
approach has three basic components, the first of which is appreciating
the value of contemporary art practice as a form of research. Secondly,
it relies on principles enunciated by the noted cultural theorist and
philosopher Jacques Rancière to create a working definition of what
constitutes an “image.” Finally, this approach builds on Maya Deren’s
methodology to use the formal considerations of art practice to understand the rituals and mythology of Haitian Vodoun.
Understanding contemporary art practice involves coming to terms
with the precepts of modernism that emerged during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. This artistic and philosophical movement
glorified the power of humans to shape and generate their own environments through the implementation of scientific inquiry and technology.30
Fueled by a belief in the power of industrial machinery and bureaucratic
organization, modernism espoused the pursuit of “progress”31 and the
bounties that such advancement could bring. Casting off the traditions
of previous movements, modern artists sought to emphasize attributes
specific to each medium of art production as a method to advance their
practice. One prevalent method was to use technology to find new ways
of looking and thinking about the world. Modernist ideals and perceptions affected not only artistic practice and visual culture, but also most
systems of daily life, economic production, and intellectual inquiry, including the practice of anthropology, ethnography, and archaeology.
As the twentieth century unfolded, events including war, genocide,
colonialism, and global ecological devastation undermined this belief
in the inherent promise of progress.32 Those who had once celebrated
the overthrow of established social, economic, and political systems as
cleansing rites witnessed and experienced the misery of violence and
questioned how modernism could be so wrong. The quest of modernism lost its unifying abilities, all the more so as its supporters found that
the modernist narrative implicitly excluded the history and culture of
many non-Western peoples.33 Contemporary artists responded to this
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anxiety by moving away from a reliance on a single medium to develop
works that were interdisciplinary and intermedia34 (art activities that
exist between established genres) as a way to avoid Western cultural hegemony and give voice to more diverse perspectives.
This expansion of contemporary art practice resulted in the development of more nuanced considerations of how “images” are produced,
a process that Jacques Rancière has discussed at some length. His notion
reiterates another break with modernist thought. The dominant function of Western art since Aristotle has been to imitate and reproduce
the experience of human vision. Rancière asserts that contemporary art
(art produced since the collapse of modernism) has striven to not mimic
the working of the human eye. Instead, he argues, these new ideas of
“image” have a quality that allows them to simultaneously make meaning of the past and the present in some ways, yet remain inexplicable in
other ways.35 To clarify, he does not define “image” as only that which is
visual; collections of words can also create an image that is blindingly
clear.36 The practitioners of such “images” are not rejecting the visible;
instead, their goal is to find new methods of making art that are “capable of dispelling the simulacra of resemblance, the artifices of art
and the tyranny of the letter.”37 In short, these artists seek to make an
art with the promise of freedom from the maze of endless simulations
that do not reach an understanding about the past, an art that does not
support the broken promises of monument (envision “heroic” public
sculptures of colonial subjugators), and an art that challenges the oppression of proscribed thought, such as philosophic positions used to
justify horrors such as the Holocaust (consider Nazi propaganda films).
These artists are instead looking for a type of art that can represent
a direct understanding of the human condition while allowing for the
complexities of this experience from diverse perspectives.
The result is an idea of images that have the ability to be simultaneously transparent in some areas and opaque in others, leaving an opening that can allow for those aspects of experience that do not fit neatly
into a dominant or overarching narrative. If we take the example of a
photograph, there may be areas in the image that are completely black
or completely white. There may not be details in these areas, yet the
areas are still holding space. We can apply the same concept to history as
containing areas of considerable detailed knowledge and others about
which little or nothing is known. The ability to think about images in
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this way is particularly important in the representation of marginalized
or undervalued aspects of cultural heritage, such as the ravann. Most
people descended from slaves (in this case in Mauritius) have no substantive way to know about their ancestral lineage. Their connections
to their homelands were purposefully broken by the colonial system,
which justified its actions with the proscribed and accepted attitude of
the time (think of Rancière’s idea of the “tyranny of the letter”). Such
a lack of information creates a hole or blank area in the past, an area
with no detail, which in turn affects the construction of such individuals’ identities. These blank areas are frequently overlooked, ignored, or
considered to be of little value or consequence when reconstructions of
the past are made. Rancière’s idea of image can be used to acknowledge
this missing information, consider the reasons why such information is
lacking, and give space for the unknown aspects of these human experiences in the form of opacity or silence. The production of Lame La
Kone uses this expanded notion of image to conceptualize the ravann
and its community.
The third influence on the film’s conceptualization and production
is Maya Deren’s work on Haitian Vodoun. In the preface to her book
The Divine Horsemen, Deren writes that she intended originally to produce creative films about the dances found in Vodoun rituals. Once she
began studying these dances, however, she found that the premise upon
which her project was originally based was untenable since there was
no way she could distill the significance of these dances from the dance
movements themselves. In short, she was left without a methodology to
collect data or a way to categorize it.38 At the same time, she recognized
a connection between how “native” cultures were studied in the 1940s
and how artists were treated in modern industrial society: “We too are
exhibited as touristic curiosities on Monday, extolled as culture on Tuesday, denounced as immoral and unsanitary on Wednesday, reinstated for
scientific study on Thursday, feasted for some obscurely stylish reason
Friday, forgotten Saturday and revisited as picturesque Sunday.”39
This insight, coupled with her strong aversion to making aggressive
inquiries, led Deren to develop another research methodology—subjective formal analysis. More specifically, her approach emphasizes the
need to respond intuitively to the “form” of the visual and sonic environment being studied.40 Form is the one of the principal characteristics
that an artist uses to assess a work of art. For example, the inclusion of
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an apple in a painting by Paul Cezanne is not its primary connotation;
meaning is made by the manner in which the apple is rendered.41 In the
case of Haitian Vodoun ceremonies, Deren saw the movements that occurred during these rituals not as abstracted dances, but as visual configurations molded by the community members’ bodies, which renders
meaning in Vodoun culture. Her approach affords us an opportunity
to better understand the diverse ways in which people can ascribe and
interpret cultural value.
The methodology employed in producing Lame La Kone builds on
Deren’s approach by paying attention to the formal attributes of the
medium used, including sound, mise-en-scène, cinematography, and
montage. To update her approach, formal aspects from a poststructuralist standpoint are also considered, including performance, the camera
as participant, collaboration and shared authorship, and self-reflexivity
(aspects of the film that reference its own making).
Lame La Kone is a film that was shot almost completely in
close-up; the focus remains constantly on the ravann (see example in
fig. 8.2). This cinematographic technique seeks to make watching the
film an act of engaged viewing, not emotional manipulation. This intent is emphasized by the inclusion of still images in the montage to
reengage the audience’s attention by means of stopped movement. The
film is shot on James Gurbhoo’s farm and emphasizes the source of
the preindustrial materials used in making the ravann. The sound was
recorded with two microphones, a technique that permits much of this
environment’s “wild sound,” which includes the nearby Cité Barkly, to
be captured.
This act of cultural heritage preservation was performed for the film.
The fabrication process was staged with Gurbhoo’s active participation
and that of ABAIM members. To draw attention to this fabrication process as performance, the camera itself is an active participant, moving
self-reflexively from subject to subject at the direction of both Gurbhoo
and Alain Muneean. The director’s voice can likewise be heard, as can
Gurbhoo’s comments to the director. These activities point to the film
as a cinematic construction, not naturalistic reportage. As noted earlier,
it is important to remember that the film is a collaborative undertaking
between Diana Heise and ABAIM. Muneean and Gurbhoo conducted
the research on which the film is based and organized the location and
materials used during it, while Heise handled all aspects of production.
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FIGUrE 8.2. Removing interior armature to finish the ravann. (From Lame La Kone.)

These three individuals, as well as other community members, participated in the final editing process to ensure cultural accuracy.
Approaching Representation

In the production of Lame La Kone, the director/cinematographer was
acutely aware of her presence as an invited outsider. The methods of
depicting Gurbhoo maintained the film’s focus on the “image” of the
drum itself; this work was not intended to be a portrait of this individual. Because the ravann is not part of the director’s ancestral tradition, it
was important that the film did not become the voice for another person
or historical tradition. In short, the film seeks, to quote filmmaker and
postcolonial theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha, “to speak nearby.”42
To more fully understand what the film sought to do, it is important
to know something about how Gurbhoo would be typically viewed in
Mauritian society and culture. He is a farmer from Cité Barkly. He attended school until the third grade and earns his living as a day laborer.
He speaks the kind of Kreol that is considered “low” or “crude” by
many of those who completed higher forms of education. Because of
his limited educational background and language skills, many would
not consider him very knowledgeable, much less an authority. However,
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the film clearly treats Gurbhoo as an expert. At various points during
the film, disembodied voices enter the filmic environment to ask him
questions. He is, at all times, the stable, visible source of knowledge,
contrary to the stereotype propagated by societal judgments of him
based on his educational background and economic livelihood. The film
works accordingly to dislodge common assumptions about those living
in the margins of Mauritian society. It should be noted that Lame La
Kone is the first film to be produced that includes use of this particular
form of the Kreol language.
Gurbhoo, via the film’s “image,” speaks of traditional knowledge
and, in so doing, reveals a previously little known or understood history.
He describes the tools that he uses and their historical significance, as
well as the various ways in which the materials he uses are employed
(fig. 8.3). Rarely, however, does he speak of how he acquired this knowledge. Although the film works to solidify Gurbhoo’s potential role as a
cultural expert in Mauritian society, it does not describe his life story
or attempt to manipulate the viewer’s emotions as many traditional
documentary film narratives do. Instead, these aspects of Gurbhoo’s
life remain opaque. To use Rancière’s terms, the “image” operates on
the level of sheer presence to convey its potency by purposely giving
space to Gurbhoo’s past through his references to his own family and
the slave history of Mauritius yet not treating this lack of information
as a deficit. Instead, this aspect of Gurbhoo’s representation in the film
functions as an embodied void, giving space where historical knowledge
would be if it were known (fig. 8.4).
This representational approach includes the ravann itself. The same
strategies of image production apply to the drum as it rhythmically speaks
through its players. Its goatskin cover attests to the craftsmanship that
making this instrument requires. The film makes clear that the process of
fabricating this ravann took five weeks, reflecting the community’s deep
desire to make this kind of music. Despite its ability to speak for and to
this community, the ravann also remains mute since it does not tell what
its ancestors witnessed or speak of its close proximity to cultural extinction. However, the drum’s sheer presence can still help fill in the lacunae
that the historical record cannot. As such, this image has the potential to
let that historical past and heritage exist in the present and persist.
In 2008, anthropologist Rosabelle Boswell noted the lack of attention
paid to the preservation of cultural heritage, and especially to intangible
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FIGUrE 8.3.

Collection of James’s tools. (From Lame La Kone.)

FIGUrE 8.4.

James with completed ravann. (From Lame La Kone.)

cultural heritage, in Mauritius.43 Six years later, however, Mauritian attitudes about cultural heritage were clearly changing.44 In February 2014,
an application was made to UNESCO to safeguard Sega Tipik, an application which, incidentally, included images from Lame La Kone. The
application was approved in November of the same year. Although the
country already housed two UNESCO WHSs (the Aapravasi Ghat, which
commemorates indentured labor migration during the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, and the Le Morne Cultural Landscape, which
commemorates slave resistance to oppression), Sega Tipik is the first form
of intangible cultural heritage in Mauritius to be accorded such international protection. This form of intangible heritage is also beginning to be
acknowledged in other ways. Information about the ravann and its fabrication, which included images from Lame La Kone, and the instrument’s
significance was included in elementary school textbooks for the first time
in 2014. ABAIM completed its first book on the ravann and its history in
2016. As these developments attest, pursuing research methodologies that
engage archaeology, heritage studies, history, and art can contribute to a
more inclusive understanding of the human experience in Mauritius.
SaILS oF HISTorY: THE ProFESSor aND THE FUNDI

In 1991, film critic and theoretician Bill Nichols warned that the ethnographic film was in trouble because shifts in the discourse about
documentary studies were altering accepted academic ideas of representation. He also observed that ethnographic film no longer occupied
a single niche within the narrow boundaries of anthropological studies, but a variety of niches, including those of history and memorialization.45 Rosabelle Boswell notes a similar trend in how people think
about cultural heritage, observing that there is a consensus among heritage scholars that tangible and intangible heritage are no longer seen
as being mutually exclusive.46 The distinguished anthropologist Clifford
Geertz subscribes to the same basic premise when he argues that exploring the skill of craftmaking offers historians, ethnographers, and
cultural enthusiasts an opportunity to have at least a subtle view of the
“other” side(s) of life.47 These ideas about the value of interdisciplinary
study are at the heart of Sails of History.
Relatively little is known about shipbuilding and the details of seafaring in the Indian Ocean before c. 1600. Studying the ships that plied
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this oceanic world is frequently a difficult task given the limited information we have about these vessels, especially the dhow, which, more
than any other boat, symbolizes the linkages between and communication among the diverse cultures that are a hallmark of life in the Indian
Ocean world over the longue durée. Recounting the story of the Mtepe,
a boat closely associated with Zanzibar, on the basis of the memory
of those who have seen, built, or otherwise have knowledge about this
vessel, however, provides a unique perspective from which to view the
cultural world of people in the western reaches of this oceanic world.
Doing so through film permits us to explore not only the cultural significance of the Mtepe, but also the conflicts and contradictions that are
inherent in memory and knowledge creation. Documentary filmmaking
can allow us to analyze the processes that underpin historical events and
social action and understand how narrative can generate new meanings
of causality.
The history of the Mtepe attests to the ingenuity of the peoples
of the East African littoral. Abdul Sheriff’s account of the Mtepe
Shungwaya makes it unnecessary to recount in any detail how these vessels are constructed.48 Suffice it to say that the Mtepe (fig. 8.5) was a
sailing ship made entirely of wood and held together by coir (rope made
from the outer husks of coconuts) rather than metal nails. Mtepes plied
the Indian Ocean for centuries until they were ultimately supplanted by
Arab and European technologies.
As with the ravann, the filmed discussions that occurred between
Fundi Mohammed Bwana of Kizingitini, Lamu,49 and Abdul Sheriff
illustrate how film and video can serve as a valuable research tool to
deepen our understanding of how lost knowledge can be recovered and
transmitted, especially in the postcolonial world. While the ephemeral
nature of constructing an object such as the Mtepe may not seem, at
first glance, to be all that important because the fabrication process is
often seen as marginal to understanding the object itself, examining this
process provides a unique opportunity to explore the ways in which notions of sociocultural and aesthetic “acceptability” or “unacceptability”
are created and maintained.
Sails of History seeks to connect the different viewpoints about the
Mtepe that can be found in both the historical record and contemporary
media so the audience can better understand how academic specialists
and artisans look at and understand the world in which they live. We
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FIGUrE 8.5. The Mtepe inside the Zanzibar National Museum, Stonetown, Zanzibar.

(Photograph by Martin Mhando.)

see, for example, how oceanographers and anthropologists have been
trying to prove that sewn boats were more flexible than vessels built
within the “Western boat-building tradition.” We also witness the differences of opinion between Fundi Mohammed Bwana, the only known
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living person to have built a Mtepe, and naval historian Robert Adams,
who refers to the craft as an “oddity.”50
Identity and Memory as Knowledge

Construction of the Mtepe is intimately bound up with questions about
how social systems define and construct identity. From Darwin and
Freud to structuralist and post-structuralist theorists, inquiries into how
the “self” is defined have revealed that group and individual identity are
both coherent and constructed. Indeed, a biography can be defined as a
discovery of self. In Sails of History, reconstruction of the Mtepe illuminates how different constituents conceptualize themselves and reflect
larger cultural narratives.
Understanding the director’s approach in this film must include
comprehending how he conceptualizes the biographical subject. One
way to do so is to draw on prosopography, which can be defined as “the
idea of collective, but individual, biography.” Prosopography provides
an approach that permits us to understand a group of people while not
having to understand the past of each individual member of that group.
This approach can be particularly potent when considering postcolonial contexts, which do not value all individuals’ experiences equally.
The individuals in Sails of History accordingly not only explain specific
cause-and-effect relationships when they discuss the Mtepe’s fabrication, but also speak for the group to which they belong. More specifically,
the prosopography in Sails of History aims to show how the impact of
social or economic change differs according to the unique qualities of
individual men and women by exploring the relationship between these
individuals’ ability to take action (exercise agency) and the economic,
social, and political structures that surround them. These subjects explain their life through culturally available stories, which allows the audience to hear how the individual participates in such activity.
One example of this relationship between the individual and the
impact of social change is during the construction of the Mtepe when
Abdul Sheriff states,
That is why when we wanted to have an exhibition on the
dhow culture, we decided to construct a boat not the kind that
you can see everywhere which have modern influences in them,
but to try to construct an old one using the old methods. Now
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that [is] easier said than done. Because there was nobody who
had any experience in building it. Eventually we found somebody, in Lamu, whose grandfather used to build not real boats
but the models, and therefore we were relying to some extent
on the memory of this fundi from what his grandfather told
him when he was a young boy. But we were also able to collect
information from written sources to find out how it was built,
what was the shape like, and also what were the traditions that
went with it. And it was quite interesting that when we began to
build the boat, the fundi was quite particular that certain things
you cannot do. Now some of these would be considered very
sexist now. For example a woman was not expected to go on the
boat while it was being built. We never got the full explanation
why but that this is part of the tradition.51
Looking at his arguments with the fundi, we see the fundi’s belief that
“an object is defined by the effects of its use: a definition that works well
is a good definition. An object is an experience. Objects do not exist
apart from a subject that thinks them.”52 Here we find the link between
belief and truth: the fundi believed in what he was doing and arguing
for, while the professor was concerned with finding the truth.
This disagreement demonstrates that to some people, truth can be
a form of knowledge that does not necessarily have an impact on daily
life. Here we see how the person, the collective group to which that person belongs, and the idiosyncratic stories that are being told differ yet
still relate to the larger cultural narrative. As Robert Marshall Adams
warns, “Although the references allow an accurate description of the
sewn boat, a quantifiable analysis of the boat is not possible due to lack
of accurate dimensions.”53 Indeed, there can be many inaccuracies in
the descriptions provided by various people.54 This reality prompted a
qualitative interpretation of the hull’s construction during the Mtepe
Shungwaya Project of 2003, an undertaking that included an assessment
of the participants’ belief systems, in this case the fundi and the professor, and how these belief systems came into existence. As qualitative
researchers involved with human beings, we are searching for meaning
from the perspective of those being studied.
Coming to terms with the various viewpoints and belief systems
that surround the Mtepe required gathering information from multiple
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sources, beginning with firsthand literary accounts and observations
and academic studies that draw on secondary source materials. Visual
sources included drawings, photographs, and models. Other sources
of information included the results of archaeological excavations and
research and reports generated from careful studies of the remains of
old vessels. The film asserts, however, that the most important source
of information is the attempted reconstruction of the vessel by a living
person trained in the seafaring skills and traditions of a living culture.
Horst Ruthrof provided important insights into some of the issues
raised in both the film and this chapter.55 He took particular interest
in Fundi Haji Gora Haji’s statement that “the skill no longer exists,
it is only in our mouths!” This statement acknowledges that while the
kind of skills needed to build a Mtepe still exist, the community no longer possesses the details of how to do so, hence such knowledge can be
found only “in our mouths.” Ruthrof would argue the essence of “technique” involves highly refined sets of technical skills assembled over
thousands of years by a community, and the Mtepe Shungwaya Project
illustrates as much. Using coir rope to hold the ship together and fire to
shape its timbers, for example, reflect ancient skills and techniques that,
like family recipes, remain only in people’s memory or imagination unless they are used and passed on to succeeding generations.
HISTorY, HISTorICa L arCHaEoLoGY,
aND FILMMaKING IN PErSPECTIVE

Both Lame La Kone and Sails of History focus on past forms of material
culture whose process of construction has been lost and use filmmaking
as a method of historical archaeological reconstruction to understand
these objects’ social and cultural significance. By intermingling intangible knowledge, artisans’ material understanding of contemporary
construction, older men’s memories, and information from the archival
record, these projects represent attempts to (re)create important markers of the past in the Indian Ocean world. The act of filmmaking allows
mute materials to speak by taking “skills out of our mouths” and reconstructing culturally valued objects using techniques lost during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as Western cultural hegemony became
increasingly pronounced. These attempts to reenvision construction
of the ravann and Mtepe can, in essence, be seen as acts of resistance
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against the loss of indigenous cultural heritage and identity and a desire
to reassert the value of that heritage and identity.
In addition to reasserting the cultural value of the ravann and
Mtepe, these films offer members of marginalized communities the kind
of window onto their past that can play an important role in asserting
their identity in the postcolonial era. First, the films elevate aspects of
their cultural heritage and valorize them as significant objects. Secondly,
the films offer individuals and communities a space in which to consider their ancestral past and validate their own experiences. In Lame
La Kone, for example, Gurbhoo says, “We are returning to two hundred
years ago. It is like I am seeing my great-grandfather…. As for me, my
name…I don’t know my origin, for sure.” This kind of self-reflection
demonstrates that he is able to connect with his past and make space in
the present for his ancestors even if he does not know where they were
born or what language they spoke. Gurbhoo’s observations in turn aid
others in his community to connect with their own individual and collective past. When the film was shown at large-scale screenings and the
ABAIM center, it was clear that his knowledge was valued and he became a respected cultural expert. His presence accordingly holds out the
promise that other people’s experiences may also be seen as valuable.
This use of cinema can thus contribute to the creation of a new sense
of identity, one that permits people to disassociate themselves from the
negative consequences of social and cultural marginalization.
These films also demonstrate that this medium can generate more
diverse and nuanced voices than would normally be found in the creations of authors and filmmakers such as Joseph Conrad and Walt Disney.56 Anthropologist Faye Ginsburg notes as much in her discussion
about indigenous media-makers and ethnographic filmmaking.57 More
specifically, Ginsburg argues that the clearest understanding of the past
and present is produced by conversations between members of a community and an outside participant, such as an ethnographic filmmaker,
both of whom contribute their perspectives and expertise in ways that
allow a sharper picture of a people’s past and the legacy of that past to
emerge.
Both Lame La Kone and Sails of History adopt a modified version
of this approach that includes not only the knowledgeable artisan and
the filmmaker, but also an outside expert (the professor). Because they
generate alternative forms of portrayal in a space between biography
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and self-representation, the films legitimize multiple perspectives about
the past and the present that emerge from a dialogue that takes into
account both the known and the inexplicable, the clear and the opaque,
that which can be talked about openly and that which can never be discussed publicly, and the revelations and silences that exist in the archival
record. In essence, this process permits the filmmaker to combine the
insights generated by historical analysis and archaeological evaluation
of material culture with the local community’s intangible knowledge to
create a deeper understanding of the human experience and the heritage
of that experience.
In 2001, film critic and theoretician Bill Nichols wrote of “cinema’s
primal love for the surface of things, its uncanny ability to capture life as
it is.”58 Such is especially true of the branch of filmmaking we call documentary, which combines photographic realism, narrative structure, and
time-based montage in ways that can create an immersive experience
full of meaning. As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, the kind
of encompassing experience that cinema can generate when combined
with the insights provided by historians and archaeologists can not only
facilitate historical and archaeological reconstruction, but also provide
communities, especially marginalized ones in the postcolonial era, with
a way to reconnect with their past and value their cultural heritage.
There are, of course, potential pitfalls to such an approach. The seamless nature of cinematic storytelling can easily result in a linear narrative
story that fails to acknowledge the complexity of the human experience
and the different ways in which that experience may be perceived and
understood. However, as we have sought to demonstrate, such problems
can be avoided. Doing so requires us to embrace, rather than deny, the
messiness of memory, heritage, and the creation of identity and meaning that are central to capturing and savoring the richness of life in the
Indian Ocean world.
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NINE
Archaeology and Religious
Syncretism in Mauritius
SAŠA ČAVAL

S L A V E R Y A N D I ND ENT U RE A RE central to understanding the Mauritian past. The forced and free labor diasporas that brought hundreds of
thousands of men, women, and children from Africa, India, Southeast
Asia, and China to the island during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
early twentieth centuries still constitute key elements in shaping modern Mauritian identity.1 These immigrants also brought their religious
beliefs and practices with them, beliefs and practices that included traditional African religions, Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, and Islam.2 Although the Code Noir of 1723 required Mauritian slave owners
to instruct their bondmen and bondwomen in Catholicism and have
them baptized,3 the conversion attempts remained sporadic and, at best,
half-hearted before slave emancipation in 1835. It was only because of
the efforts of Père Jacques-Désiré Laval, a French missionary who resided on the island from 1841 until his death in 1864, that tens of thousands of the colony’s former slaves converted to Catholicism during
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the mid-nineteenth century.4 The indentured immigrants—mostly from
India but also from China, the Comoros, Madagascar, Mozambique,
Southeast Asia, and Yemen—who reached the island after 1835, on the
other hand, were permitted to retain their faith, and the estate owners
for whom they labored intruded less into their religious lives.
Mauritian slaves and indentured workers thus seemingly differed
from one another in terms of their ability to preserve their original religious beliefs and use various cultural tools to maintain or recreate this
important component of personal and community identity.5 However,
as anthropologists and historians have long appreciated, one consequence of various belief systems cohabiting with one another in close
proximity is cultural and religious syncretism. Mauritius is no exception. An early example of such activity is the annual festival known as
the Yamsé (Yamseh, Yamsey), which was being celebrated in Port Louis,
the island’s principal city, no later than 1780.6 Nineteenth-century accounts of Mauritian life note that this festival, the origins of which are
to be found in the Shi’ite commemoration of Hussein’s death during
the month of Muharram, brought together all of the colony’s Lascars
(Indian sailors) and other Indian and “oriental” residents, many of
whom were Christian and Hindu.7
The beliefs and practices known as Longanis attest that modern
Mauritians, especially those descended from the colony’s African and
Malagasy slaves, continue to engage in the kind of religious syncretism
frequently found in complex multicultural, creolized societies.8 Information about the religious practices of their slave ancestors is, however, extremely limited in the archival record.9 Our knowledge about
and understanding of Mauritian slave belief systems is further constrained by the nonexistence of religious structures, similar to temples
or mosques, that are clearly associated with the indentured Indians who
reached the island during the nineteenth century.10 As other contributors
to this volume have observed, archaeology has the potential to open a
window onto otherwise opaque elements of a people’s past and culture. Because of its focus on recovering and analyzing material remains,
archaeological research holds out the promise of not only deepening
our knowledge and understanding of religious practices associated with
slavery in Mauritius and, by implication, elsewhere in the Indian Ocean,
but also permitting us to compare such practices with similar phenomena in the Atlantic.11
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THE ORIGINS OF RELIGIOUS SYNCRETISM IN MAURITIUS

Although religion has long been inextricably intertwined with seafaring,
trade, commerce, and migration in the Indian Ocean,12 historians have
paid much less attention to religious syncretism in this oceanic world
than in the Atlantic.13 However, the fact that the Mascarenes drew slaves
from a truly global catchment area requires us to pay due attention to
religious syncretism in the islands. Early nineteenth-century sources record the presence in Mauritius of slaves of Comorian, Ethiopian, Indian
(Bengal, the Coromandel and Malabar coasts, Orissa), Southeast Asian
(Bali, Java, Makassar, Nias, Sumatra, Timor), West African (Bambaras,
Guineans, Wolofs), and Chinese origin. Slaves exported from Madagascar, Mozambique, and the Swahili Coast, the most important sources
of Mascarene chattel labor, came from diverse ethnocultural populations. Those of Malagasy origin included individuals identified as Ambanivolo, Andrantsay, Antaisaka, Antalaotra, Antanosy, Antateime,
Antatsimo, Betanimena, Betsileo, Maninga, Merina, Marvace, and
Sakalava. Those from eastern Africa came from at least fourteen populations that can be identified with certainty, including the Bisa, Ekoti,
Kamanga, Lolo (Lomwe), Makonde, Makua, Maravi, Mrima, Mujao
(probably Yao), Ngindo, Nyambane, Nyamwezi, Sagara, and Sena.14
While some slaves of Malagasy / East African and South Indian
origin may have been acquainted, respectively, with Islam and Christianity, most of the slaves who reached the Mascarenes did so imbued
with traditional African belief systems that included polytheism, various forms of animism and anthropomorphism, and ancestor worship.15
Contemporary accounts of Mauritian colonial life indicate as much.
Eighteenth-century visitors to the island commented, for example,
on Malagasy slaves’ fondness for amulets, objects the French called
gris-gris.16 Early nineteenth-century observers of Mauritian life made
similar observations. Jacques Milbert notes that the colony’s Malagasy
slaves exhibited knowledge and interest in magic and “all things uncanny” and believed that “their talismans … protected [them] against
every kind of accident and attributed to them the power to obtain any
desired object, the preservation of a good master, or a favorable change
in their state.”17 Almost fifty years later, the British missionary Patrick
Beaton likewise observes that the colony’s slaves had “retained the superstitions and practiced the idolatrous rites peculiar to their native
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land” including “a peculiar and extravagant feeling of respect for their
ancestors,” the practice of casting lots to predict the future, and the
wearing of amulets. Many of the colony’s emancipated slaves, he continues, still wore gris-gris even though they were nominally Christian.18
Beaton also notes that slaves’ attachment to their native land was an
integral component of their religious belief system, so much so that the
desire to be buried in their homeland was “perhaps as influential as the
love of liberty” behind the attempts by some slaves to escape from the
island and reach Madagascar in small canoes or open boats.19
Beaton’s account attests that even though Mauritian slave owners
sought to suppress these traditional belief systems, Mauritian slaves,
like their counterparts in the Americas,20 adapted, modified, and recreated traditional religious beliefs and practices in various ways. Evidence
of such religious syncretism can also be found on Réunion and in the
Seychelles. The practices known as sorcelrie (sorcery) on Réunion, for
instance, are very similar to those associated with Longanis.21 A strong
belief in nam (spirits) and gri-gri (sorcery) exists in the Seychelles where
shamans, known as bonom di bwa (from the French bonhomme de bois,
or “man of the woods”), are consulted regularly for supernatural guidance in solving everyday problems in a manner comparable to practices
in Haitian Vodou. Echoes of this Seychellois tradition are documented
in colonial Mauritius, where people in the southern part of the island
believed in a mythical giant known as the om de bwa (forest man), a
figure who, however, apparently lacked the spiritual qualities of his Seychellois counterpart.22
LONGANIS: AN OVERVIEW

Although Longanis is unique to Mauritius, it is not unlike syncretic religions in the Americas such as Candomblé, Obeah, Orisha, and Vodou.23
While based largely on traditional African beliefs and rituals, it also
utilizes Christian and Hindu religious elements, such as crosses and oil
lamps. The term Longanis (longaniste in French) appears to originate
from the French onguen (ointment) from which the word onguenniste
(one who manufactures ointments) was derived. The name is indicative
of the therapeutic function that Longanis practitioners are expected to
perform.24 According to Danielle Palmyre, the word means more specifically “a sorcerer who deals with the forces of evil.”25 As such, the
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general understanding is that if the Longanis practitioner can handle
the evil forces that can possess a person and cause illness or death, then
they can also heal the afflicted both spiritually and physically.26 In Mauritius, as well as Réunion and the Mauritian dependency of Rodrigues,
a Longanis religious ritual is called the servis (system).27
Longanis encompasses a range of practices to control and channel
spiritual forces to divine the source(s) of misfortune, to cure and protect
against harm, to avenge injustice and offense, and to influence people’s
character and destiny; in short, Longanis seeks to bring spiritual and
earthly forces into proper balance and harmony. It cannot be considered, however, as an organized religion since it lacks a unified system of
cosmological beliefs and practices, a divine pantheon, commonly agreed
upon communal or public rituals and ceremonies, gathering centers, or
spiritual leaders of congregations. Practitioners can be men or women
who work individually or in groups and who perform their services either to meet their own needs or on behalf of clients.28 Practitioners can
also come from different ethnoreligious backgrounds. In 1979–80, medical anthropologist Linda Sussman worked with four “sorcerers”—one
Hindu, one Tamil, and two Catholic Creoles.29 During my own fieldwork in 2013, I had access to three Hindu practitioners. These men and
women have been influenced by traditions that Sussman characterizes
as a combination of “old European sorcery and alchemy, early Freemasonry, Hindu, Tamil and folk Indian beliefs, Mauritian herbalism and
folk beliefs, and Christian beliefs and practices.”30 Longanis knowledge
and techniques are acquired in various ways: by transmission within
families, through apprenticeships, through direct communication with
a “higher power” or by receiving an “education” in Madagascar. “African” or Malagasy practitioners are regarded as especially knowledgeable and powerful.31
People in Mauritius often associate inexplicable misfortune or illness with an act of witchcraft or supernatural evil. An individual’s or
community’s social and economic success is attributed to positive help
from supernatural forces, the strength of their gods and saints, and the
fervor of their prayers. Understanding this cultural reliance on supernatural forces such as ancestors, spirits, and gods requires us to understand
the relationship between these forces and a community. Traditional African religions do not dichotomize between the body and the soul, and
Mauritian Creoles (i.e., those of African and Malagasy descent) share
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this belief. When a person dies, his or her soul does not leave the body,
but the unity of the soul and body become an immaterial entity called
nam. Because the nam possesses the agency associated with a living person and owns the power of the material body, it is more powerful than
the soul itself. Death is accordingly viewed not as an end or a separation but as a transformation into immaterial form, a rite of passage par
excellence. Funerals prepare the nam for its new role; after a funeral,
the nam becomes a vehicle for assuring a family’s social future (e.g.,
marriages, births of children). By transitioning into the spirit world,
the recently deceased becomes an ancestor and acquires the power that
ancestral spirits possess. This ancestral spiritual power manifests itself
among the living and increases or decreases depending on the extent
of these spirits’ interaction with the living, which is determined by the
number and intensity of prayers, rituals, and sacrifices performed by
family members.32
Such beliefs and practices exist in many cultures where rites involving the ancestors reinforce the links between the living and the dead
and, in so doing, provide protection from the kind of disorder than
can threaten society. Illness, for example, is often regarded as being
caused by ancestors’ unhappiness over social conflict or transgression
of sociocultural norms.33 In Mauritius, and especially among Mauritian Creoles, ancestors also serve an important function in establishing the kind of foundation myth that can be important in creating and
maintaining personal and group identity. Known ancestors become, in
essence, a way of connecting people with their real but unknown ancestors, thereby connecting the living with their ancestral homeland. The
Creole mythical ancestor called Gran-dimounn Malgas (lit. “Great Ancestor Malgache”) or Papa Malgas (“Father Malgache”), for example,
embodies a powerful spirit-protector from Madagascar that people who
claim Malagasy heritage often consider as the first of their kind to reach
Mauritius.34
Mauritian Creoles live in a universe marked by apprehension about
the disorder that ancestors can create through witchcraft.35 Since they
do not perceive themselves as masters of their destiny, Creoles refer
continuously to their gods/spirits/ancestors to avoid making choices or
decisions that might give offence or create disorder. Longanis is used
to resist, counter, or retaliate against attack. Such ritual treatments are
deemed effective only if the malevolent spell is turned back on the person
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who initiated it. In severe cases, the spirit(s) have to be diverted and the
interaction between the sacred and the profane must be secured by a
sacrifice, such as that known as the poul nwar (black hen). Such sacrifices usually occur at night and require “a gift of a life,” which can be a
chicken or any other small animal or, more recently, a vegetable such as
a squash (courgette chinois), lemon, or coconut.36 The black hen service,
which is also practiced in Réunion, is often considered to be of South
Indian origin given its similarity to the ritual conducted in honor of the
Hindu goddess Petiaye. This ritual, however, is associated not just with
persons of African or Indian descent. French colonists brought La poule
noire (black chicken) and Le petit Albert, popular eighteenth-century
grimoires or books of natural and cabalistic knowledge, with them
when they came to the Mascarenes.37
In 1928, the widespread belief in “sorcery” prompted the Catholic bishop of Mauritius to complain about its popularity among the
island’s inhabitants. He associates this belief in sorcery, which he referred to as “that witchcraft or Petit Albert,” with the island’s uneducated classes who also professed some form of Christianity. The bishop,
who compares this activity to the cult of the devil, notes that those
who relied on such practices did so for personal gain or to injure their
enemies, and describes these practices as having an erotic or obscene
character, including using Christian sacred names and phrases and the
crucifix in blasphemous ways. The bishop notes that he had also seen
pins stuck into various parts of saints’ images.38 The bishop’s negative
remarks about Longanis echoed early European accounts of Obeah in
the Caribbean.39
Longanis rituals use personal objects such as clothes or hair associated with the intended victim to channel the spirits into possessing
the victim and causing illness or death. To ensure this supernatural intervention’s effectiveness, rituals are performed in places that, because
they are perceived as being situated between this world and the next, are
deemed to be especially powerful because they are where spirits are frequently present. Such locales include cemeteries, crossroads, and places
with large, old trees, including forests. Rituals performed in cemeteries or at graves are referred to as “raising the dead.”40 The graves of
those who died a violent and/or premature death, including children,
are regarded as especially powerful spiritual locations. Longanis is also
performed near religious shrines or sacred buildings, such as temples or
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mosques, and even in old colonial forts. In addition to being recognized
as places of powerful supernatural spirituality, such sites must be remote
enough to ensure that practitioners will not be disturbed during the performance of rituals.
Mauritian Creoles commonly associate witchcraft not only with
their own community, but also with Indo-Mauritians. While people
may consult specialists and visit temples and shrines associated with
all of the island’s major religions during times of illness or misfortune,
they usually deal with specialists from their own religion and/or ethnic
group. This practice reflects the fact that those seen by one ethnoreligious community as religious specialists may be regarded by members
of other communities as sorcerers. The power attributed to ancestors
is also often seen as community specific. Hindu priests, for example,
are regarded as the most powerful interlocutors to invoke or remove
spells involving Hindu gods and saints, while among Creoles, the power
of Malagasy ancestors is seen as surpassing that of any other ethnic
ancestors.41
ARCHAEOLOGY AND LONGANIS

Excavations at cemeteries near Le Morne Brabant and Bois Marchand
and archaeological surveys of two other sites at Bras d’Eau and Mon
Loisir sugar estate afford an opportunity to begin exploring this particular manifestation of religious syncretism in the southwestern Indian
Ocean in greater detail.
Le Morne Cemetery

Le Morne Brabant and its surrounding landscape are strongly associated
with slavery in modern Mauritian consciousness.42 Le Morne, an imposing inselberg with a flat top situated at the far southwestern corner of
the island, is popularly believed to have served as a refuge for fugitive
or maroon slaves during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
Stories of these runaways and their creation of a “maroon republic,”
where those who had been enslaved became free again, have become an
integral component of Creole oral history.43 In 2008, the Le Morne Cultural Landscape was inscribed as a UNESCO WHS to commemorate
slave resistance and maroonage around the globe.44 Located within the
WHS’s buffer zone is a burial ground that is the only archaeological site
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on the island associated with slaves or the island’s free(d) population of
color (gens de couleur) that has been excavated to date. Documentary
information about the cemetery is, unfortunately, almost nonexistent.
The first known reference to it comes from an 1880 map of the area. The
cemetery is not considered to be consecrated ground; no recognized religious or ethnic entity or group, including the Catholic Church, claims it.
Conditions at the cemetery at the beginning of an initial survey in
2009 can only be characterized as extraordinary. The five readily visible
graves were delineated by basalt rock, only two of which had a covering
cairn or stone structure.45 These graves were positioned around the two
oldest trees in the area together with the remains of a burned cross at
the burial ground’s “center.”46 These trees had a number of bottle caps
nailed to their trunks, under which were small packets containing pieces
of fabric with names written on them. The presence of rusty nails in
the tree trunks without attached bottle caps indicates that the cemetery
has been a site of ritual activity for some time. West of these five graves
was a mound containing various materials, including halved coconuts
mixed with fragments of thin red and white candles, empty metal food
tins, pieces of red ribbon and black fabric, plastic cups and bottles, glass
rum bottles, hundreds of earthenware diya (Hindu oil lamps), plastic
bags that often contained fruit such as pineapple and papaya, and the remains of small animals such as dogs, birds, and poultry, some of which
were decomposed while others were still “fresh.” The same kinds of
objects were distributed carefully on and around the graves, together
with burned cigarettes, incense sticks, and coins, the oldest of which
was dated 1955. Three of these five graves also had the remains of sacrificed animals, either on top of the grave itself or nearby. The villagers
who assisted us with the survey considered the cemetery to be a place
where Longanis was practiced, a view reinforced by their unease about
people roaming around a site associated with beliefs they viewed in negative terms.
The excavation of nine of the cemetery’s graves in 2010 yielded evidence that point to the existence of African or Malagasy religious beliefs in early nineteenth-century Mauritius.47 The graves’ orientation is
perhaps the most obvious evidence supporting such an interpretation:
the longitudinal axis of each grave was aligned toward Le Morne Brabant and ultimately toward Madagascar and/or the East African coast.48
The grave goods found during excavation likewise point to these being
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non-Christian burials.49 The cemetery’s long-term association with
non-Christian beliefs and practices was reinforced when two dolls made
of organic materials including small branches and moss were uncovered
about twenty centimeters below the surface of one grave (fig. 9.1). Careful review of the grave’s stratigraphy revealed that these dolls, which
were similar to those found elsewhere on the cemetery’s surface, had
been placed on the grave about two decades earlier during a Longanis
ceremony.

The two dolls, discovered in the fill of grave seven in Le Morne cemetery.
(Photo by D. Calaon.)

FIGURE 9.1.

Bois Marchand Cemetery

The practice of Longanis is not limited just to the southern parts of the
island where most Mauritian Creoles live. Bois Marchand cemetery, located approximately twelve kilometers northeast of Port Louis, was the
third largest cemetery in the world at the time it was established in 1867
by the colonial government to handle the remains of some of the tens
of thousands of men, women, and children who died during the malaria epidemic that ravaged the colony during 1867–68. Bois Marchand
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provides a different perspective from which to view Longanis. More specifically, Longanis is practiced at Bois Marchand in both officially sanctioned sacred areas, such as those containing large Christian crosses,
and in areas that are not normally considered as sacred, such as the
crossroads between the cemetery’s different sections.
Does this mean that Longanis as practiced at Bois Marchand differs in any significant way from that practiced at Le Morne? At Bois
Marchand, the places where rituals are performed are not secret and,
indeed, these rituals can be performed in broad daylight without being
apparent even to people who happen to be nearby. On several occasions,
for example, Longanis was obviously performed after a funeral while
the archaeological team worked less than fifty meters away. Although
we saw no one in the area after mourners had departed, we came across
evidence of a ritual performance as we left the excavation site. The elements commonly associated with Longanis ritual practice—a cut lemon
marked with red powder, flowers, money, cigarettes, and, in one case, a
decapitated chicken—were laid out in the center of a crossroad. Our
Mauritian colleagues asked us not to drive over these objects, but to
avoid them.
Longanis rituals were also performed at a large Christian cross in
one of the cemetery’s more prominent sections. After this cross was destroyed, these rituals moved to a new location next to a historic stone
building, an abandoned railway station that, because it has a little cross
at the end of its gabled roof, is often referred to as a church (fig. 9.2).
Longanis offerings were placed on the concrete base of the cross next to
the building (figs. 9.3a and b) while the two trees closest to the cross have
bottle caps, like those found at Le Morne, nailed to their trunks.
Unlike those at Le Morne, the graves excavated at Bois Marchand
did not contain any vestigial evidence of Longanis practice in them.
This is not unexpected, since the cemetery is not in an isolated location
and it has been subject to governmental regulation, since its establishment in 1867. It is worth noting, however, that the cemetery’s association with Longanis extends beyond its being a site where rituals such as
those described above are performed. More specifically, we were warned
at the beginning of our excavations that any human remains we uncovered might be stolen for “sorcery” use (i.e., for Longanis). Therefore,
we had the excavation site guarded at all times when the archaeological
team was not present.
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A view of the former train station at Bois Marchand from the cemetery
side. In front of it, in line with the door, is the big Christian cross. The concrete
foot of the cross is being used for Longanis practices. (Photo by the author.)

FIGURE 9.2.

Bras d’Eau Cemetery

The cemetery at Bras d’Eau is situated on the island’s northeastern
coast about five miles from the eponymous sugar estate, which is now
protected as a national park. Although a small part of the cemetery is
still in use, most of it is abandoned. A large Christian cross has been
set up more or less at the center of this burial ground. All the ritual
objects associated with Longanis religious practice that we have seen
elsewhere were found on the cross’s concrete base, the only significant
difference being that the earthenware oil lamps at Bras d’Eau were differently shaped and substantially larger than those found elsewhere. A
large number of dolls dressed in black clothes were scattered on a heap
of ritually used objects that were moved from the central ritual spot.
A distinctive feature of Longanis ritual activity at Bras d’Eau was the
red thread that was wrapped around the bottom of the cross. The use
of the thread in this manner is consistent with Hindu practice in which
these are tied to the betel tree, usually found next to Hindu temples or
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(a)
(b)

Remains of Longanis rituals practiced at Bois Marchand cemetery, by
the cross at the former train station (a), and in Le Morne cemetery (b). (Photos by
the author.)

FIGURE 9.3.

shrines. Since the northern part of the island is home to many more
descendants of indentured Indian laborers than African or Malagasy
slaves, such activity suggests that the Longanis practitioner or client
was Hindu and that this particular practice has been transferred from
a Hindu temple to a site that is different but still considered to be ritually very powerful.
Mon Loisir Sugar Estate

The religious syncretism and diversity of ritual practice that is a hallmark of Mauritian Longanis is also illustrated by evidence from a
cane field that is part of the Mon Loisir sugar estate near Rivière du
Rempart in the northeastern part of the island. Here Longanis is practiced in a crossroad between sections of a cane field next to a kalimai,
or shrine to Kali, a well-known and widely worshipped Hindu goddess
closely identified with empowerment and the destruction of evil forces.50 As Linda Sussman has noted, a shrine to a goddess such as Kali
imbues a site with even greater ritual power than it might otherwise
have because it brings worshippers’ prayers and invocations directly
into the deity’s presence. Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine
just how old the Mon Loisir shrine is, but the shrine’s location, its
simple structure and the equally simple form of the goddess’s statue
housed in it suggest that this kalimai was constructed during the second half of the nineteenth century.
MATERIALITY AND RELIGIOUS SYNCRETISM

Recovering the religious beliefs and practices of Mauritian slaves entails
asking the same kind of questions that Charles Orser has posed about
African-American slave religions: What did these men and women believe? What components of their original belief system did they retain?
How did they negotiate the preservation of their religious beliefs and
practices in a multicultural society? What, if any, artifacts or traits of
these beliefs and practices survive in the archaeological record? How
do we recover and interpret the remains of syncretic belief systems?51
We will never know with any certainty what religious practices, beliefs,
and worldviews slaves brought with them to Mauritius, in part because
archival and other contemporary accounts of such beliefs and practices
are few and far between and often problematic. Even on those limited
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occasions when slaves speak directly to us, as in the complaints they
filed with the Protector of Slaves during the late 1820s and early 1830s,
their voices were invariably mediated through local whites or colonial
officials and tell us little, if anything, about the social, cultural, and religious universe in which these men and women lived.52
However, by drawing on the insights provided by anthropology,
archaeology, history, and spatial studies, we can begin to tease out a
fuller, deeper understanding of slaves’ religious attitudes and the roots
of Mauritian socioreligious practice. Careful analysis of the material
culture recovered from the Le Morne cemetery sheds potential light,
for example, on how gens de couleur and/or slaves used burial as a
mechanism to maintain links with their ancestral homeland. The ways
in which the cemetery’s graves are positioned indicate that the people
who established and used this burial ground possessed a distinctive
sense of the land- and seascape in which they existed. As noted earlier,
the graves’ longitudinal axes correspond generally with an azimuth toward Madagascar, evidence that suggests the cemetery was essentially
a Malagasy burial ground. However, aDNA analysis of the eleven sets
of skeletal remains recovered during the 2010 excavation highlights
the need to appreciate the complexities of late eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century Mauritian life. While this analysis demonstrated
that the Malagasy matrilineal line predominated among those buried
in the cemetery, it also revealed that the cemetery housed the remains
of people of African descent.53 Such ethnic admixture is consistent with
the fact that slaves and free(d) persons of color from different parts of
the globe regularly lived in close proximity with one another. What we
know about marriage and residential patterns among Mauritian gens de
couleur during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries confirms as much. Almost one-third of all free colored marriages during the
1770s and 1780s, for example, involved partners of different ethnicity,
while in 1828, 14.6 percent of the 1,056 persons who resided in Port Louis’s western suburb, the site of the old Camp des Noirs Libres that had
been reserved for persons of African and Malagasy origin or descent,
claimed India as their place of birth.54
Although no explicitly “African” artifacts, such as blue beads,
cowry shells, pierced coins, or crystals, were found in the Le Morne
cemetery,55 the dolls recovered from one of the graves may be interpreted
as illustrating that the cemetery has been and continues to be perceived
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as an “African” religious space. Many West and Central African cultures make use of such figures in their religious practices. Among the
Fon, for example, people project personal anxieties and emotions on
to figures known as bocio as one way to resolve problems. Among the
Bembe, ancestral figures, which are sometimes clothed and hatted, hold
relics of the dead. The use of dolls in Mauritian Longanis is also consistent with the practices of other African diasporic religions such as Candomblé, Regla de Ocha, Shango, and Vodou where dolls and other kinds
of handmade figures serve various functions.56 The use of such figures
may also reflect the influence of Hindu religious practice. The Mauritian slave population included significant numbers of men, women, and
children from Bengal and South India: in 1806, Indians made up 10.2
percent of the island’s 60,646 slaves.57 Puppet shows, which usually had
religious themes and were believed to expel evil spirits and bring rain,
were a popular form of cultural performance in medieval India, and
such beliefs still persist in some parts of southeastern India.58
Two synergetic themes have dominated Mauritian social, cultural,
and political life since independence in 1968. The first of these is that
the country is a “rainbow” nation in which different communities, like
the separate, distinct bands of light that compose a rainbow, live harmoniously together side by side as part of a larger entity. The second
such theme is expressed in the slogan l’unité dans la diversité (unity in
diversity) used regularly by the country’s various political parties and
the national government as part of its program to foster cultural development. The tensions, if not contradictions, inherent in such themes
and public discourse has, as others have noted, complicated attempts to
create a distinctly “Mauritian” sense of national heritage and, by implication, national identity.59
Longanis, incorporating as it does traditional African religious as
well as Christian and Hindu beliefs and practices, illustrates not only
the complexity of the Mauritian experience, but also some of the commonalities shared by its different communities, commonalities that have
often been ignored or obscured. We are well advised to remember that
Mauritian slaves came not just from Africa and Madagascar, but also
from India, Southeast Asia, and even China, that the colony’s free(d)
persons of color came from equally diverse cultural backgrounds, and
that religious syncretism was an integral part of eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century Mauritian colonial life. Evidence of such activity is
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not hard to find. Long before it became the most sacred Hindu space
on the island, for example, the volcanic lake known as Grand Bassin in
the southern part of the island was a spiritual focal point for Malagasy
slaves who perceived this body of water as being connected with their
homeland.60
Longanis’s intriguing complexity makes it a logical point of departure from which to study religious plurality in Mauritius not only in
the present, but also in the past. Reconstructing religious syncretism in
slave societies can be a daunting task because of the difficulties that can
limit our ability to discern, much less explore, the sociocultural universe
in which slaves and gens de couleur lived. However, as excavations at
Le Morne and Bois Marchand demonstrate, careful, informed archaeological research and analysis can allow us to surmount at least some of
these limitations and peer with greater acuity through the mists of time
in ways that allow us to deepen our understanding of the heritage that
our ancestors bequeathed to their descendants.
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TEN
Archaeology and the Process of
Heritage Construction in Mauritius
DIEGO CALAON AND CORINNE FOREST

TH E TA M A R IN S A L T P A N S, L O C A T ED on the west coast of Mauritius,
are one of the most iconic of the island’s coastal landscapes. The complex still manufactures salt using production techniques that date back
to the French colonial period (1721–1810). In addition to manufacturing salt, the site is a popular tourist attraction and historical landmark.
Press reports during Summer 2015 that 75 percent of the saltpans were
to be destroyed to make space for a shopping mall elicited vigorous protest from the local community even though the pans are not protected
either as a national heritage site or because of their environmental value.
The popular opposition to this proposed development project, manifested through social media such as Facebook and Change.org, demonstrates that this site and its landscape are now clearly perceived as part
of the island’s historical legacy. The public desire to protect and preserve
this element of the nation’s heritage is all that much more noteworthy
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since the destruction of historic buildings and other heritage sites in
Port Louis some thirty years ago as part of a plan to develop the city
prompted little public comment or reaction.1
The response to the proposed destruction of the Tamarin saltpans reveals how much public understanding of the country’s heritage
has evolved in Mauritius in recent years. Until the beginning of the
twenty-first century, Mauritians viewed their history largely through
the prism of European, African, Indian, and Chinese migration to the
island, migrations that were usually treated as separate and distinct
from one another. Mauritian heritage was managed by the island’s socioeconomic elite and focused on the French and British colonial eras.
Following independence in 1968, the national government continued to
pursue heritage management policies that had been established by colonial authorities, including perpetuating a top-down approach to preserving and interpreting the nation’s past and maintaining the already
existing list of national monuments, structures that invariably dated
from the eras of French and British (1810–1968) colonial rule. Museums created by private interests defined the island’s past in much the
same way. A common feature of these governmental policies and private
ventures was their failure to address the interests and concerns of the
great majority of Mauritians who are the descendants of the hundreds
of thousands of slaves and indentured laborers who reached the island
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It comes as no surprise
that many Mauritians had difficulty identifying with this definition of
what constituted “national heritage.” As a result, local communities
did not become involved in protecting historical sites during the three
decades after independence because they did not relate to these monuments in any meaningful way.2 With the advent of the new millennium,
however, Mauritians began to demonstrate greater concern about the
material heritage associated with their slave and indentured ancestors.
This growing public interest has led, in turn, to a new perception of the
colonial past and the creation of a new framework of national heritage
and memory that Mauritians use to define their identity and affirm their
social and ethnic values in a multicultural society.3
While the dynamics of why Mauritian attitudes about heritage have
changed in recent years remain to be determined, there is good reason to
believe that archaeological research has facilitated the development of
these new perceptions about the national experience. Because it offers a
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distinctly scientific approach to recovering, analyzing, and contextualizing the material past, archaeology can provide individuals and communities in multicultural and postcolonial societies with a culturally
neutral vantage point from which to better understand their heritage.
In the case of Mauritius, archaeological heritage opens a new door to
understanding nation-building in a land of complex, multilayered, and
often fragmented memories and the sociopolitical negotiations between
different ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups as they seek to construct
a shared postcolonial memory.4 As anthropological fieldwork on the island attests, public discourse about such matters is often a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, Mauritians perceive the creation of a shared
heritage as a necessary component of nation-building; on the other
hand, heritage is also used regularly by different ethnic, religious, or
other groups to define and affirm their identity.5
To better understand the relationship between heritage construction and social, economic, cultural, and political life in Mauritius, this
chapter focuses on the various protagonists in modern Mauritian society and the ways in which they influence or contribute to negotiating a
new shared sense of national heritage. Doing so requires us to consider
themes such as “heritage and slavery” or “heritage and indenture” in
order to put the dynamics of Mauritian multiculturalism in broader
local, regional, and global perspectives.6 Next, we will consider how the
notion of “national heritage” has developed on the island. Central to
this endeavor is examining how the material approach to cultural landscapes promoted by archaeologists has contributed to the construction
of a common past. Lastly, we will consider the role that archaeological
research has played in defining sociopolitical perceptions of the island’s
two UNESCO WHSs and the ways in which materiality can contribute to the elaboration of heritage management policies and serve as a
supra-ethnic intermediary in the process of national identity formation.
HERITAgE, IDENTITY, AND ANCESTRY: FROM MULTIPLE
COLO NIAL PASTS TO BEACHSCAPE PARADISE

The process of defining cultural heritage in Mauritius is inextricably
intertwined with individuals’ search for their origins. The island is
quintessentially a land of immigrants who draw on a rich, multicultural
heritage of African, Asian, and European origin. Mauritius remained
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uninhabited until 1638 when the Dutch East India Company made the
first of two ultimately unsuccessful attempts (1638–58 and 1664–1710)
to colonize the island. Following its abandonment by the Dutch, the
island was occupied in 1721 by French colonists who imported an estimated 89,000 to 101,000 slaves from West Africa, Mozambique, Madagascar, the Swahili Coast, and India to develop the island’s infrastructure
and labor on its agricultural estates.7 The island’s eighteenth-century
population also included sailors of Indian and Southeast Asian origin,
free craftsmen and artisans from South India, and even occasional free
colored migrants from the Caribbean. At the time of its conquest by
a British expeditionary force in 1810, the island housed some 78,000
men, women, and children, 65,400 of whom were slaves. Following the
island’s formal inclusion in the British Empire in 1814 and the development of the sugar industry, illegal slave trade introduced an estimated
52,550 African, Malagasy, and Southeast Asian slaves. The abolition of
slavery in 1835 and the collapse of the postemancipation “apprenticeship” system in 1838 spurred the introduction of more than 452,000 indentured laborers, mostly from India but also from China, the Comoros,
Madagascar, Mozambique, Southeast Asia, and Yemen. Approximately
two-thirds of these workers remained permanently on the island. Some
1,500 convicts, mostly from India but also from Ceylon, also reached the
colony between the mid-1810s and early 1830s. The nineteenth century
likewise witnessed the arrival of “free passengers” from India, many of
whom were merchants, as well as Chinese laborers and merchants who
also became part of the colony’s resident population.8
Since no Mauritian can define him- or herself as an autochthon
or the descendant of an indigenous aboriginal population, identifying
one’s place of origin and attendant discourses about homeland affiliation are an essential component in the local process of heritage construction.9 The island’s various ethnocultural communities have sought
since independence to establish strong links with the overseas societies
and cultures from which their ancestors came. These diasporic points of
reference are not limited just to identifying with particular geographical
areas, but include supporting the use of specific languages and adopting
what are perceived to be the traditional values associated with their ancestors’ homeland. The stronger the connection with an ancestral place
and culture, the more that link affirms a group’s identity; the older the
affiliation with the ancestral culture, the more noble that connection
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is in the minds of postcolonial Mauritians. Cultivating such a sense of
otherness on the basis of immaterial and material links with their ancestral place of origin has played a significant role in helping Mauritians
from different ethnocultural backgrounds define themselves in a rapidly
changing multicultural society.10
As noted earlier, most officially designated heritage sites in Mauritius are associated with the island’s French and British colonial past.
Although the Dutch were the first to occupy the island, the failure of
this Dutch attempt at colonization resonates widely in modern Mauritian collective memory. No contemporary Mauritian communities refer
to themselves as a product of this legacy, and the Dutch experience on
the island does not figure in discussions about national identity despite
the existence of an important archaeological site at Vieux Grand Port
associated with Dutch settlement of the island and the fundamental
role that the Dutch played in defining the island’s geography, including
giving it its modern name.11 The Mauritian “nation” first took shape,
instead, during the French colonial era, a period that witnessed the establishment of many of the island’s cities and towns and a majority of
place names, institutions, and memorials. That this material heritage is
still conserved attests to the continuing importance of the French colonial past. 12 That many Mauritians continue to identify in various ways
with a continental French motherland is likewise readily apparent in the
widespread use of the French language in the media and interest in Francophone literature and culture.13
Although few modern Mauritians identify closely with Britain, the
British colonial legacy also occupies an important place as one of the
nation’s foundational cultures and as a source of political legitimacy
for those in the Indo-Mauritian population who have dominated national political life since independence.14 Public perception of Britain
is generally positive because the British colonial administration did not
make sustained attempts to impose British culture or language on the
island’s inhabitants. The terms of the French capitulation in December
1810 included a British promise to respect the language, laws, religion,
and customs of the local population, and as a result, French remained
in widespread use as the principal language of administration, business,
commerce, law, religion, and local culture. Economic power likewise remained in the hands of Franco-Mauritian merchants, traders, and estate
owners. The British colonial administration encouraged the local sugar
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industry’s growth by developing necessary infrastructure, such as modern ports and an island-wide railroad system, and by supporting the
introduction of hundreds of thousands of indentured laborers to work
on the island’s sugar estates following the abolition of slavery in 1835
and the termination of the apprenticeship system in 1838.15
While this Anglo-French legacy contributed significantly to modern
concepts of Mauritian heritage, it rarely serves as a reference point for
Mauritian Creoles (i.e., persons of African and Malagasy descent whose
ancestors reached the island as slave laborers). Although Creoles possess
an extremely rich oral culture and memories that posit a connection
with Africa and Madagascar, identity negotiation for such individuals,
who are often subsumed into the racial category of “Black” Mauritians,
is a particularly complex process since they can rarely, if ever, activate an
explicit connection with their ancestral homelands. As Megan Vaughan
has noted, Mauritian Creoles tend to be defined not by what they are
but by what they are not: French, Hindu, Muslim, Chinese, and so on.16
Indeed, the term “creole,” whether used to describe language or culture,
refers to all things local. Being a “Creole” is thus often tantamount to
being part of a less prestigious residual category. That slaves became
acculturated to French colonial life ensured, moreover, that their descendants’ ability to create or re-create a distinct African cultural identity
remains a difficult undertaking. Because they are not empowered with a
positive narrative about their origins, Creoles often suffer from the kind
of marginalization in discussions about heritage that can easily contribute to the social tensions that are an integral part of contemporary
Mauritian society.17
In light of these sociohistorical realities, the question arises whether
modern Mauritians have managed to create common cultural references
and, if so, how they have gone about doing so. What is clear is that in a
society shaped by colonialism and immigration, Mauritian communities have come to refer to an “ideal” sense of ancestry that roots them
in foreign lands. This dynamic, which can be defined as a “retroactive
ancestral substitution,” is similar to the process Hayden White uses to
describe the history of the western world.18 This process involves reinventing one’s origins in order to accept and affirm changing identities:
by imagining new ancestral narratives, individuals seek to define and
legitimate their position in society. Culture and heritage are invariably
involved in this process because they can easily symbolically embody a
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group’s narrative of its identity. This dynamic is particularly relevant to
understanding the role that heritage plays in shaping modern Mauritian
life, all the more so since scholars have noticed that social identities in
postcolonial societies need to adapt to new contexts and develop another kind of ancestry, usually as a response to western epistemologies.
Studies in South America, for example, have shown that the development of a notion of “nonhuman ancestry” can generate a linkage with
the past that replaces ethnicity with ecological utopias as reference
points in identity formation.19
This process of ancestral substitution is apparent in Mauritius’s
adoption of the famous dodo as the ultimate symbol of national identity. The modern image of the dodo, extinct since the seventeenth century, has evolved far beyond the scientific image of Raphus cucullatus
described in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century accounts of the island.20
The construction of the dodo’s modern image began in the late nineteenth century when Lewis Carroll created the enchanting character
that inhabits his classic novel Alice in Wonderland, first published in
1865. During the second half of the twentieth century, the dodo also became a symbol of the natural world’s vulnerability in the face of human
activity. Now used widely in promotional media and popular arts, the
dodo has become an icon—a reinvented “ancestor”—that embodies a
past that all Mauritians can share in common.21 Local and international
artists have used the dodo to create imageries that symbolize Mauritius
in various ways, while local souvenir shops are filled with items featuring this trademark image.22 For the modern Mauritian tourism industry,
the dodo has become the symbol of the island as a reconstructed Arcadia, a paradise island of turquoise waters, palm trees, and white coral
sand beaches that also embody a tropical eroticism.
The Ancestral Imagery of the Landscape and Its Commodification

This image of Mauritius as a paradise island has been used not only by
the tourism industry, but also by the government to promote the island
and attract investors, especially from Asia, who can contribute to the
country’s economic growth by engaging in technological and financial
ventures that serve a global capitalist economy. Slogans that describe
Mauritius as a “new tiger economy” clearly emphasize the ideals of
western capitalism and target new investors seeking profits and development in an idyllic setting. This postcolonial vision of the nation can be
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understood as an alternative modernity driven by those Franco-, Indo-,
and Sino-Mauritians who have reappropriated the island’s landscape in
their desire to pursue capitalist agendas and projects. In so doing, they
consciously attempt to emulate the success stories of cities such as Singapore and Hong Kong.23
Promoting these ideals of development and progress has entailed
the reconstruction, if not destruction, of the island’s coastal landscapes. Beaches and some lagoon areas have been transformed into a
custom-made paradise complete with hotels and luxurious houses intended for the foreign investors’ market. This commodification of the
coastal landscape has not only altered the physical and historical relationship between the island and the Indian Ocean that surrounds it, but
also profoundly changed perceptions of both coast- and oceanscapes.24
There is now a substantial rupture, both real and figurative, between
coastal landscapes as theatres of heritage and historical human interaction (e.g., zones of discovery, maritime trade, naval battles), and
as venues for exotic, luxurious vacations and profitable investments.
The National History Museum, formerly the Maritime Museum, in
Mahébourg, for example, preserves important artifacts from the island’s eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century colonial past but ignores the extent and complexity of the commercial and other ties that
connected Mauritius with the wider Indian Ocean world, East Asia,
and Europe during these centuries. Naval and coastal archaeology are
likewise separated from the larger contexts that give them meaning.
The tourism industry, for instance, promotes underwater heritage as
essentially an extension of the island’s beaches, a place where scuba
divers can visit shipwrecks, both real and fake, with little regard to the
ways in which such features are representative of and illustrate the extensive trade and maritime networks that are a hallmark of Mauritian
and Indian Ocean history.25 By isolating the country’s maritime heritage in this way, these practices preclude the development of strong
connections between the country’s densely populated interior and its
beaches, lagoons, and other seascapes. As a result, while heritage is
seen as having a role to play in Mauritian tourism, only certain aspects of an ostensibly “authentic” Mauritian cultural landscape are
emphasized. Popular tourist attractions reinforce the image of a beautiful and idyllic setting in which Mauritians of all backgrounds live
together harmoniously in a “rainbow” nation.
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Many local investors in the tourism industry are the descendants of
Franco-Mauritian sugar estate owners who invested in coastal resorts as
a way to diversify their interests after the economic crisis of the 1980s.
The Franco-Mauritian community has accordingly been at the forefront
of negotiating recognition of the coastal landscape as natural heritage
and shaping the narrative that is used to project an image of Mauritius
as an attractive place for international guests. However, their narrative
seeks to avoid portraying the kind of property speculation that guides
large-scale development in negative terms, and advances the notion
that property development is a legitimate way to diversify the country’s
economy because, by serving the well-being of international tourists, it
encourages the country’s growth.26
In this context, landscape is often reduced to reinventing and promoting the island’s coast as a pleasant, interesting, and exotic area. Tangible heritage can be used to reinforce this image: an old building or
monument can easily function as a material symbol of an idyllic past.
Intangible heritage and memory can serve the same purpose: performances of the dance known as séga and local music and celebrations
of the richness and diversity of Indo-Mauritian cuisine can likewise be
used to support images of various aspects of the Mauritian life in the
past as well as the present. In modern settings such as restaurants, hotels, and convention centers, these activities, commonly managed by a
small business elite and invariably intended for selected customers, especially foreign tourists or investors, are often perceived as an expression
of slave and indentured heritage.27 As such, heritage is shaped to meet
the aspirations of an ideal image of Mauritius; foreign audiences are
offered the opportunity to appreciate and experience manifestations of
“authentic” Mauritian identity, while Mauritians see, in the commodification of their heritage, the expression of a homogenous Mauritian
identity that everyone recognizes.
HERITAgE, IDENTITY, AND POLITICS

Following independence in 1968, the new government gradually articulated a vision for the nation that rested ultimately on the same principle
of sociopolitical organization, one based on notions of “communal”
representation that had been a prominent feature of British colonial
policy. This attempt to use a communally based multiculturalism to
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establish social stability and coherence has been a regular feature of national political life over the last forty-five years. Political parties, for example, regularly use the slogan unité dans la diversité (unity in diversity)
to attract voters. Policies to foster the country’s cultural development
rely on the same motto and reflect the desire of the country’s leading
political groups to achieve and maintain social harmony in a pluralistic
Mauritius. This cultural policy likewise constitutes part of the “Mauritianization” process initiated after the country became independent.28
General perceptions of heritage, and tangible heritage in particular,
and the construction of national identity have been shaped in distinct
ways by the ambivalent role that this notion of “multiculturalism” plays
in Mauritian politics. Following independence, governmental decolonization strategies strongly promoted equality among Mauritians in keeping with the constitutional prohibition of any form of discrimination
on the basis of race, place of origin, political opinion, color, creed, or
sex. At the same time, the constitution guaranteed the freedom of expression needed to establish cultural associations and/or schools. Before
it was amended in 1972, the constitution divided the country’s population into four ethnic groups: Hindus (51 percent), Muslims (16 percent),
Sino-Mauritians (2.9 percent), and the General Population (28.7 percent), which encompassed all other persons. The electoral system also
recognized this ethnic division in order to guarantee that representatives
from each of these groups sat in parliament. The extent of this commitment to ensuring that no minority ethnic group is excluded from or
underrepresented in parliament is best illustrated by the fact that the
constitution includes a provision allocating eight out of a total of seventy seats to an election’s “best losers.” Although intended to ensure
that all groups in Mauritian society are represented in government, the
best-loser system does not always guarantee that such actually happens.
One consequence of these constitutionally mandated ethnic categories
has been the need for modern Mauritians to consciously define themselves as part of a distinctive ethnic group.29
Other governmental policies have reinforced, albeit unintentionally,
these potentially discriminatory categories. Since 1982, for example,
censuses have replaced the category of “ethnicity” with that of “ancestral language,” a term that also implies religious affiliation. As such,
language has become an indirect indicator of ethnicity. Reference to
such ethnic-linguistic affiliation restricts mobility between population
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categories: once citizens are registered under a particular category, they
are expected to respect it for life. Mauritians are likewise supposed to
bequeath their ethnic affiliation to their children. This expression of
Mauritian multiculturalism does not, moreover, include provisions for
“hybrid” categories such as those born of mixed racial or intercultural
unions and those deemed Créoles or mulâtres (mulattos). The rigidity
inherent in this system effectively restricts individuals’ ability to move
from one ethnic or linguistic group to another and relegates those of
hybrid background to the margins of society. Nowhere is this truer than
for the country’s Creoles, who are unable to identify with a specific ethnicity or ancestral homeland or appropriate a language as their own
since Creole (Kréol) is the lingua franca used by all Mauritians, regardless of their ethnic identity or background, on a daily basis.30
This particular sense of multiculturalism is closely associated with
historically defined racial, labor, and gender categories and roles. Implicit in these ancestral categories and roles is the notion that modern
Mauritians have to fit into the pattern established for their culturally
or ethnically defined group and, eventually, embrace the moral values
traditionally associated with it. Standard historical narratives tend, for
instance, to recognize only four major population groups: white French
planters and masters, black African slaves, Indian indentured workers,
and Chinese merchants. In these narratives, those outside these categories, such as “Malay” slaves from Southeast Asia, African or Chinese
indentured laborers, working class white Europeans, Indian sailors and
merchants, and the descendants of multicultural or interracial unions,
almost invariably remain unrepresented within this standard four-part
conceptualization of Mauritian society.31
Because it automatically associates elements of the past with distinct sociocultural categories, this kind of multiculturalism makes the
process of identifying a common heritage and constructing a collective
historical memory particularly difficult. One consequence is a proliferation of ethnically based commemorations that can contradict a national
collective memory. This propensity for national cultural heritage to be
viewed through the prism of particular groups’ ideology means that
minority groups’ history and memory are often only partly acknowledged.32 Examples of such behavior in postcolonial Mauritius include
both the formation of specific counter-histories33 and the celebration of
“national” holidays that emphasize social, political, or religious events
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of importance to particular communities.34 The most prominent examples of such activities are the holidays that commemorate the abolition
of slavery (February 1) and the arrival of indentured laborers (November 2). The February 1 holiday, celebrated officially at Le Morne, a place
closely associated in popular memory with slave resistance, honors the
memory, sacrifices, and suffering of the mostly African and Malagasy
ancestors of modern Creoles. The November 2 holiday in turn is closely
associated with the advent of a new era in the island’s history that began
when the first indentured Indian laborers reached the island. This holiday’s official observance occurs at the Aapravasi Ghat, the UNESCO
WHS identified with indentured labor migration, and is widely interpreted as celebrating the achievements of Indo-Mauritians.35
MEMORIES, NEgATIVE MEMORIES, AND
HERITAgE: COLONIAL NARRATIVES

The (re)generation and perpetuation of negative memories has been
an integral part of social and cultural life in postcolonial Mauritius. A number of scholars and observers have pointed out that while
Franco-Mauritians have not denied their ancestors’ involvement with
slavery or denied the crucial role that slaves and indentured laborers
played in the colony’s economic development, they have tended to gloss
over various realities of these labor systems in their histories of colonial Mauritius.36 This particular sense of collective memory first took
shape during the mid-nineteenth century with the founding of the Royal
Society of Arts and Sciences in 1847. This institution, modeled on the
learned societies found throughout eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Europe, emphasized the role that the colony’s French and British “founding fathers” played in the island’s development, especially its economic
development. To this end, the society concentrated on improving the
“colonial cultivation generally” and, more particularly, that of the “only
staple [sugar] and its intelligent manufacture.”37 Shortly after its establishment, the society inaugurated the practice of holding annual agricultural exhibitions that celebrated the best sugars, the latest techniques
for manufacturing sugar, and local and regional produce. In 1859, the
society created a subcommittee to support the publication of scientific,
literary, and historical works. This committee, composed of members of the Franco-Mauritian elite, gradually assumed responsibility
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for recognizing the contributions that various individuals had made
to the colony’s development, a process that included erecting statues
of some of these personalities and monuments to commemorate their
contributions.
The creation of the Historical Records Committee by British colonial authorities in 1889 reinforced this approach to national memory.
Like the Royal Society of Arts and Sciences, the committee’s principal
goal was to honor the personalities who had contributed to the island’s
development as a British colony. In keeping with its legally mandated responsibility for historical places and monuments, the committee pressed
the colonial government in 1928 to establish a legal framework for heritage and invited the governor to accord legal standing to some historic
buildings. At the same time, the committee generated the first list of the
colony’s heritage on the grounds that since “the most interesting” of
the island’s ancient monuments, such as old forts, coastal batteries, and
public buildings, were in a “state of dereliction that predicts their forthcoming disappearance,” it was necessary to prevent the “most venerable
souvenirs of our great ancestors” from disappearing into oblivion.38 The
colony’s first ordinance governing heritage, issued in 1938, created the
Ancient Monuments Board, established the process for listing structures
as heritage, and articulated how such heritage was to be preserved and
managed.39
Modern Franco-Mauritian narratives can be seen as continuing this
nineteenth-century narrative with its emphasis on the social, cultural,
and economic legacy that metropolitan France left modern Mauritius.
This legacy can be used to justify or legitimize Franco-Mauritian claims
to and rights in important assets such as land, commercial and business
enterprises, and financial institutions. The argument that their contribution to the country’s development was so significant is, in turn, deemed
to be significant enough to preclude possible claims for reparations by
the descendants of the island’s slave and indentured workers.40
Three of the country’s major private museums—the Blue Penny
Museum, the Château de Labourdonnais, and L’Aventure du Sucre—
reflect this approach to the country’s past. The first of these institutions,
the Blue Penny Museum, is closely associated with the country’s landowning elite. The museum, established by the Mauritian Commercial
Bank in 2001, is often described in tourist guide books as a “must-see”
in Mauritius. The museum displays the bank’s extensive collection of
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artifacts, including works of art, historical objects, a rich numismatic
and philatelic collection, and historic colonial-era documents. The section of the museum devoted to Mauritian history focuses on European
exploration of and maritime activities in the Indian Ocean, with a particular emphasis on Port Louis’s founding by Mahé de Labourdonnais,
the most famous of the colony’s French governors (1735–46). The material objects displayed in the museum’s exhibits and their accompanying
narrative focus on French colonization of the island’s virgin landscape
and the crucial role that Europeans played in the development of modern Mauritius. The museum building itself and the Caudan Waterfront,
the modern shopping area in Port Louis where it is located, reinforce
this narrative. The fragments of the old stone walls that once characterized this old dock area, its warehouses, and other port facilities were left
in place only as decorative elements. As a result, public memory of not
only the colonial port, but also the slaves, convicts, indentured laborers, and others who passed through or worked in this area is effectively
masked by shops, restaurants, and a hotel intended to cater to foreign
tourists.41
The Château de Labourdonnais, located in the northern district of
Pamplemousses, is a private structure recently converted into a public
museum. The château, constructed originally in 1859,42 was meticulously restored in 2009 to provide a venue in which to display original
furniture and other objects that illustrate the life and history of the
property’s owners. Only a few of the objects on display refer to the
house as the seat of power from which the surrounding sugar estate was
governed. This important aspect of the château’s history is submerged
instead in a narrative about the island’s history that makes hardly any
reference to the enslaved and indentured men, women, and children who
worked on the estate.43
A similar focus on national history characterizes the permanent exhibits at L’Aventure du Sucre, the most visited museum in Mauritius.
The museum, which is housed in a sugar factory that ceased operating
only in 1999, occupies a site where sugar has been manufactured since
1797. L’Aventure focuses in great detail on the process of producing
sugar, from the cultivation and harvesting of sugarcane to the processing of cut cane and the manufacture of refined sugar.44 In this account
of industrial activity, the organization and use of the slave and indentured laborers who worked in the cane fields and labored in the sugar
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works are discussed in terms of the panregional systems of forced and
free labor that flourished during eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In this narrative, the history of sugar production is contextualized as
a global venture in which everyone played an essential role in supporting the country’s economy. This theme of sugar as a unifying thread
in Mauritian history downplays the human suffering often associated
with such colonial enterprises. The narrative surrounding other examples of surviving heritage, such as abandoned sugar mills, sugar estates’
colonial-era houses, workers’ barracks, the nineteenth-century railway
network, and old port infrastructure, that are an integral part of Mauritian culture likewise view these structures in terms of how the nation
was built “around the sugar chimney.”45
The trials and tribulations experienced by those who traveled to and
lived on the island during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries could
potentially serve as the basis of a shared national memory. In many instances, however, both literary and historical accounts of colonial life
minimize the realities faced by the island’s inhabitants. An early example of this attitude can be found in J. H. Bernardin de St. Pierre’s famous
novel, Paul et Virginie. The novel, first published in 1788 at the height of
the French Enlightenment, implies that slaves’ lives could be very good
so long as their masters were nice to them. The novel also depicts its
principal characters, Paul and Virginie, as beautiful, healthy, and vigorous children of Mauritius who live close to nature, away from the corrupting influence of civilization. In so doing, their characters celebrate
the beauty of the island’s tropical climate and landscape and represent
the European pioneers who successfully colonized the island.46
This tendency to emphasize the beauty of the island’s landscapes,
the uniqueness of its now largely destroyed tropical forest, and the struggles of the colony’s early settlers figure prominently in other heritage
sites. The Botanical Garden at Pamplemousses, for example, celebrates
human domination, and the victory of the colonial order in particular,
over an untamed tropical environment. The garden, renamed in 1988 in
honor of Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam, the first prime minister of an
independent Mauritius, was established in 1735 by the French botanist
Pierre Poivre. Poivre imported seeds and plants from around the world
in an attempt to develop Mauritius into a “spice island” that would
lessen France’s dependence on Asian sources of supply for these commodities.47 Although the Natural History Museum in Port Louis houses
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an important taxidermic collection of endemic birds collected by European amateurs, scientists, and botanists, most visitors come to see one
of the few complete dodo skeletons in existence. Mahébourg’s Maritime
Museum was established in 1950 to display artifacts retrieved during
the dredging of the port’s harbor, including those associated with the
famous naval battle between the French and the British at the Ile de
la Passe in 1810. Although renamed the National History Museum in
2000, the museum continues to emphasize the island’s naval past and the
lifestyle of the colonial white elite.48
Politics and Practices: Mauritian National
Monuments and Archaeology

This vision of the nation’s past, with its focus on colonial life and events,
is also made manifest in the list of national heritage monuments and
sites recognized by the National Heritage Fund Act of 2003. The act
established the National Heritage Fund (NHF), which is charged with
identifying, protecting, managing, and enhancing Mauritian national
heritage, and nurturing a sense of belonging through valorizing the past.
The NHF maintains a list of 173 monuments and sites recognized
officially as “heritage of national interest” that date from the early eighteenth century into the postindependence era.49 A review of the structures on this list reveals the extent to which it fails to reflect the island’s
complex, multilayered heritage. Memorial monuments and graves
account for 46 percent of all such sites, followed by colonial (mostly
French) buildings (20 percent), colonial military sites and structures
(17 percent), various features (mainly sugar mills and chimneys) associated with the island’s sugar industry (9 percent), and miscellaneous
colonial structures (8 percent). When examined in greater detail, the
monuments in question reflect the conceptualization of national heritage in largely preindependence terms. In short, the list is representative
of the notion of heritage that emerged in nineteenth-century Mauritius
with its attendant emphasis on commemorating colonial personalities
or events that shaped the history of the colonial elite (fig. 10.1).
For this reason, many of these sites remain largely irrelevant points
of reference in the lives of most Mauritians, much less in their sense of
national heritage. This indifference is compounded by the fact that few
mechanisms exist to link heritage with contemporary Mauritian society.
It is remarkable that the list of national monuments does not contain
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Monument typologies on the Mauritian list of national monuments,
according the National Heritage Fund Act (2003) and its following amendments.
(Created by Diego Calaon.)

FIgURE 10.1.

any religious sites, as religion and religious practices are key elements
in the process of appropriating a national shared identity, but their inclusion would have entailed a contested negotiation that NHF preferred
to avoid, at least up to recent times.50 The NHF does little to situate the
monuments and sites that it does recognize in relevant contexts. Some
sugar factory chimneys, for example, are not viewed or treated as part
of the larger industrial complex of which they were an integral part.
The act also fails to encourage the notion of “buffer zones” that would
restrict or ban development around such sites, or to include topographical or environmental data about the sites in question. Last, but far from
least, the act does not include mechanisms that would permit a site’s
heritage significance to be properly assessed or the monument’s materiality to be managed in ways that would ensure its conservation and
preservation.
Only seven sites have been added to the list of national heritage sites
since 2003. It is interesting to note that the official approach to these
sites remains much as before. Inclusion of Père Gabriel Igou’s tombstone on the national heritage list in 2007, for example, did not include
provision for this early eighteenth-century artifact’s preservation or the
collection of associated living memory.51 Two years later, the addition
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of Round Island, the first environmental site to be listed as part of the
country’s heritage, failed to specify whether it was being included because of its significance as a site of natural or historical heritage. The
imprecision that often surrounds the designation of national heritage
monuments and sites is perhaps best illustrated by the proposal in 2015
to list the stone feature known commonly as the Bassin des Esclaves as
a site of historical memory, although there is no documentary, material,
or other evidence that it was actually used by slaves. In short, its cultural
significance rests entirely on the oral history associated with it.52
Despite their problematic nature, these examples demonstrate that
Mauritians are developing a more complex idea of heritage. This more
sophisticated understanding is also reflected by the Mauritian government’s formally embracing new notions such as the need for buffer zones
around heritage sites. It should be noted, however, that this concept has,
so far, only been applied to the island’s two UNESCO WHSs. UNESCO
requires such sites to be protected from development that might compromise their historical or cultural value and integrity, and the success
of the nomination dossiers for the Aapravasi Ghat (inscribed in 2006)
and the Le Morne Cultural Landscape (inscribed in 2008) was contingent on the government’s formal commitment to establish and maintain
such zones.
Archaeological excavation and research holds out the promise of
dramatically expanding the parameters of modern Mauritian discourse
about heritage. Although persons of Indian descent account for approximately two-thirds of the nation’s population, only 3 percent of
the current list of national heritage sites is associated with indentured
immigration, while just 1.5 percent of such sites are associated with
slavery. A review of archaeological projects (excavations, topographic
studies, artifact analysis, archaeo-anthropological studies) completed
during the last two decades reveals, however, that 19 percent of the sites
in question are associated with indentured laborers or their descendants
while 18 percent are clearly related to slavery, including its intangible
heritage and memories. Of those, 39 percent have focused on colonial
cities, fortifications, and production sites, while the remaining 24 percent of these projects have been devoted to environmental or global issues tied closely to the island’s social complexity (figs. 10.2 and 10.3).53
Although there is increasing public interest in archaeological research, the NHF has remained only marginally involved because there
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Social representativeness and chronology of the monuments listed in
the National Heritage Fund Act (2003) and its following amendments.
(Created by Diego Calaon.)

FIgURE 10.2.

FIgURE 10.3. Context type for the archaeological projects in Mauritius (1997–2015).
(Created by Diego Calaon.)

are no legal regulations to control the country’s archaeological resources. Excavations and research are promoted mainly by local institutions, such as the Aapravasi Ghat Trust Fund (AGTF), the Le Morne
Heritage Trust Fund, the National Parks and Conservation Services,
the Mauritian Oceanographic Institute, the University of Mauritius,
and the Mauritius Museums Council, or by foreign (mostly European
and American) universities in collaboration with these Mauritian institutions. Although the legal instruments needed to address issues surrounding archaeological research do not exist, there is evidence that
those at the lower levels of the country’s administrative and political
system are fully aware that the material approach to heritage is essential
to understanding and managing the nation’s past (see table 10.1, providing a list of archaeological projects).
An overview of archaeological projects that are currently underway provides an opportunity to better appreciate their impact on the
ways in which heritage is being constructed in early twenty-first-century
Mauritius. We may note, in the first instance, that the majority of these
projects have elicited considerable public interest and that most have involved local community participation in research activities. Archaeology
is accordingly clearly contributing to creating a new sense of heritage
because it provides people with a tangible, rather than just emotional,
attachment to specific sites. Since almost every project includes a study
of the local landscape as part of the process of understanding the site’s
physical characteristics, it affords an opportunity for people to better
understand the ways in which human intervention has transformed that
landscape and environment. Because these projects also seek to situate
these sites in larger contexts, they are also an important way in which
local communities can develop a greater “sense of place” that allows
them to appreciate the global historical contexts in which their ancestors lived and they themselves now live.54 An increasing interest in the
materiality of past daily life can be also outlined following oral history
and ethnographically oriented projects; for example, investigating the
traditional manufacturing and the use of daily objects connected with
work in the sugar fields is contributing to making everyone’s memory
part of the global Mauritian history (fig. 10.4).55
The impact of these archaeological projects on Mauritian heritage
extends beyond developing the kind of data that allow people to reconsider a site’s cultural value and significance. The need for scientific
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Social representativeness and chronology of the archaeological contexts studied by the archaeological projects in Mauritius (1997–2015).
(Created by Diego Calaon.)

FIgURE 10.4.

information to assess heritage significance prompted the University of
Mauritius to inaugurate programs such as a Bachelor of Honors in history in which archaeology and heritage are integral components. At the
same time, the island, once hardly acknowledged in archaeological debates about slavery or diasporas in the Indian Ocean world, has become
a subject of increasing interest by scholars interested in studying the dynamics of identity creation, maintenance, and change that accompanied
the global movement of people and goods in the colonial world.
UNESCO, WHSs, AND NEW MATERIAL
PERSPECTIVES ON MAURITIAN HERITAgE

The idea of “world heritage” promoted by UNESCO has contributed in
recent years to both a new perception of heritage in Mauritius and the
development of new heritage policies, especially following the government’s nomination of the Aapravasi Ghat and the Le Morne Cultural
Landscape for inscription as WHSs. The Aapravasi Ghat, which consists
of the remains of the old immigration depot in the heart of Port Louis’s
harbor area, was inscribed as a WHS in 2006 to commemorate where
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Le Morne Mountain, Survey
and Excavation

The Dodo Project

Mont Choisy

Aapravasi Ghat 2009, UNESCO Site, Excavation in the
Sugar Warehouse (BRIC)
Le Morne Mountain, Survey
(plateau)

7

8

9

10

11

6

2003– Geoffrey and Francoise
2010 Summers / National Heritage
Fund, Mauritius
2004 Le Morne Trust Fund / Amitava Chowdhury

Riviere
Noire

2009– Mauritius Archaeology and
2010 Cultural Heritage / Le Morne
Trust Fund

2004– University of Mauritius / Natu2008 ral History Museum London
Pample2008 Mauritius Archaeology and
mousses
Cultural Heritage / Krish
Seetah
Port Louis 2009 Aapravasi Ghat Trust Fund /
Jayshree Mungur

Riviere
Noire

Aapravasi Ghat 2003-04,
Archaeological Excavation in
the UNESCO Site Area
Île de la Passe Archaeological Grand
Project
Port

5

4

Institution / Researchers

1975– Mauritius Museum Council /
2014 Mauritian Marine Conservatory Society

Year

1997– Historical Society, Mauritius
1998
1997– Amsterdam Archaeological
2005 Center / National Museum
Council, Mauritius
Grand
2003 Geoffrey and Francoise
Port
Summers / National Heritage
Fund, Mauritius
Port Louis 2003– Aapravasi Ghat Trust Fund /
2004 Amitava Chowdhury

Black
River
Grand
Port

District

Vieux Grand Port, Archaeological Excavation at Fort
Hendricks
Île aux Aigrettes

Underwater Archaeological
Researches (Archeomar
Project: Coureur, St Géran,
Magicienne, Sirius, Banda,
Speakers wrecks etc.)
Martello Tower

Project Name

3

2

1

nr.

Surveys

Excavations / Analysis of
Artifacts

Excavations / Analysis of
Artifacts

Surveys / Excavations

Archaeological excavations / Analysis of
Artifacts
Surveys / Excavations
/ Analysis of Standing
Structures
Surveys / Excavations

Survey

Analysis of Standing
Structures
Excavations / Surveys /
Analysis of Artifacts

Indian–
Immigrants
French

British

Dutch

French

Colonial
(French/
British)

Main
Social
Group

Indian–
Immigrants
Natural Area / Slave
Open Area
descendants

Colonial
Infrastructure

Natural Area / Slave
Open Area
descendants
Natural Area / Other
Open Area
Natural Area / British
Open Area

Military Site

Productive
site (mill, kiln,
etc.)
Colonial
Infrastructure

Colonial
Infrastructure

Military Site

Underwater Excavations / Shipwreck
Underwater Surveys

Type of Archaeological
Investigation

Typology /
Archaeological Context

TABLE 10.1. Main archaeological projects in Mauritius, 1975–2015

1715–
1810

Global
History

Global
History
Global
History

1715–
1810

1715–
1810

Global
History

1900–
1968

1715–
1810
1638–
1710

1715–
1810

Main
Chronological
Period

Description

Morne Brabant Mountain /
caves / palteau

Immigration depot

Pre-contact period environmental research
Environmental researches

Morne Brabant Mountain /
caves / plateau

French and British batteries / caserns

Immigration Depot

Limekiln and other colonial infrastructures

First Dutch Colony

Fort

Shipwrecks

Aapravasi Ghat 2010-13, UNESCO Site, BRIC–Beekrunsing
Ramlallah Interpretation Center Excavation
Environmental and Colonialism (Trou aux Cerfs, Trois
Caverns)
Black River Gorges

Vagrant Depot

Château Labourdonnais

Bois Marchand, Indentured
Cemetery Area

Studies in Sugar Estates
(Beau Valon, Forbach)

World War II Cultural Heritage Grand
Project
Port

Archaeology of Religion in
Mauritius

Bras d'Eau National Park (ex
Sugar Estate)

15

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Whole
Island

Whole
Island

Grand
Port

Pamplemousse

Pamplemousse

Source: Created by Diego Calaon.

17

16

Trianon Project, Workers'
Barracks

14

Analysis of Standing
Structures

Survey / Analysis of
Standing Structures

Survey

Surveys / Coring
Campaigns

Excavations / Surveys
/ Analysis of Artifacts
/ Analysis of Standing
Structures
Excavations / Analysis
of Standing Structures /
Analysis of Artifacts

Excavations / Surveys
/ Analysis of Artifacts /
Osteological Analysis
Excavations / Surveys /
Analysis of Artifacts

Excavations / Surveys
/ Analysis of Artifacts /
Osteological Analysis
Surveys / Excavations
/ Analysis of Standing
Structures
Surveys / Excavations
/ Analysis of Standing
Structures
2013– Mauritius Archaeology and
Surveys / Excavations
ongo- Cultural Heritage / Sasa Caval / Analysis of Standing
ing
Structures
2014– Mauritius Archaeology and
Surveys / Excavations
ongo- Cultural Heritage / Aapravasi / Analysis of Standing
ing
Ghat Trust Fund / Julia Haines Structures / Analysis of
Artifacts

Domain de Labourdonnais

Mauritius Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage / Aapravasi
Ghat trust Fund / Krish Seetah
Geoffrey and Francoise Summers / Aapravasi Ghat trust
Fund
2012– Geoffrey and Francoise
2014 Summers

2011–
ongoing
2012

2011–
2014

Port Louis 2010– Aapravasi Ghat trust Fund /
2013 Mauritius Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage / Diego
Calaon
Whole
2010– Mauritius Archaeology and
Island
2014 Cultural Heritage / Krish
Seetah
Riviere
2010– Le Morne Trust Fund / Black
Noire /
ongo- River Gorges National Park
Savanne ing
Riviere
2010– Aapravasi Ghat Trust Fund
Noire
2014

Flat Island Project

13

2009– Mauritius Archaeology and
2014 Cultural Heritage / Le Morne
Trust Fund / Krish Seetah
Riviere du 2009– Mauritius Archaeology and
Rempart 2014 Cultural Heritage / Aapravasi
Ghat trust Fund / Krish Seetah
Plaines
2010– Mauritius Archaeology and
Whilems 2012 Cultural Heritage / Aapravasi
Ghat trust Fund / Krish Seetah

Riviere
Noire

Le Morne Cemetery

12

Slave
descendants
British

Indian–
Immigrants

Global
Mauritius
Arcaheology Colonial
of Sugar Plan- (French/
tation / Estate British)

Religious Site

Natural Area / Slave
Open Area
descendants
Colonial
Indian–
Infrastructure Immigrants
Colonial
French
Urban Element / Colonial House
Cemetery
Indian–
Immigrants
Arcaheology Colonial
of Sugar Plan- (French/
tation / Estate British)
Military Site
Other

Natural Area / Global
Open Area
Mauritius

Colonial
Infrastructure

Arcaheology Indian–
of Sugar Plan- Immitation / Estate grants

Colonial
Infrastructure

Cemetery

Global
History

Global
History

1900–
1968

1810–
1900

1810–
1900

1715–
1810

1810–
1900

Global
History

Global
History

Global
History

1810–
1900

1810–
1900

1715–
1810

Sugar estate / living quarters / production areas /
agricultural fields

Archaeology of religious
practices

Military batteries

Sugar estates

Cemetery

Colonial master house

Prison

Natural site / caves /
gorges

Natural sites

Immigration depot

Quarantine island, / hospitals / military quarters /
cemetery / lighthouse
Colonial stone barracks /
living quarters

Slave (or slave descendant) cemetery

the modern indentured labor diaspora, which scattered some 2.2 million Africans, Asians, Melanesian, and other (mostly non-European)
contractual workers throughout and beyond the colonial plantation
world between the 1830s and early twentieth century, began. The Le
Morne Cultural Landscape, in the southwestern part of the island, was
inscribed in 2008 as a memorial to slave resistance and maroonage.56
The nomination of these two sites for World Heritage status must
be seen, at least in part, as important investments by the Mauritian
government to enhance the fourth pillar of the country’s economy:
the tourism industry.57 Mauritian tourism is now moving beyond its
traditional focus on the island as an exotic beach resort to target a
broader audience in line with the emergence of a more expansive hospitality market and international property development. Hospitality
no longer encompasses just hotels, leisure parks, and related activities,
but now includes other kinds of tourism (e.g., cultural, “green” or
environmental, medical) as well as hosting international conferences,
training seminars, and so on, while property developers increasingly
seek crossborder opportunities. In these contexts, WHSs can become
an important resource that has the potential to drive socioeconomic
development. The inscription of local sites on the world heritage list
has generally been perceived as a catalyst for the kind of new investments that can create global opportunities.58
The globalization of tourism and the development of cultural tourism in particular have deepened Mauritians’ awareness of the need not
only to make their past tangible, but also to safeguard it and transmit it
to future generations. One consequence of this changing perception of
heritage has been for governmental institutions to play a stronger role
in developing heritage in line with its global tourism aspirations. By appropriating the process of creating heritage and memory, the Mauritian
state has also sought to discourage the kind of independent public discourse about heritage that accompanies the complex negotiations about
identity produced by the ongoing creolization of Mauritian society.59
Recent UNESCO policies have promoted a liberal, multicultural
approach to world heritage. Because such policies tend to affirm and
reinforce cultural difference, they highlight rather than minimize the
differences between ethnic groups. As a result, the process of heritage
construction can easily crystalize people’s perceptions of the historical,
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moral, and ethical values that contribute to recognizing a particular site
as heritage.60
In the case of Mauritius, it would be too simplistic to argue that
the decision to nominate the Aapravasi Ghat as a WHS was part of an
explicit agenda by some of the country’s political parties to celebrate
the important role that Indian and Hindu indentured immigrants played
in creating a modern country and society. The same can be said about
the efforts to inscribe the Le Morne Cultural Landscape as a political
response to calls by descendants of the island’s slaves to receive reparations for the exploitation and suffering endured by their ancestors.
Here it is important to remember that slavery and indenture both have
universal value, not only in the Indian Ocean but also elsewhere in the
globe, and the public discourse in Mauritius about nominating both of
these sites for world heritage status generated the kind of discussion and
debate that contributed in a positive manner to the process of heritage
construction. For Mauritians, the world heritage framework enunciated
by UNESCO and the International Council on Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS) has been instrumental in shedding new light on the nation’s
past. More specifically, UNESCO and ICOMOS requirements have
spurred the kind of scientific research and the development of outreach
programs61 that encouraged local communities to view their own historical experience in broader social, economic, and political contexts.
By encouraging Mauritians to adopt a more multilayered understanding
of their history, this research has helped to establish a transversal image
of the past in which everyone, regardless of their ancestry, worked and
lived together in a society that now forms one nation.62
Because the WHS nomination process requires the establishment
of administrative and cultural institutions dedicated to protecting and
managing sites inscribed on the world heritage list, the Mauritian government has supported the two organizations—the AGTF, established
in 2001, and the Le Morne Heritage Trust Fund, established in 2004—
responsible for overseeing these sites. In addition to endowing these organizations with boards of directors that include representatives from
government ministries, other cultural institutions, and the general public, these organizations house technical and research units charged with
producing management plans that include specific policies to develop a
site’s intangible as well as tangible values.
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As a result of these organizations’ work, the government has adopted a new approach to managing heritage. Before the Aapravasi Ghat
and Le Morne Cultural Landscape’s inscription as WHSs, sites deemed
to be of national importance were simply listed as such without any
provision being made for their protection, conservation, and development. Not unsurprisingly, this approach did little to raise local communities’ awareness of heritage sites in their area. Since 2006, however,
the Mauritian government has demonstrated increasing support for the
development of instruments to conserve, manage, and promote these
sites, including archaeological research, exhibitions, educational, and
cultural activities related to tangible and intangible heritage.
This new governmental approach to heritage is visible in other ways.
The UNESCO requirement that WHSs must be protected by a buffer
zone has led recently to the issuance of new plans to control development in the buffer zone surrounding the Aapravasi Ghat. This zone is
an important historic urban landscape filled with structures that reflect
Port Louis’s evolution as a city. As a result, these elements of the city’s,
and ultimately the nation’s, tangible and intangible heritage are now
being safeguarded and enhanced. In marked contrast to developments
some thirty years earlier, rapid urban “development” now has to deal
with the immaterial value of memory.63
The role that archaeology can play in shaping national heritage is perhaps best illustrated by activities conducted by AGTF.64 Since 2003, AGTF
has conducted and supported a program of archaeological research in order
to develop a fuller understanding of the Aapravasi Ghat’s history as the
depot through which hundreds of thousands of indentured laborers, mostly
from India but also from Africa, Asia, and elsewhere, landed in Mauritius
between 1849 and the 1920s. In addition to shedding new light on the site’s
development as an immigration depot, these excavations helped situate the
depot more firmly as an integral part of the global economic system that
emerged during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Excavations revealed, for example, that the part of the Trou Fanfaron in which the depot is
located was also used as a landing place by the French Compagnie des Indes
during the eighteenth century. These excavations also provided an opportunity to investigate the topography and industrial development of this key
area in Port Louis. By deepening our understanding of the ways in which
the immigration depot was connected closely with other port facilities, this
research has underscored the ways newly arrived indentured immigrants
became involved in the island’s globalized economy and how their sense of
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cultural identity was challenged and ultimately modified by the materiality
of colonial infrastructure.65
Archaeology likewise played a significant role in preparing the dossier that nominated the Le Morne Cultural landscape as a WHS, given
the limited number of archival sources that made explicit reference to
maroon activity and slave resistance in the area around the site. Archaeological excavations found, for example, material traces of temporary
human occupation on Le Morne itself, evidence that gave substance,
albeit problematic substance, to local oral traditions that maroon slaves
took shelter on the mountain.66 While more extensive research has suggested that the mountain’s topography precluded the establishment of a
permanent maroon settlement on its summit, this research encouraged
excavations of the so-called maroon cemetery near Le Morne and in the
vicinity of the village of Makak. This research has yielded important
new insights into the lives of the island’s early nineteenth-century inhabitants of African and/or Malagasy origin, including the ways in which
these individuals related to the landscape in which they resided.67
Throughout its history, Mauritian society has been shaped by a series
of complex interactions with the wider world, interactions that began with
the island’s colonization by the Dutch in 1638 and continue to the present.
Since independence in 1968, Mauritians have sought to come to terms, both
individually and collectively, with the social, economic, cultural, and political legacy of their complex and multifaceted colonial past and their place
and identity in a modern state and society. An inherent part of this endeavor
has been to discuss and debate what it is to be Mauritian. Heritage plays an
increasingly important role in this process of negotiating what it means to
be part of a nation that espouses the idea of unité dans la diversité.
The inscription of the Aapravasi Ghat and the Le Morne Cultural
Landscape as WHSs has played a major role in encouraging many Mauritians to begin viewing their history and heritage in broader, international contexts. Their doing so has also given local identities new forms
of expression. Because of its emphasis on recovering, analyzing, and contextualizing materiality, archaeological research has contributed to this
development of new, more truly national perspectives on the Mauritian
past. By providing scientifically based, culturally neutral insights into the
country’s rich, complex, and multilayered history, archaeology promises
to provide all Mauritians with new opportunities to better understand
not only the nature, dynamics, and realities of their past, but also the
ways in which they can build a vibrant postcolonial nation and society.
Archaeology and the Process of Heritage Construction in Mauritius
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ELEVEN
Climate and Disease in the Indian Ocean
An Interdisciplinary Study from Mauritius
KRISH SEETAH

I N R E C E N T Y E A RS , T H E consequences of climate warming have be-

come a topic of considerable interest to archaeologists and historians.
Climatic changes have the potential to impact our world in numerous
ways, underscoring the complexity of trying to understand how ecological systems (precipitation, temperature, and geology) interact with
each other. Of these concerns, one of the more pressing is the potential
risk to human health that a warmer climate may result in. Given the
well-studied nexus between disease and historic globalization events, it
is surprising that historical archaeologists have paid little attention to
this topic. Taking another view, while climate change is a process that is
in constant flux and has been since deep antiquity, the changes wrought
on our environment by humans over the last five hundred years have
arguably had the greatest impact on the modern world. Thus, this period should be a key focus of climate change research.1
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In this chapter, I present a study that illustrates how historical archaeologists can use techniques developed by environmental scientists
to better understand the ecological consequences of colonization on
Mauritius. In addition to discussing environmental impacts, as they can
be determined from climate proxy data,2 I also outline how these same
datasets can be used to improve our knowledge of the historical spread
of disease, in this case malaria, and potentially contribute to future disease control. The study outlined here is nested within the Mauritian
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (MACH) project, and although
at present we must consider this a theoretical exercise, it is one based
on well-established methodological precedent, with active analysis of
human skeletal bone. The research presented here capitalizes on the specific nature of the archaeological sites the MACH project is working
on (i.e., cemeteries), from which we have been able to recover human
remains. It also takes advantage of the ability to undertake a range of
climate analyses using samples derived from coastal and terrestrial coring. As set out in the introduction to this volume, the research is interdisciplinary and integrates datasets and perspectives from archaeology,
history, and environmental science, with applicability at the local, regional (i.e., Indian Ocean basin), and global levels, where malaria is
prevalent. Further, it aims to underscore the potential insights that a
better understanding of diseases in the region might reveal, and how
these could improve our knowledge of the processes of demographic
transformations at a range of geographic scales.
CONNECTED ISOLATION: THE PARADOX OF ISLANDS

Historical research has long conceptualized the connected nature of
islands and their communities, while archaeology, approaching islands
from the perspective of artifacts, also emphasizes the way that material
exchanges result in connectivity.3 However, when approached from the
viewpoint of environmental science, the tendency has been to see islands
as constrained zones, particularly when discussing geography. This is
obviously true within the context of physical space and can be beneficial to research as it permits control over spatial variables. Particularly
within the modern setting, and despite their often-small size, islands
are rarely truly isolated, and their connections to global networks have
increasingly resulted in negative implications for the local communities.
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This takes the form of increased dependence on imported products, and
particularly problematic, a reliance on nonlocal raw materials required
for construction. While these issues illustrate the role that island communities themselves can and do play in modifying local landscapes, particularly through processes of modernization, of far greater impact are
the potentially devastating consequences for islands that global climate
change could initiate. Rising sea levels, alongside changes to patterns of
precipitation and increased sea-surface and air temperatures, have the
potential to overstrain already limited resources. In addition, policies
developed at an international level may in fact limit the ability of local
governments to make decisions regarding the best way to safeguard
their environment. This has the potential to exacerbate damage to vulnerable ecological systems. In short, island communities need evidence
that helps to frame, archaeohistorically, how local landscapes have been
modified during and after the colonial period.4
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND COLONIZATION

At a practical level, the above begs the question: What actually catalyzes change to island ecology? Large-scale historical transformation is
evident as a consequence of colonial administrative policy, and this has
taken the form of the near-complete conversion of island landscapes,
for example, as a consequence of intensified monocrop agriculture.5
However, recent research is increasingly cognizant of the extent to which
more subtle drivers of change can influence island ecosystems. In particular, while the destructive role of exotic introduced fauna is well known,
it is now apparent that their influence has far-reaching, long-term ramifications. The main culprits are rats, pigs, and ungulates, in particular, cattle, and deer, with carnivores like the small Indian mongoose
and cats playing a more direct role in reducing native fauna.6 There are
many complexities in how these species interact with and impact island
ecology, and it has been suggested, for example, that the negative effect of rats has been exaggerated.7 Rats were, and continue to be, an
unintentional introduction; large ungulates, on the other hand, and in
particular cattle, were deliberately introduced as a source of nutrition
and for traction. Their role from a historical standpoint, in Brazil as a
case in point but applicable to many geographic locations in the Indian
Ocean as well, has been considered critical to colonial expansion.8 Their
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direct impact on island ecosystems takes many forms, and it has been
suggested that “ungulate herbivory is a chronic, landscape-scale disturbance capable of influencing plant communities as much as episodic
events such as fire. Consequently, ungulate herbivory has the potential
to facilitate the invasion and establishment of exotic plants.”9 In addition to their destructive impacts on flora, at a more discreet level, cattle
have been shown to facilitate the expansion of other exotic faunal species, as demonstrated in Australia with cane toads.10
The specific behavior patterns of pigs have also been shown to have
a particularly detrimental impact. Their rooting activities during periods of feeding disturb soil layers, and can cause major disruption to the
establishment of seedlings, aeration of the soil, and natural decomposition.11 In spite of the large array of destructive actions exotics have initiated, including extirpating native flora, preying on indigenous fauna,
and facilitating the establishment of new invasive species, the most devastating long-term impact of ungulates and other introduced animals
is likely to take the form of novel behaviors that they undertake in new
environments. This point is particularly important for small islands that
have historically lacked large, terrestrial herbivores.12
THE CON TEXT OF DISEASE IN THE COLONIAL WORLD

Understanding disease in the colonial setting is far from simple. Aside
from the fact that “colonial medicine” and medical practice of the day
was itself a different entity in terms of how disease was conceived of,
when compared to the modern world, there is also the issue of the very
different ways in which individual colonial powers treated those afflicted
with illness, and indeed, the extent to which they integrated local medical traditions. In effect, this captures an aspect of how imperial forces
chose to interact with indigenous communities: the Portuguese actively
engaged with Indian healers, pundits, in Goa, while the far more industrialized British implemented regimes that generally took little account
of local practices.13
For the purposes of this chapter, one point in particular is worth
noting. One of the main pillars of medical development during colonial rule rested on the deployment of skilled medical practitioners into
newly colonized regions as a means of assessing the impacts of disease,
primarily on the health of westerners, but also on the health of the
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laboring classes. A feature that is particularly important is the speed
with which these doctors transition from reporting that disease impact
was “generally comparable to Europe” to stating that these regions were
effectively a “white man’s graveyard.”14 While this latter descriptor was
used widely to describe Africa during early exploration, it was subsequently adopted to describe the Caribbean, for example, and illustrates
the rapidity with which a range of diseases migrated with the transatlantic slave trade, a so-called Africanizing of the disease environment.
Not only does this model illustrate how African diseases, principally
malaria and smallpox, migrated across the Atlantic, it also showed how,
later, Atlantic diseases, such as syphilis, transitioned into South Asia.15
In terms of geographic spread, alongside malaria, smallpox, cholera, and yellow fever were quickly disseminated around the globe as a
consequence of improved transportation. These diseases became an important focal point for colonial administration, principally because they
caused high death rates for westerners, particularly soldiers, but also
because they drastically reduced the available workforce. Understanding
the underlying mechanisms of transmission for individual diseases, how
to control their spread, and ultimately how to cure the sick became a
major preoccupation of the administration for the simple fact that these
diseases decimated populations, often on a cyclical basis. It quickly became apparent that the environmental component was critically important, both at the larger panregional scale in terms of moving diseases
along with people, but also at the local scale, with regard to practices
adopted for agriculture that then influenced and augmented the spread
of disease. Two examples from Mauritius illustrate this situation: By
retaining standing water for irrigation of plantations, the risk of malaria infection was increased as these reservoirs provided ideal habitats
for the larvae of mosquitoes. Similarly, the poor sanitation and lack of
clean drinking water for residents of Port Louis resulted in outbreaks of
cholera.16
The massive demographic reconfigurations that epitomized the
historical period created new disease environments where neither the
local population nor incoming groups were prepared for the devastating consequences of new, or new forms, of diseases. James L. A. Webb
succinctly summarizes the significance of disease: “Historians of Africa have credited the difficult disease environment of tropical Africa
with a vital role in shaping the history of African civilizations.”17 This
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statement is just as significant for and applicable to small islands in the
Indian Ocean, and indeed, the colonial world more generally. What is
absent is the assessment of the skeletal record, alongside the historical
and environmental, to better understand the populations most likely to
be affected by disease, and the outcomes in terms of physiological implications as well as inferred socioeconomic ramifications. This is where
archaeology has a potentially important role to play. Although the present chapter focuses on malaria because of the specific circumstances of
the materials we have available for study, much work exists on other
major “plague” diseases, and similar approaches could be adopted to
better understand their individual influence on historic population
structure, administrative policy, and impact on the body.18
THE UTILITY OF MAURITIUS FOR RESEARCH
ON CLIMATE AND DISEASE

Mauritius, known the world over as the home of the dodo, the quintessential icon of extinction and arguably the first species lost as a
consequence of globalization, is an ideal location for studies that aim
to contextualize colonial activity and the resulting climatic impacts.
The island forms part of the Mascarene biodiversity hotspot, a region
recognized as having a high degree of faunal and floral variation. Its
lagoons function as a reservoir for its unique marine ecosystem, and
prior to colonization, its flora constituted a lush mosaic of microhabitats ranging from heath and forest in the uplands to Pandanus reed
swamp in coastal lowlands.19 Mauritius had no indigenous populations; in fact, apart from bats the island had no mammals prior to
settlement. Recent research using a variety of paleoecological tools
has started to reveal not only a more complete picture of the island’s
native flora prior to settlement, but also the magnitude and rate of
detrimental outcomes as a consequence of colonization. From 1598,
the island witnessed three successive waves of colonialism, with each
group bringing its own model of land exploitation. The Dutch (1638–
1710) focused on forest resources, the French (1721–1810) introduced
large-scale sugar cropping and animal husbandry, and the British
(1810–1968) intensified sugar agriculture over the whole island, with
the effect that around the 1850s, some 10 percent of global sugar production derived from the island.20
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Mauritius serves as an important barometer for the wider region.
It is five hundred miles from the nearest major landmass to the west,
Madagascar, while eastward there is no land for nearly five thousand
miles until one reaches Australia. Thus, its spatial isolation allows us
to convincingly tie ecological effects to human agency on the island.
Its unique history and rich archival record also provide a rare opportunity to chart temporal change through time using instrumental records
(historical archives of rainfall, meteorological activity, and other climate
variables) and to observe how these correlate with policy during the various colonial phases.
In addition to the historical backdrop and the ongoing paleoecological work, the team of the MACH project has undertaken excavation
on a range of sites that are now providing source materials for further
analysis. Of key significance is the Bois Marchand Cemetery, located
in Terre Rouge (fig. 11.1), a functional, contemporary cemetery with
historic sections ostensibly dedicated to indentured workers. Since 2011,
excavations at Bois Marchand have unearthed a unique snapshot of the
island’s ancient population, unearthing some thirty human skeletons.
In addition to an estimated four hundred to five hundred interred, the
cemetery has an extensive and impressive collection of burial records,

FIGURE 11.1. Bois Marchand. (Photo by Yves Pitchen, reproduced here with permission.)
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detailing demographic and cause of death data, spanning back to its
inception.
At the time it was established in 1867, Bois Marchand covered some
four hundred acres, and was created to accommodate the massive death
toll resulting from epidemics of malaria and cholera. The smaller cemeteries of the capital, Port Louis, were simply overwhelmed by the numbers of individuals who perished. In 1867, forty-one thousand people,
10 percent of the entire population, died from malaria. The response
by the British administration was to expand quarantine and cemetery
infrastructure; there was no way the British could have known that mosquitoes were the vector for malaria as these discoveries were not made
until Ross’s work some thirty years later.21
While Bois Marchand is under active investigation and has yielded
human remains that are currently being analyzed, the site of Flat Island
Quarantine Station is also potentially promising. Two brief survey seasons have been undertaken on the island to date, which have revealed
rich archaeological potential. The site retains standing archaeological
features, such as a hospital block and possible desalination plant. In
addition, historic maps indicate zones on the island used as “coolie
camps” as well as two cemeteries, one of which may have formed the
final resting place for those who fell ill on the voyage to Mauritius and
ultimately died while in quarantine. This site thus has the potential to
add important information regarding the administration’s response and
the actions taken to control the spread of disease. Given the historical
reference to a cemetery, it may even prove to be a locus for additional
human samples with future excavation.
MAURITIUS, MALARIA, AND THE WIDER INDIAN OCEAN

Having established that from both an ecological and archaeohistoric
perspective the island has considerable utility for a better assessment
of the environmental consequences of colonization, as well as scope for
improving our knowledge of the spread of malaria, the next point is to
demonstrate how outcomes from Mauritius may be useful for the wider
region. Africa has the highest prevalence of malaria in the world, with
approximately 90 percent of cases recorded on this continent. South
Asia, and India in particular, has the second highest rate of occurrence.
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Mauritius, effectively an African island composed of a plural but predominantly South Asian community, captures the two key elements that
underscore malarial transmission: its environment and ecology were,
and remain, very well suited to harboring and spreading malaria via
mosquitoes. Secondly, the specific demographic that now constitutes the
island includes individuals from key high-risk locations; thus, if we can
understand how the disease interacts with these groups, we have the
opportunity to apply any results to these larger continental landmasses.
In addition, the particular history of malaria, its development and impact on the island, is idiosyncratic. No recorded case of the disease was
noted during the French period; by 1867 it was epidemic, particularly in
urban areas, but was eliminated by 1969 only to reemerge in 1975. The
island finally achieved disease-free status in 1998, and is, as of the writing of this chapter, maintaining it. Mauritius is one of only two cases in
Africa classed as malaria free by the WHO.22 Given this singular set of
circumstances, what lessons can we learn, especially when we approach
the study of ancient malaria transmission from a scientific perspective?
Archaeologically speaking, the role of disease, while figuring
strongly in Atlantic research, has remained largely unstudied within an
Indian Ocean context, and could prove highly relevant to our understanding of labor provision in the Indian Ocean basin.23 While this provides immediate outcomes and connects strongly to the themes set out
in the introduction to this volume (namely, to find ways to connect historical and archaeological research agendas), it also has bearing on the
issue of making archaeohistoric research relevant. This is the case with
regard not only to contributions to academic narratives on “environmental crisis,” but also to the very communities with which we work.
In an African context, there is an expectation at the governmental level
that those individuals who have training and expertise in subjects such
as archaeology, and here I emphasize environmental archaeology specifically,24 will be able to offer solutions to practical issues. The type of archaeohistoric research outlined and expanded on here has considerable
potential benefit for contemporary communities, particularly within an
African context.25
In the remainder of this chapter, I outline the ecological framework
currently under development to generate climate proxy data, and explain how this fits into an ongoing investigation of the spread of malaria.
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Ecology

The direct measurements of temperature, wind speed, and other climatic data (termed the instrumental record) have only been kept for a
relatively short period of time, decades as opposed to centuries in most
cases. Therefore, climate scientists face a challenging situation as they
have few historically recorded data against which they can compare
trends in climate fluctuation, assess change, or test climatic models.
There are often major gaps in the archival records, a situation that affects Mauritius as well as being a more general concern. For this reason,
additional analytical techniques have been developed to capture “proxy”
data, which can be used to infer climatic conditions in the past, often to
a high degree of specificity. These proxy data can be assembled from a
range of sources, but two particularly profitable records can be derived
from analyzing soil and coral core samples. The former provides information on geomorphology, hydrology, and land cover change. For the
latter, climatic assessment can be generated from cores extracted from
large Porites coral.26 These are a group of dome-shaped, reef-building
corals, with properties that make them highly suitable for climate studies. Cores are drilled (usually at no more than twenty meters below the
surface of the sea) using special equipment to extract a precise set of climate proxy data from the skeletons of the corals. As the coral grows, the
underlying structure of its skeleton traps particles of minerals and trace
metals from the surrounding seawater, acting as a natural reservoir for
these elements as they find their way into coastal waters from the land.
These large corals form over many decades, with the largest capturing
over three hundred years of climate information, although at present the
coral from the coastal waters off Mauritius are likely to retain a record
of approximately two hundred years as they are generally smaller due
to cooler waters.
Coral cores provide evidence of changing sea surface temperatures,
sediment runoff, and fertilizer use over time.27 An additional benefit of
using coral is that they form rings during their growth, in much the
same way that trees do, and these provide an additional chronological
reference point, which can also be carbon-dated to provide an absolute datum. Thus, a suite of ecological proxies forms the basis for the
study outlined here, framed within chronological and archaeohistorical
datasets.28 Our principal archaeological, osteological, and molecular
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research is being undertaken from human remains, and to date, samples
from seventy skeletons—derived from Bois Marchand as well as the earlier slave and postemancipation Le Morne Old Cemetery—have been
isolated and are actively under analysis.29
Disease

Geographically speaking, malaria is considered one of the most detrimental diseases on earth in terms of prevalence and mortality, with
half of the world’s population at risk from contracting the disease. It
is estimated that some 10 percent of those living in high-risk areas will
be infected, of which approximately one million will die annually. As
mentioned above, Africa bears the brunt of this mortality, with 90 percent of deaths occurring on this continent, primarily in infants under
five. Given these rates of mortality and the specific portion of the demographic that is most affected, it is clear why the socioeconomic cost
is even greater than this death toll suggests.30 More alarming is that despite decades-long efforts at eradication, malarial prevalence is on the
increase. With a warming climate, greater levels of resistance to prophylaxis, and no proven vaccine, malaria poses an increasingly significant global socioeconomic and health challenge, in the context of both
shifting zones of infection to new areas and the reemergence in areas
formerly under control.31
In light of the fact that malaria is largely preventable, both the
widespread socioeconomic ramifications of the disease and its significant cost in human life may seem inexplicable. However, climatic conditions are a critical factor in determining the range of malaria, and
are expected to change rapidly in some malaria regions in the future
as the climate warms. Thus, while we have good models for assessing
how the activity pattern of mosquitoes correlates with changing temperatures for the contemporary setting, these have generally not been
contextualized through time, given the paucity of data from the instrumental records. Furthermore, recent research has suggested, in addition
to the well-documented effects of temperature, rainfall, and humidity,
that geomorphology, hydrology, and land cover change may be crucially
important determinants of mosquito distribution and activity.32 With
better, more complete correlations between climatic conditions and
mosquito activity, it would be possible to provide better advice on how
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to avoid periods of peak mosquito activity, and thus reduce the risk of
being infected through bites.33
In recent years, evolving resistance to both pesticides and drugs has
led to attempts at developing a vaccine. However, vaccines for parasitic
disease, as opposed to viral or bacterial illness, are harder to produce
because of the greater genetic complexity of the organisms (e.g., the
poliovirus has eleven genes while Plasmodium falciparum, the most virulent form of the protozoan parasite that causes malaria in humans,
has over five thousand). Furthermore, no other vector-borne disease
has the capacity to evade the human immune system as effectively as
Plasmodium falciparum; thus, efforts to aid the immune system through
modern medicine have been largely ineffective. Despite the seeming incompatibility between modern medicine and archaeological practice,
the following outlines what may be a potentially ground-breaking development in terms of the application of scientific archaeology to modern
disease control.34 The human skeletal remains that have been (and continue to be) excavated from cemeteries such as Bois Marchand may hold
the key to unlocking a path to improved vaccine development, based on
a better understanding of how malaria genes have changed over time.
Recent advances in DNA analysis using next-generation sequencing (assessing the whole genome) and shotgun techniques allow us to study the
genomic basis of virulence, causes of historical outbreaks, and natural
selection for drug resistance.35 To these molecular techniques, we can
add evidence from more traditional osteological assessment of the skeletal remains, which can divulge the extent to which nutrition and other
physiological responses triangulate with malaria infection. Osteology
also provides an established, though contested, means of recognizing
infection from the skull, porotic hyperostosis, and cribera orbitalia
(fig. 11.2). The pitting of the cranial vault that typifies these conditions
is a skeletal response to anemia and has been linked to malaria.36
ARCHAEOHISTORIC DATA, a DNA, CLIMATE, AND MALARIA

There is well-established precedent for the extraction of plasmid DNA
from ancient remains, in some instances spanning many thousands of
years. Indeed, the earliest evidence of malaria was recovered from a mosquito preserved in amber dating to some thirty million years ago in the
Dominican Republic. However, research on human malaria has tended
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Cribera orbitalia in individual twenty-nine from Le Morne “Old
Cemetery.” (Photo by Jonathan Santana, reproduced here with permission.)

FIGURE 11.2.

to focus on establishing the origin and early spread of the disease, so the
main thrust of this work has not been disease control, although it has
certainly been recognized that this may be a future application.37 More
importantly, to my knowledge, no attempts have been made to extract
malaria DNA from historic sites, and this is likely a consequence of the
fact that strong evidence already exists in the form of archival records
for the presence of malaria at that time. However, historical sources
detail far more than the mere presence of the disease. Archival records
have the potential to provide accounts of daily death rates during spikes
in infection, as well as demographic data about those individuals who
were dying during periods of malaria epidemics.38 These data need to be
used with caution as they may be subject to inaccuracy, given the lack of
scientific mechanisms at the time for establishing malaria per se; thus,
general terms such as “fever” were commonly used, which do not necessarily provide evidence for malaria.
By using samples from historically contextualized malarial outbreaks, the aim is to integrate archaeological, climatic, and genetic
datasets into a model whereby we know with a high degree of probability when infection occurred, its magnitude in terms of death rate,
and the physiological effect that the disease had on individual human
bodies through osteological analysis. At a broader level, we also have
an account of the sociopolitical response by the administration. The
samples from Bois Marchand and the island more generally derive from
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the 1800s, when human migration, a major influence on the spread of
the disease, was at a historical peak;39 however, this is still well before
the period of modern prophylaxis. By combining these various datasets
and correlating climatic and genetic evidence with information from
the archaeohistoric record, we are able to investigate the “evolution” of
Plasmodium falciparum under environmental and human agency pressures and the responses this triggered in the genomic structure of the
malaria virus.
IMPROVING MALARIA MONITORING
AND EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

Historical and climate proxy data may allow us to build better models
of malaria incidence, incorporating a range of variables: environment,
demographics, land use, and public policy (i.e., disease control efforts in
the historic past). To this, we add any observed changes that may occur
in the genetic structure of the malaria virus itself. The more exciting
future prospect lies in combining these data and correlating the historic
response to malaria with the way the virus then “reacts” (if at all) to
human policy.
In the future, the data generated from the present study could be
used to constrain, test, and improve existing mosquito propagation and
activity models. Using the recorded incidences and death rates for malarial infection and indications of malaria on the skeletons correlated
with the climate record, we can calibrate predictive models in order to
assess malaria response to fluctuations in climate. This would allow better forecasting of disease transmission in response to mosquito carrying
capacity within the environment.40 In the local case, although Mauritius has eliminated malaria, it is still actively involved in surveillance
measures and maintaining its disease-free status.41 Furthermore, these
types of climate models provide evidence of the activity of mosquitoes,
which carry other diseases. A serious outbreak of chikungunyu (a viral
infection that results in sudden fever and joint pain and is transmitted by
mosquitoes) in 2005–6 caused major concerns for both the local population and travellers. Thus, these data would be instrumental in improving
management of mosquitoes and therefore have utility for the control of
a range of diseases, not just malaria. On a wider regional level, these
models can be easily scaled for application to continental landmasses.
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This could lead to the development of landscape-based, low-tech, and
ecologically sensitive control measures that can be implemented to mitigate spread during periods of increased mosquito activity.42
CONCLUSION

The preceding illustrates the kinds of projects that are open to historical archaeologists in the region, made possible through integrative approaches, and readily applicable to other settings both in the Indian
Ocean, but also more widely where diseases such as malaria have had a
major impact. The approach outlined here—correlating climate data and
osteological analysis with historically documented cases of malaria outbreaks and potentially the impacts that environmental and human agency
factors had on the virus’s DNA—could provide a significant body of data
for controlling malaria in the future. Recent research has shown that current models, particularly for temperature, need better calibration.43 The
data that this project proposes to collect, incorporating temperature,
rainfall, and land cover change evidence, in effect mining archaeological
and historical sources,44 provide a much more comprehensive assembly
of climate proxy data than has been studied, or even attempted, to date.
This broad array of climate variables has the potential to be much more
informative then current models that aim to predict the spread of mosquitoes or their biting activity (two major factors in determining rates
of transmission). Better modeling, and indeed, the possible contributions
to vaccine development, become even more urgent when we consider the
likelihood that malaria transmission, strongly correlated to temperature,
will shift and potentially reemerge in areas where it had been eliminated
as temperatures rise with global warming. Thus, beyond the specific benefits for Mauritius, this study has major potential to be applied to other
islands in the Indian Ocean basin, Atlantic, and Pacific, as well as scaled
up for larger continental landmasses.
History, Archaeology, and Disease

Epidemics are like large signposts from which the statesman of
stature can read that a disturbance has occurred in the development of his nation—which not even careless politics can afford
to overlook.
—Rudolf Virchow, 184845
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Although the significant potential for disease control is tantalizing,
the underlying strength of the project outlined here is in the role that
archaeology and history can play in helping understand how disease
trajectories functioned, as well as making that evidence applicable to a
modern global community by improving current modeling or contributing to prophylaxis. History, and specifically political history and the history of science, has been instrumental in explaining the consequences
of recent pandemics on demography and socioeconomic life and linking
those developments to issues of globalization. Thus, we see the underlying impact that disease actually had on society. In addition to a record
of the reduction in population size for a given territory, it is also possible
to glean an understanding of the response to disease by administrative
powers and of how the specific case nests within a regional zone.46
For archaeologists, this serves as an important theoretical point of
departure, principally through analogy, providing the political framing
but also chronological backdrop for the expansion of quarantine stations and cemeteries, for example. However, the methodological component is critical and needs to be considered from the ground up. For
our case, we have developed new ways of sampling bone: rather than
waiting for the osteologist to study the bones prior to sending bone and
tooth samples for DNA assay, we extract bone tissue from the skeleton
as soon as it is exposed, bagging these and placing them in a freezer as
soon as possible after removal from the ground. This not only reduces
the risk of contamination, but also potentially increases the likelihood
of capturing DNA, which is damaged the longer it is exposed to sunlight
and other environmental conditions. Bone tissue is removed from areas
of the skeleton that would be highly vascularized during life. This is
important, as the traditional skeletal elements favored for recovery of
human DNA are the teeth. However, malarial DNA is likely to occur
in areas of the body with high red blood cell counts. While it is highly
unlikely that we will ever be able to recover cells that contain hemoglobin47 given the rapid rate of osteological deterioration in the tropical
climate of Mauritius, by sourcing bone from areas of the skeleton that
in life would have had a high blood flow,48 we maximize the likelihood of
recovering Plasmodium DNA. Finally, contamination is a serious issue,
particularly as we are also interested in and actively studying the demographic origins of those interred. To deal with this, only one individual
undertakes sampling following our protocol, and all individuals involved
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in excavation can be screened so that their DNA can be cross-referenced
with and removed from our ancient human DNA samples. Underlying
these new methodological techniques and approaches is a theoretical
model that dictates our practice: we are effectively excavating with an
underlying premise that we may use recovered material for future analytical procedures not currently being undertaken; in effect, we are
future-proofing our sampling strategy.
The new technical approaches, climate data, and molecular techniques are focused on gaining a much better understanding of malaria.
The significant potential for understanding how the disease changed in
an environment where it was epidemic, then eliminated, is based on the
more holistic outlook that archaeohistoric research promotes, an analytical view of the world from an encompassing vantage point.
Disease control and health provision stand to benefit a great deal
when we integrate medical perspectives with those from archaeohistory. Particularly for conditions like malaria (and despite the obvious
indiscriminate nature of infection), understanding social aspects such
as hierarchy is critical as these underpin exposure to the disease, and
more importantly, the likelihood of surviving it. More specifically, by
correlating osteological evidence with the molecular assessment of the
malaria virus, we can explore and gain a better understanding of immune response to the disease in those infected.
At a local level, emphasizing the social context is particularly valid, as
this offers fertile ground for integrating the types of data available from
archaeology and history. The way in which sexually transmitted diseases,
particularly syphilis, were viewed in India during the period of European
colonization offers an insightful example of the manner in which social attitude impacted on how populations likely conceptualized certain diseases
or, more precisely in this case, types of infections. Syphilis was considered
a European import, coming in with the Portuguese; however, a less virulent
local form was evidently well established, as noted by the complexions of
locals, showing pocks and other skin lesions. In contrast to the European
view of syphilis and other sexually transmitted diseases, the local form was
not seen as an indicator of a lack of morality. This issue, as well as the role
played by Western psychology in attempts to explain sexuality, disease, and
morality, is explored in much greater detail within an African context.49
Moving to a wider regional level, it is possible to explore the ways
in which disease influenced population, both demographically as well
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as who actually travelled to the colonies from European states (i.e., the
specific demographic that migrated), and the system that pushed rather
than pulled them to these locations. This was true for the elite as well
as the soldier, and effectively rests on the way in which diseases created
environments that would likely kill someone new to the region, not to
mention the likelihood of contracting a disease while shipboard.50 It has
been estimated that some twenty-five thousand Portuguese soldiers died
in Goa during the thirty-year period from 1604–34, mainly from diseases such as cholera, but also from syphilis. Of fifty governors who
made it to India, twenty-two died during their term or on the voyage
home.51 As illustrated in the Caribbean, disease had the power to transform tropical sanctuaries (with disease environs that were similar if not
actually better for one’s health than Europe) into epidemic hotspots.
This in turn resulted in important economic and political responses, not
to mention propaganda, that were replicated in numerous settings. One
particularly insightful example of this rests on the connection between
African diseases and African “disease resistance,” providing both newly
imported slaves and local Creole populations immunity to diseases such
as malaria (or at least immunity to the harshest symptoms of such). The
recognition of this resulted in the British using Africans in military campaigns, despite fears of arming slaves. This same model was adopted
in high-risk malarial regions in Arabian wadis, where African workers
were employed on date plantations in complete contrast to the usual
system of agricultural slavery in Arabia more generally.52 Not only does
this background reveal which populations were more likely to fall victim
of specific diseases, but it should prompt us to view the skeletal repository from excavations, at least in part, as a record of these political and
economic transitions.
Finally, at the global level, the fact that malaria remains a major killer
and that the spread of the disease is strongly correlated with temperature
and land cover change should alert us to the risks we are potentially exposing ourselves to with a warming climate and the devastating implications
that this may have for the poorest members of the world’s community.
It is for precisely this reason that we need to better understand cultural
and social outcomes, and indeed drivers, for disease transmission. Ultimately, we need to think about disease in new ways, and investigate the
way that disease changes as civilization changes, and in response to major
society-level transformations in population structure and culture.
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